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CHAPTER£ 

INTRODUCTORY 

Auuointment of the Committee 

In accordance with the- -recoinme1;1dations. made .in the Fifth 
Report (1951-52) of the Estimates Committee of Parliament, the 
Government of India in the Ministry of Irrigation and Power set up 
a Committee consisting of Sarvashri P. S. Rau, I.C.S., V. D. Dantyagl, 
S. B. Capoor,* I.C.S., G. R. Garg and B. D. Nanda, Member-secretary, 
with the following terms of reference by a Resolution, dated the 20th 
September, 1952 (see Appendix I). to examine and report upon certain 
matters relating to the execution of the Damodar Valley Project with 
a view to achieving the most economical and expeditious development 
of the Damodar Valley:-

(i) Land reclamation and rehabilitation works undertaken by 
the Damodar Valley Corporation. 

(ii) The changes in :!;he design and construction features of the 
Konar and Tilaiya Dams; the award of contracts and the 
rates for various items of works. 

(iii) The planning and purchase of stores and equipment for 
works on Damodar Vailey Corporation and the procedure 
;b.erefor. 

**(iv) The appointment of a Chief Engineer for the Damodar 
Valley Corporation. 

(v) The adequacy of the Damodar Valley Corporation Act, 
1948, and the organisational set-up of the Corporation. 

2. We assembled in Delhi on the. 15th October, 1952, and were 
engaged in the beginning in securing office accommodation, collecting 
staff and office equipment. 

3. At our first meeting we considered at some length our terms 
of reference. Although we were appointed in· pursuance of the 
recom.:nendations of tlie Estimates Collfinittee , . of_[ F.~liament, it' 
appeared that that Committee had dealt with several matters which 
on a strict interpretation of our terms of reference were beyond the 
pu.rvfe~ of the Committee. ·It was; therefore, thought that clarifica
tion of the term!; of ·reference .was necessary. ·A, reference was 
accordingly made to tlfe' Mi.i:iis~ry· of Irrigation and. Power who, while 

•Replaced by Shri B. N. Lokur with effect frol;ll the 30th October, 1952. · 
••subsequOJ!tly added, viae, Ministry'of Irrigation and Power Resolution No, 30(1) 
Mln/s2;dated the·2otb; IIIJll!ary; 1953 
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confirming our interpretation of the terms of reference, added that 
we should include in our investigation of .land reclamation and rehabi
litation problems the points dealt ~ith in the two six-monthly reports 
of the Financial Adviser to. the Damodar ;Valley_ Corporation for the 
periods ended 31st ,July, J9'51, and 31st January, 1952. Extracts from 
these reports will be-found in'Appendfx II and copies of correspon-

. d"Pnl'P 1lrith thi> M;n;..trv -;n· Ann<>ndh< m. 

4.: Ill .the .course- of om studies, we felt tl_lat the· question of the 
a:ppomtment .of .a· Cliief. Engineer1 for-·the Corporation, was of such; 
crucial" importanCe that "it .largely· ·influ~nj:eq' -the r -fortunes of the 
Cor-Potation :cind that fr-Should, ctherefo~; be dealt with in detail as 
an express term of J:eference instead of: in a sum.manr and indire~t 
imiiiher under. the last 'term of reference.:, Acgordingly, at the sugges~ 
tfun:ofihe:Comrirlttee, the G<ivetnment.of India in_clu<ied,_ by Resolu
tion, dated the 20th January, 1953, "The appointment : of a' Chief 
Enginee• for the .Damodar Vallev Corporation" as a SPecific term of 
reference. 

i.-Soon after .the Committee.started work, Shri S. B. Capoor, I.C.S. 
!ffi.!qrtunatelv tell m. suaaenlv. ana proceeaea on leave, ana was 
replaced by Shri B. N. Lokur,-Deputy Secretary ·to the Government 
~f India. Ministrv of Law. with effect from the· 30th October, 1952. 

5. The COmmittee invited through the Press the views of those 
members of the public who were interested in the matters remitted 
fnr ;llvestigation qy the Committ<><>. As the enquiry was of a some
what technical· nature no formal questionnaire was Issued to the 
general public. Written questions were 'however put to a large 
nu/nbe~ of_ persons who had knowledge of different aspects of the 
investigation: 

7. The numerous files and papers required by the Committee had 
to be· ootamed from the Ministry· of Irrigation and Power and this 
took time. After requesting the Ministry to supply the papers we 
moved- to Ca1cutta, the headquarters of the Corporation, and, after 
preliminary discussion-;· of the terms of reference and the recommen
dations of the Estimates Committee with . the Chairman, Members 
:and senior officers of the Corporation, we undertook a ten-day inspec
tion tour of the Darnodar Valley, visiting -the Rhondia Headworks, 
the 'Barrage and Irrigation works at Durgapur, the. Maithon and 
Panchet Hill dam.·. sites, the Chief Engineer's -Offices at Maithon 
including the Soil' Testing Laboratory and the Central Workshop, the 
Konar Proje_ct, the Bokaro Thermal Station, the Bokaro Barrage, the 
Goviridpuri cNai Basti where displaced -persons· from. Govindpuri 
village were being settled, the sites under reclamation at Banaso the 

. ' 
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rnaiya Project,· the·· offices of the Reh!tbiUtation 1iiid .. DeVelot>ment 
and· .,ou ~.;;onservanon uepartments -at ·liazaribllgn,· .tne: ueocnanda 
Experlmental'Farni, the Resettlement Colonies at:Motizas Bachbai 
anclGauria Karina; ~he Charwa Reservoir Project; the Hotwar Estate 
and the Design Office at Ranchi. · Dm:itrg the tom: of the ,Valley, we 
examined _the officers in charge of the 'various· works ·and had also 
discussions with the representatives ·bf · the Kuljian Corporation 
consulting engineers for the Bokaro Thermal Station· and of Messrs. 

. . . - t 

Hind-Pate! and a:Swiss firm Messrs; Gruner· Bros:, contractors and 
consulting engineers respectively for ·the Konar Project. 

8. The Committee paid a short visit again to Maithon. Konar . 
.Eokaro and Tilaiya in the middle of January, 1953. to clear uo certain 
oQUtstandi:ilg ·-points. D_uring this visit, we·· examined Mr.· Eduard 
·Gruner of Grune-r Bros./ and Mr. A. M: Komora, Chief Engineer of 
the Corporation. 

V'isits to Other River. Valley Schemes. 

9. In order to ootain some idea. of the different methods of approach 
that a:t;e .being tried out, in' the country, tlie organisation of the various 
project _authorities, and their. , speed o~ construction,_ the Committee 
visited the Bhakra-Nangal Project in .the Punjab, the Hirakud Project 
in Oiissa the Vaitarna Dam ;near Bombay and the Lower Bhavani 
Dam in Madras. The Bhakra-Nangal Project furnishes an example of 
a large ~cale undertaking executed by the State Public Works 
Department,. under the supervision of an Inter-State non-statutory 
Contr.ol Board,with the help of a number of foreign engineers and 
technicians. The Hirakud Project is a large . enterprise executed 
directly by the Central :Government in accordance with the P.W.D. 
Code; although lately a non-statutory Co~trol Board has been set up. 
The special feature of the Vaitarna Dam is that it. is completely 
mechanised and is almost exclusively manned by Indians. The Lower 
Bhavani Project is organised by a single executive engineer under 
the guidance of the State Chief Engineer where the lowest rates in 
Tndia are said to be in force. This claim, however, is not undisputed. 

Discussions and Consultations 

10. The Committee obtained the views, either by the issue of a 
formal questionnaire or by personal discussion or by both, of a large 
number of persons, including the Chief Minister of West Bengal, the 
Irrigation Minister of Bihar and officers of the Government of B:ihar, 
Shri N. -v. Gadgil, M.P., formerly Minister of Works; Mines and 
Pmm,,. ~hrl V. Narahari Rao Comptroller and Auditor General of 
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India, Dr. M. N. Saha. M.P.,. Shri B. K. Gokhale,. I.C.S .. (Retd.), 
formerly Secretary, Ministry of Works, Mines and Power, Shri. C. C. 
Desai,·I.c;s., till lately Secretary, Ministry of Works, Housing and 
Supply, Shr_i A:. N. Khosla, I.S.E., Additional Secretary, Ministry of 
Irri.ga:tion and Power, Shri A. D .. Gorwala, I.C.S. (Retd.), Shri D. L. 
Mazumdar, I.C.S., formerly"Join~ Secretary iii the Ministry of Works, 
Mines and Power, Shri N. M~ Buch, I.C.S., Director General of 
Supplies and Disposals,· Shri A .. R. Venkatachari, I.S.E. (Retd.), 
Member of the D.V.C. Board of Consultants, Shri S. Ratnam, Joint 
Secretary, Ministry of Finance, Sardar Man Singh, I.S.E., and officers 
of the Central Water and Power Commission. Discussions were also 
held Vllith thE' representatives of the Associated Exports Imports 
Corporation and the Engineering Association of India regarding the 
purchase policy and procedure of the Corporation. A list of the 
witnesses examined appears in Appendix IV. 

l'eriod of Enquiry 

11. The Committee were originally required to submit their report 
within two months of the.fr. formation, i.e., by the 11th December, 
1952, but as we had to make arrangements even for our office accom
modation, staff, etc., we took some time to settle down to work. The 
collection of the very large· number of relevant records from the 
Ministry of Irrigation and Power and from the Corporation also took 
time. Examination of witnesses, who lived in different parts of the 
country, could not be arranged on the desired dates. The evidence 
had to be 'lhifted and analysed and separate questionnaire had to be 
prepared for the more important witneses who in some cases took 
considerable time to submit replies. In addition, ·we had to tour 
various parts of the country .. Shri B. N. Lokur, one of our members, 
was also on the Commodity Control Committee, and had to be away 
off and on in connection with his duties on that Committee. With 
effect froro the 10t)l March, 1953, the Chairman was appointed to be 

· in sole charge of the PEPSU administration as Adviser to the Raj
pramukh, in addition to his duties, and was, 'therefore, unable to 
devote. more than a few hours .a day to the Work of the Committee. 
Add to these; the inherent technical and 'other complexities of the 
enquiry. We were thus unable to complete our work before the end 
of May, 1953, but all the members except the Member-Secretary were 
allowed ·tO ioin their. normal duties on the 1st Mav. 1953. 

Plan of the Reoort 

12: This .repbrt is divided ·into eleven chapters; Tne nrst is intro
ductory ana dears· with appofutment of the Committee, other formal 
1riatters lmd 'the "procedure· followed by us. Chapter· II· gives the 
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historical background of the l.Jamoaar valley Proj.ect. Thereafter 
each term of reference is taken up and one chapter is devoted to it 
except that Terms Nos. II and V are dealt with in two separate 
chapters each. ·Chapter X :is devoted ·to general appraisal and t() 
acknowledgements. The final chapter giyes a summary of conclusions 
and recommendations and this is followed by an index map showing 
the Damodar Valley installations <tnd a series of appendices number
ing ten giving statistical and other information. 



CHAPTER II 

HISTORICAL 

The Damodar and its Problems 

The river Damodar rises in west Bihar at an elevation of approxi
:mately 2,000 feet above sea level and after flowing generally· in · a 
-south-easterly direction for a total length of 336 miles (180 miles in 
Bihar and 156 miles in West Bengal) joins the river Hooghly about 30 
miles below Calcutta. Its principal tributary, the Barakar River, 
joins it before it leaves Bihar. The catchment area of the river is 
about 8,500 square miles, of which about 7,500 square miles are in 
the uplands and 1.000 square miles in the plains. 

2. In its upper reaches ln Bihar, the Damodar flows rapidly through 
rugged country eroding land and collecting silt. As it enters. West 
Bengal, it deposits its sut·.along its' banks and flows leisurely till it 
reaches the Hooghly. It is.,. ~'!asonal river with a torrential flow 
during the rains and barely a trickle in the hot weather. 

3. The River has earned a notoriety for its destructive propen
sities, ~t erodes Bihar and floods Bengal-with water and with sand
and causes much distress and loss in both the States: so much so, it 
has been aptly styled "the river of sorrows". 

Flood Proteelii.on Measures 

4. The problem of taming the Damodar seems to have engaged 
attention for some considerable time. Early in the 18th century 
embankments were constructed on both the banks, from Silna to the 
mouth of the river, to protect the adjoining areas from floods. As 
these could not be efficiently maintained, it was decided in 1855 that 
twenty miles of the right embankment should be removed and the 
river allowed to spill on the right bank to relieve pressure on the 
left bank w:hich protected important interests like the East Indian 
Railway, the Grand Trunk Road and the Port of Calcutta. Accord
ingly, between 1856 and 1859, twenty miles of the right embankment 
were removed. Thirty years later, another ten miles of the right bank 
were abandoned. 

5. In 1863 the Government of India had investigated the possibility 
1f flood control by means of reservoirs in the upper reaches of 
:he river. The engineers recommended construction of controlling 
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reserVoirs. aJ foUl' sites on certain. tributaries of the river for,diminish
ing .the danger of floOds~ ' But • as a greatet measure. of protection· was 
considero;d desirable, a supplementary survey•::was t:aiTied.out in: 1866 
and some more sites on: the Damodar and the Barakarcwere selected 
for detentiQJJ. reservoirs which, apart from controlling the .floodS, 
would also provide irrigation and navigation facilities." In 1870 a 
tentative scheme with ·this object in view was submitted to the 
Secretary of. State for India who declinea- to consider it on account 
of the financial risk involved-. 

6. The disastrous flood of 1900 again broughtihe quest~on of flood 
protection to the fore arid. a scheme for. the .. construction of three 
masonry dams at a cost· of Rs. 60 lakhs was drawn up.· This scheme 
was considered to be ari irrigation project.cinly, for which an invest
ment of Rs. 110 per acre of reClaimed and ·l:)enefited lancf was consi
dered extravagant, and a decision was taken tliat-it wss inore feasible 
to take ad 1ioc measures from time to time· to repair the damage and 
alleviate distress caused by the ftoods~- The"EUbseqiient high -floods of 
1907, 1909 and· 1!111 were· apparently dealt With i.ri accordance with 
this policy. 

7. The 1913 flood-with a· peak -discharge of 6·5 lakh cusecs-,... 
causing wide breaches in the embankment and· serLous damage to the 
country~de, roused considerable-pUblic indignation and. called- for a 
revision of policy. Controlling reservoirs on ·the· Damodar and -the 
Barakar were again considered to be the only effective solution of the 
problem. In 1920 a revised scheme for the construction of the reten
tive basins was prepared but was again shelved on finaJ:lcial grounds. 
In 1932, the Anderson weir was constructed at RhondLa. Seven years 
later, the Bengal Legislative Assembly approved of the Damodar
Hooghly Flushing and Irrigation Scheme, but it was not pursued. 

ThP. 1943 Flood and After 

8. A moderaLe f!ood~about half the size . of the 1913 flood
breached the left. embankmen:t in. July, 1943, and submerged the: 
adjoining area .to a . depth of six to seven feet devastating . many 
villages, causing serious breaches of .the railway line necessitating 
diversion of traffic, .by severing _all communications, road.and .rail,. 
between. General Headquarters and the 14th Army for some weeks, 
throwing out of gear .our defence arrangements during a criti.c~l period· 
of the Second World War, is_olating .<;:alcutta from the rest of India 
and dislocating .normal life. This brought the problem _of the control 
of the Damodar .fi_oods once more into the forefront. OIJ.e of the fi~t 
to draw public attent~on to i_t and.insist oP, a compr~hensive sol).ltion 
was the eminent scientist, Dr. M. N. Saha. M.P. The Government of 
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Bengal -constituted. a Committee knovin as . the Damodar· ; · Flood 
Enquiry Co~ttee under· the chairmanship of the Maharajadhiraj 
<>f Burdawari with Dr. Saha as one of the Members to advise on 
permanent measures to control floods in the Damodar river and in 
particular to consider the utility of the earlier scheme of constructing 
flood-regulating· reservoirS prepared in 1920. This Committee recom
mended the construction of concrete dams on the Damodar and its 
tributaries so:as to hold 1·5 million acre feet of water at a cost of 
about R&. 6 crores, of irrigation and flushing schemes on both the 
banks, costing Rs. 3·5 crores and afforestation and other measures to 
prevent soil erosion costing another Rs. 30 lakhs. It also recom
mended that in addition to flood retention, definite storage capacities 
might be allotted for generation of hydro-electric power and for 
irrigation purposes. The Committee expressed the view that it would 
be an advantage from tbe point of view of flood control and soil 
-conservation, if forests and rivers of India were made the concern of 
the Central Government. The Government of Bengal accepted the 
Committee's report and appointed a Superintending Engineer to 
carry out. further investigations and work out detailed measures. 

9. In August, 1944, the Government of Bengal forwarded a copy 
of the report of the Damodar Flood Enquiry Committee to the Govern
ment of India for consideration. Mr. R. G. Casey, then Governor of 
Bengal, followed it up by a letter to the iViceroy dated the 7th Sep
tember, 1944, in which he suggested that the water problem of Bengal 
should be comprehensively studied· before it could be solved. He 
said· that Bengal was essentially a water province, cut through and 
through by two of theo mightiest river systems of India, the Ganga 
and the Brahmaputra, each with discharges of astronomical propor
tions in the monsoon period. and yet this unportant problem had 
never been properly tackled, and suggested that the whole subject 
should be surveyed by high level experts in the various branches of 
irrigation, drainage and river control. He suggested that, "a really 
high level man or men from, say, the United States" should be 
-obtained and added: "I assume that there is no one in India who 
could advise us on the highest level". The United States were 
specially mentioned because the main progress in the. engineering of 
river !:ontrol schemes appeared to have been made. there during the 
previous 20 years. Accordingly, the services of Mr. W. L. Voorduin, 
a senior engineer on the staff of the Tennessee Valley Authority, were 
-obtained in spite of opposition from certain British interests, for a 
term of three years with the assistance of Lord Halifax, British 
Ambassador to America and Mr. Lilienthal, Chairman of the 
'Tennessee Valley Authority. He was appointed hydro-electric 
member of the Central Technical Power Board. 
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. 10,· ·1·ne l.iovernment·of India iri a-Ietter·dated 'the 8th October, 

1944, sent their considered ·vtew~- on. the - Bengal; Flood Enquiry 
Committee's Report and on thE! questions raised 'by'the Government 
of Bengal. They felt that the repqrt by itself ccluld not serve as a 
~asis for solving tli.e various probl~ms of 1;he Da,modar. They there
fore, proposed to the Government of- Bengal and Bihar that in the 
interests of the co-clrdinated economic, development - of- the entire 
Damodar Valley, it was essential to examine the following aspects 
of the problem, not only from the point of .;new of Bengal but of the_ 
entire Damodar Vallev: 

(a) Steam Power requirements of the coal-fields and the neces
sary supply of water to meet such requirements, or the 
requirements of industry situated -there; 

(b) Hydro-electric possibilities (to be considered in relation to 
the Bihar thermal grid scheme and perhaps also to the 
Rihimd Scheme in the Sone Valley in Western Bihar and 
East U. ;F'.); 

(c) liTigation aspects of the_ scneme and poss10U1t1es OI asslSt
lnce to agricultural development;. . . . 

(d) Navigation aspects-though it -was doubtful if much cciUld 
be done in this re~ard; 

(e) Future of the port of Calcutta; 

(f) The rise in land values, resulting from (b), (c) and (d) 
above; 

(g) Prevention of erosion and of disafiorestation and po'Ssibili
ties of afforestation. 

Having regard to the- multi-purpose potentialities of the Damodar 
River_ Scheme, the Government df India felt that the quickest and 
most efficient way of solving these problems would be through the 
agency of a properly constituted- authority on ~which. _ the Central 
Government and the Governments of Bengal and Bihar were ade
quately represented. As a preliminary ·step they ·suggested ·to the 
twcl Provincial Governments:-

(i) the setting up of an ad hoc committee to examine. certain 
details of the scheme; 

(ii) submission of the report of the said .committee to the 
Provincial Governments, the Central Technical Power 
Board and the Central Waterways and Irrigation Bclard 
for their views; and 
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(ill). co-oJ;din.ation. of furth~ lletion in mu~ual.: consultati?n. or:-

. iri.cthe alternative the. holding of· a.,meetW,g a~ ,wl:;!.lch. 
•l '' - . - ' .- . -'' . -.- . J 

these. .·Points may . be .discussed. 

11: The meetirtg envisaged above was held on~ the .ilr<l January. 
1945. It'was decided thereat that all the relevant infdrmation bear'
ing on the co-ordinated ·d!!veli:>pment of the valley should be col
leCted and a preliminary memorandum prepared. by .the Central 
Government's technical experts in full collaboration with the Pro
vincial experts, setting out the prospects fdr a co-ordinated scheme
for the multi-pUJ;Pose development of the Damodar Valley. 

lUr. Voorduin's Preliminary Memorand.um 

12. !VIr. Voorduin prepared this preliminary memorandum present
ing an outline of a tentative unified development plan for the Damo
dar Valley and deseribing ~ gener~l tei:m.s the benefit which may be 
expected from flood control. irril!ation. power, navigation and water 
supply. 

_13. On t!Je b~sis of a design flood of one million cusecs,. 
Mr. Voorduin planned a series of eight dams at Tilaiya, Deolbari and· 
Maithon on the Barakar, at Bermo, Aiyar and Sanolapur on the
Damodar, on the Bokaro and; on the Kqnar-with a· hydro-electric 
power station attached to each dam, a barrage below Silna, a low 
diversion dam at Bermo for hydel power generation, and a thermal 
power station with an installed capacity of 150,000 kW. The plan 
p;rovided for an aggregate controlled reservoir capacity ox 4·7 million 
acre feet, perennial irrigation for an area covering 7~6lakhs acres and 
power at a peak-load 300,000 kW. Mr. Voorduin ·arso· fndicated the 
possibility of providing navigation facilities and water supply. The 
total cost of the scheme was estimated to be Rs. 55 crores though it 
was clearly sta~ed that the estimate was, in the absence of complete 
field investigations, "extremely rough and could serve no other pur
pose than that of obtaining an approximation of the magnitude of the 
capital expenditures required". It is necessary to emphasise this 
point as there was a tendency later on to forget it. It was expected 
that an annual charge of Rs. 8 per acre would suffice to meet the 
irrigation expenditure while the cost per unit of power delivered in 
bulk at load centres at)l kW. would work out to about 0:24 annas 
per kW. The entire programme of .construc~ion was expected to take 
ten years. The scheme envisaged submersion of 106,000 acres of land 
and displacement of a fairly substantial oooulation. 

14. Mr. Voorduin observed: 

'Some ch&nges in the general plan may be made when addi
tional data is obtained and final studies are undertaken, 
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out 1t 1s expected that !!Ueh .cnanges will not materially 
affect the scope of the development as now -proposed. 
Furthermore; collectiqn of additional data and prepara
tir.m. of final plans for. eac!). of the. dam-sites selected, .need 
not delay· the start of construction work at some of the 
dam-sites w:~ich, becaus~ of th,eir.strategic location, will 
be needed in any· plan 1of' development finally adopted." 

Mr. V oorduin concluded by recorhmendin~ that: 

"the. task of. continuinl! the planning, designing, constructing 
and operating the _dams, -reservoirs,. waterways, power 
hou~es and transmission lines be. entrusted to an Autho
rity. with powers and duties ~arefully delineated by .the 
three Governments,,concernecf' and that the "Damodar 
Valley Authority cquld bE! an.• example in the multi
purpose development of a watershed ,for India as the 
T.V.A has been for the U.S.A." 

Ui. Mr. Mathews;' Chairman of the· Central Technical Power Board, 
m 'approving Mr. Voorduin's plan,: pointed out that although the 
"population (>f the valley was predominantly rural' and largely engaged 
'in agricultural pursuitS, the plan of development covered a region 
which included many factors whichprovided scope for future indus
trial development. The area," it may be mentioned, is a mineral 
treasure house and rich in industrial potentialities; concentrated 
deposits are to be found of strategic minerals like iron, coal, copper, 
manganese, mica, bauxites, quartzite, etc. Recent investigations 
indicate the presence in the area of "a composite ore which has a 
unique combination o~ metallic and non-metallic constituents contain
ing recoverable quantities of uranium and rare elements, copper, 
nickel, phosphorus, sulphur, titanium and gold. The other- elements 
also present are vanadium, antimony, bismuth and lead. There is no 
doubt, therefore, that this is one of the most unique and wonderful 
ores produced by nature in the world and India ought to be proud of 
it".* -Mr. Mathews stated that the project made it "absolutely essen
tial that the entire water control and power generation features 
should be constructed and operated under a single unified adminis
tration". He was also of tlie opinion that: 

"for efficient administration, and regardless of its originating 
sponsors, the Authority must be invested with a high 
degree of autonomy for conducting the undertaking". 

. . 
•See article in Indian Journal of Power & River Valley Development, Vol. IJ, No. II 

(DVC Special Number), Calcutta, by Mr. V. R. Khedkar, R.M.S., AtOIDlc Energy 
Commission and Director, Indian BUieau of Mines. 
24M of I&P 
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As an ad interim arrangement, he suggesteq. the appointment of a 
high•ranking ·.Ndministrato~ to pronib~e the furtherance of the project 
and ~he creation of the Authority.' He al.So'made it" abundantly clear 

~ . • . 11 ' 

that·•a vast amount of 'etigineering study a~4 .. design work must be 
.undertaken if the project· were to proceed to'the various phases of 
•Construction, · ' · .- · ' · · · · · 

' I .... 
The u.~,A. Technical Mislllon 

16. At the request of the Government of India, the State Depart
ment of the United States of America sent to ,lndia in February, 1946, 
a Technical Mission ~onsiSting of two emineil.t engln.eers, viz. Mr. Ross 
M. Reigel, and "Mr. Fred c: Schlemmer, He!id Civil Engineer and 
.l'roject Manager res!lectively, of the Teruiessee Valley Authority, to 
examine and advise·on the scheme prepared by Mr. Voorduin. With 
themJ were· associated- two Indian engineers, Shri A. :N. Khosla and 
Shri M: Narasimhaiya. The' Mission viSited Maithon, .Panchet Hill, 
~a aDd Aiyar and also Krisbharajasagar in Mysore and Mettur 
in Madras. On an examination of Mr!Voorduin's Preliminary Memo
randum, M£. Riegel expressed th{-(rfew that-

"~t presents a wel1 consid~re4 ,Plan. for as much utilization of! 
the Damoda~.~~HY.E:r ~o.(.th~.f,?~l:?,i,n.e~: purl?P.~S. .of flooci 
. contr,ol; i;t;;i?~~on. @P., p.c;>~er, ge!t~t~P.! • ~Sr appea:~;!!d 
· prachcable'' and that "satlSfactol')[; and sa,fe. structures 
- ,. ' . . II ''' •' . 

suitable for the. general purpose otmulti-purpose deve-
lopmeiit ·elm be constructed:' .. , · · ·. . . ... ~.- · · · . . . . -~~·-.f. . ' ., ' .:... ~···- . . .. 

·on the; lines. indicated •b)'! ·him. The Mission recommended immediate 
construction of a dam at··Tilaiya so that the retti.tired flow could· be 
-maintained in the river during the construction'bf th~ Maithon Dam. 
They alSQ',gave prioDity; ·aftei" Tilaiya and Maithon,' -to the construc
_tion of dams at:l{onar or at Bokaro and Panchet"Hiii. •In the opinion 
of.Mr .. Schlemmer, the programme chalked out by Mr. Voorduin was 
"of a statuve.at .. least as large, or possibly, considerably' larger than 
has previously ·been undertaken: in India, or in other p~rrts of the 
world? and that it·was "entirely feasible and well within the range 
9f possipility of· accomplishment" in ten or ·more years' duration. 

• L• •t 1 • • •. ', 

· The Scl!.eme, Progresses 
17; The meeting o( ~he, ~~~e; ~~e~m~s.. _.<;oncerned,, held in 

Augnst, 1S45, considered M,:~ •. V,:oor.dui,n's, Pr,eljminacy Mam<:~rand~ 
and agreed that it justified further investigation of the multi-purpose 
~spect of the project. On t~e assumption that four. dams at least 
would haye to be construct~d;,,it ~!!~.jlecided to investigate Maithon 
·and. Aiy;ar. It wa~. agreed that .tP.~ ~p,c;>;nstruction of. the first dam 
should commence in October, 1946. · The meeting also agreed to a 
prOJ?9S~l for appointment of a ~igh~.ade non-technical Administra-
toi,'~or tbe-~ch.eme. · · · "' "........ · ·· · · 
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18. At a meeting held in April, 1946 the representatives of _the 
hree Gov~eli~- c~ns~der~~ the . Vootdufu _ rel?cirt::,to~ether vvitli ~ 
lie commentS·· of ·the Atnerrcan Teclihlcal Mission thereon Thev 
l'iere convinced of "th!! d~sirability .of pUshing ~orward as" ra~idly- ai;. 
jo5sible with the Damoqar Scheme as ~ whole anci" ;lCcepted · the 
>roposals .for.the Maithorf and Tila1ya projec~. as a.l>pr~ved PY. the 
!\merican · Tec~ical· Mis~ion and their 1ndiail. asSociates: They con
lidered' it' necessi!ry. to-" postpone. the. commencement .of.eons~ction 
>f'.the Maithon dam-till'October, 1947, ~it was iiot possible to obtain 
the conSent of the two Proyincial·GovernnientS and.to enter' into a 
linn contr~ctwith constilti,ng engineers and contractors in time to be 
able to start cons~ruc;tion iii October, 1946.. In th~ ~~a~ tune;. they 
r(H;onimended' the '~arly. inv~stig~tion ~f the 'possibilitY of making 
arrangementS-for' the cphstriiction of .the Tilaiya dam in .advance of 
other projects; it. was also -~ecilied·t(! place the pre1imin,ary arrange
ments under an Admini~trator_ with the .rarik of Additio.nal Secretary. 
tCi Goveirurie!lt pendir)g t~e · e!!taolishinent of 11· properly con,sti~)!te.d 
Authonty. Sucjl an· Authority, .the"Provincial Goverru:nentS agreed; 
was the most su~table. agency for. administering- the sche!lle. a~ t_hey 
were- unable to' e~eCI,!t¢: :it themselves. . Shrf B .. x:: Gokhale, I.C.S., 
wait accordin.ily. appC!inted A~inistratqr:of "the Damodar.' Valley 
Project in May: 1946, bU:twhen two months later he became Secretary 
to the Government 'of"In,dia· in tl).e Ministry. of ,Works; Mines and 
Power, the post .fell vacant ~nd remain~d vacant, till.Oc,tpber,)947, 
when Shri. S; N. Mozumdar.' r.c.s:. was. appointed "Administrator. 

The Corporation ~akes _SI)alJ4 

19. fl:. draft of the constitution of the Damodar Valley Corp-oration 
i,(ras P~!!pafed by thl! Government·of!ndia ari:d-c;onsidei:eil by• a .Com· 
:ml, ttee. 'consi![ti!,lg . of . the. repr~~entatives, of the- threC'. Go\Tj!~fits
·COil.cern('ld. T.h"e nnal.d~:aft was approved by the thre~ qovemll_le!J-tS 
in' Apr_il, 1947, ~ad the Governments of Bengal and Bihar·undertook 
io have resolutions pa~sed-by j;hEdr)egislatjlres, as required by;Sgc;t.i,on: 
103 of the Government of India Act. 1935. agreeing to the setting up 
•of a Corporation. 

20. The Corporation as envisaged was given censideraore amonomy 
,and the two Pro:vincial Governments agreed to sli.tiender to it their 
:powers to ei:ial:il~·it to discharge itS Iimctions effectively Agreement 
w.as ·also reached regarding the allocation of costs. 

The Damodar Valley Corporation Bill. 

21. The Damodar Valley Corporation Bill was introduced in the 
<Cpnstituent A~embly of· India;· (Legislative) on th~ 1st· December;: 
1947" .was-:nassed -on.the ll!th Feeruary; 1948,' anq received the assent 
()f.the·Governor-General on the 27th March, 1948; 
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22. Proposing·a reference oLthe billt().a Select Co~ttee, Shri 

N. V. Gadgil,' Minister for Works, Miri,es _ and' Ppwer, _ ex:plain!ld 
briefly the objectS and the" provisions r of the- measure. . He descri~ed 
the -!iisasters caiised'freqilimtly by the Damodar floods and state_q how 
the romance' "of the T.V.A.;which ushered in ·an' era; prosp~rity i,n 
the Tennessee. Valley •by-taming the - wayward Tennessee river. 
inSpired the- conception-of the Daniodar Valley Project --which he 
hoped would bring in ftS wake t~e bene~ts:.,~f;flriod·,cpntroi~ !•water 
for irrigation, power for industry' and employment all. round". He 
said,that when the sCheme became a: reality ''a valley of,death and 
destruction" would- be turned 'into "a· valley of prosperity and 
happiness". As r~gards the rehabilit~tion of displac~d persons, he 
assured the Ho.use that those whose lands and houses would be 
acquired for· the purposes of the project would be resettled "not in 
similar but in' bett~r surroundings" and they would exchange their 
"hovels· for decent cottages, darkness for ·nght and fanaticism for 
faith".. Further Wwas the intention that model villages should be 
made available. arid" e~ery effort made as far as. possible -to see that 
tliose who were resettle-d did not feel themselves in some strange 
unknown world but ~ould be resettled in fairly familiar circums
tances: when it' was sought to be made out that the scheme was 
not subjected·to scrutiny or criticism by experts, the Minister assured 
the House that it had been fully realised that schemes involving 
millions of rup_ees .must. be proceeded with with all reasonable care 
and caution and that at every stage expert advice had been taken and 
that at every stage from designing to const.ruction, from construction 
to utilization, expert advice, whether foreign or Indian, would be 
taken. In reply to a suggestion that the qualifications expected of the 
persons forming the Corporation should be prescribed, the Minister 
said that it was impossible to lay down in the statute what sort of 
people they should be and what educational and other qualifications 
they should possess and felt that men from any walk of life would 
do well if they possessed the following qualifications: 

(i) The highest integrity and jncorruptibility. 
( ii) High intelligence. 

(iii) A clear conception of the economic development in India 
on modem scientific lines especially in the industrial and 
agricultural field and alignment of economic life on a 
co-operative basis. 

(iv) Fairly wide experience of men and affairs. 

He told the House that it should not be impossible to find tpree hlp
ranking men who would have "the vision of a poet, the zeal of a 
pioneer and the capacity of a practical administrator". He added that 
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it 'fas not the i~te~~~?~, .o~ ~j?l!!, ';<:'~"• ~I.J'l'~~~~ment to interf!)re witli 
the ~ay~t9·day .admmlStrat~qi!- o(.the c~~oration and that control 
w?ulii bf~xerci~ed in matters 'of ilolicv only and that too consistently 
w1th' the autonopiy ·qf the 'Corpopitipn, 

2~. The Hill received a rousing reception from all sections of the 
House \l~d speech after speech was made showering congratulations 
on ·.the Minister. jdr briliging fory~a~;4 ,such an epoch-making measure 
and the_" Bill. w;1s passed" 9n 'a.n.' ·unprecedented wave. of enthusiasm. 
But there appears to have :been inadequate appreciation of the fact 
that we'were launching on a it-and-experiment without much previous 
experience in this particular · line, without sufficient technical 
p~rsom1.el(-that, there might· be pitfalls, that mistakes might be made 
ang lgss.e~ ·ID~~¥"red. .E;ad .the Jegislature, and through the legislature 
tbe,co~try,~bee:t~, '1!\'arned that it would not be all plain sailing and 
th~(J.\!'e.sho!Jl.!i be·,prepared for some·delays;rriishaps;·_fuefficien_cy a,nd 
lo~\!s, J!:J.e• ;r:~c;~ion. tQJ failures. when theytdid occur 'would· not have 
been s<_>jac~~od.A.& the fimpression-was· created thattlie millenmum 
was X:9.Und ihe'cQrner, the country was natilrally'expectin'g to see the 
r~!llisaJ~on Qf th~ir hopes within three or four years: 1The fact Is that 
th~. Gover!}ment an<Vthe nation were in a hurry. ·There had been a 
wa;r, tllerE! had be.en floods; there had been· famine and starvation, the 
n!!ed.for-.more fo.o?:was desperate; on the' other hand, we bad ample 
natural resourc;es, the Damodar Valley was a mineral tTeastii:e.'house 
and the potential demand for.power for industrial p\rrposes in the 
area was great. Here were ideal cpnditions fqr the successful·execu
tion of a 'project like the Tennessee Valley and one should be .built 
with all possible speed. When difficulties cropped up, difficulties 
connected, '\vith paucity of engineers and technicians of all kinds, 
with obtaining machinery in. time, with securing contracting firms 
of. tbe requisite status, experience and technical knowledge, and 
mistakes and costly mistakes occurred, there was an· unconscious 
tendency in some quarters to look for people to blame. This is not 
to say that all was well with the Damodar Valley Corporation. Far 
from it, as the sequel will show; but when the heat and dust of contro
versy have passed and the time comes to take an overall dispassionate 
view of the whole matter, it will be necessary to take into considera
tion the background, the circumstances in which the Damodar Valley 
Cuporation came into existence, the difficulties against which they 
had to contend and the problems they had to tackle. 

A Broad Outline of the Act 

24. The Damodar Valley Corporation as constituted by the Act 
is a body corporate Gonsisting of a Chairman and two other members, 
appointed by the Central Governmen:t after consultation with tlie 
Governments of West Bengal and. Bihar. 
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J25. m the <li:Schaxge of its.functions the COI.J?Oration is ,assiste<l by 

a-Secretary,: whojs'~.he Chili£ Exeeutive.<?:tfice~,'-:and. ,~ Ffuancial. 
A!lt>iser; 'both of \\\hom are also aruiointed, by the Cent:J,"~ Govern.
ment. The Corporation is auihorised· to ~ppoint' such· other officers. 
;ind servants as it ~.onsid,ers necessqrj. 

'26. The-Corporation is empowered to app-oint one or I:IlOre .Advisory: 
Committees for tlie purf,ose.of S~Jll'iJ!g the effici,en~ discharge of the
functions -of the _corp-oration, iii''particular for~·se.cur~g that these
functions are exefclsed With due reg¥d 'to the circuinstances and. 
requirements· of _pa~tictiiar,. lo~'al areas. 

?-,7~,: Wbti?-~lf~e D~filodar Valley~ the ~unc~o?S of.the <:=orpcirati?n 
!!n~w,~~~~eJq l,fl ~chon 12 o:E -tlre Act; ~cl~de, beSl~es. constru~1011 
and' .znanagell).~nt of dams, power houses and 1rrigati.on and naVlga-

,, ~ ·I I • . , , I •,. . ~ _ •• 

t\9R-.:c~;q.P,lfj.-·!:t!),e promotion of'afforest.ation ~d control of soil erosior. 
D:t, ~~~ P~od~ :V~~y'l ~d ·~~e promotion of public health and the.. 
a!M-p\¥-~1/X~ industriat ecoi).ozci.,c and ·gen~al well-being ·in the 
Daznodar Valley .and its .<1-rea of operation". The Central Government 
IDi!Y _iili;o direct th"e Co~_orati~n to carcy out any of ihese":ftinctio~ 
~ ¥1Y ~:p,t;cifieP,-;!!ea .qu_tside· the Valiey. The Corporation has all 
tl;J.,e power&neces~py :fo,r·.~he ·purposes of carrying out its statutory 
functions, includ,ing t_he· power- to ·acquire· property, to construct 
daffis, canals; bll!l"ages, power-houses etc., and to undertake the _re: 
settlement of- the- displaced -populatio:J;l. 

28; Th!! tot~l capit;ll e~pe,nditwe ch_argeal;>le 'to the project is to be 
allocated between three main objects,. namely, irrigation,. power and 
flood c~ntr?l. Sllll!s ~pent on 9th!!r ,authorized objects- are. to . be 
treated as common expenditure before allocatio:a between· the three 
main objec~.'. ''l,'h~ Goye~ents:' of Bih!!r ap.d West Beng!ll. are 
responsible for -the capital cost. of the wor~ .ConStructed exclusively 
for irrigation in their respective State's and share the balance of-.the 
capital cost und~r- ip-igati~~ j,ll; -proiior~~~n to tJ;Ji4'_ ~~riri..t~~d, ~ual 
off-takes of ,ya,ter ~or .agr1~pJ.turaJ pJ!rpos~s: .-. Th~., t~~I,. &IJ10unt of 
capital allocat!!d to power is shared equally by all. the three participat
ing Goveriunents" Capital up to .Rs. 1( cr.ores allocat~ to flood 
c·ontrol is 'shared ~qually betwee~ the Central Go~~~~~ent and the 
Gtive"x:u:n_~t. oCwest -'}3engal ~nd ~he_ ~xde~s. );£ an:r, ~s. _tp be the: 
exclusive lilrbility of West Bengal. Each. participating Government 
is to provide its . share of the capital . on the dates specified by the 
Corporation and in case o~ default the Corporation has the power to 
raise a loa!l .to make up the deficit at the cost of the Government 
concernea. l'he pro~ts and. losses are to be determined object-wise· 
arid except for liood control'are _to be d~strjb.u.ted be~weep. ·t4e three 
participating Governments in proportion-to their respective shares in 
the total capital cost attributable to each object. The capital. 
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provided by each participating Government is not repayable but 
carries interest at a rate to be "fixed by the Central Government. The 
Corporation possesses the power to );>pp'ow money in the open 
market or otherwise. 

29. ''I:noul!h.the .l:oroorat1on.en1ovs-a hil!h <1e11ree of indeoendenc .. 
in frammg·its own§olfcy, -plans and programmes, the Act provides 
for·. -the --exercise :0'£ :eontrol !by- <the: :central 'G<fverrimerit · 1ove'r'' its 
"Policies~·-



CHAPTERW 

LAND RECLAMATION AND REHABILITATION WORKS UNDER
rAKEN' BY' THE DAMO:OAR VALLEY. CORPORATION 

W.itli .this background, :we ~hlill-now deal with the terms of refer
ence ser1atrm. '!'he. first term of reference is concerned with . the 
land reclamation and rehabilitation works undertaken by the 
Corporation. 

Nature or rrotuem 

2. If the construction of the reservoirs in the Damodar Valley will 
prevent floods and promote agriculture and the industrial develop
ment of an area of about 10,000 sq. miles, it will also submerge a 
number of villages and land of varying productivity in an area of 
approximately 170 sq. miles. It should be remembered that whereas 
most of the benefits associated with flood control and irrigation accrue 
to West Bengal, nearly all the land that is submerged by the reser
voirs is situated in Bihar. It is understandable therefore that Bihar's 
special anxiety has always been to see that the displaced people, most 
of whom are aborigines, simple folk, receive at least fair, if not 
generous, treatment. I:t is only fair to add that both the Central 
Government and the Government of West Bengal were no less 
anxious that this shall be so. 

Resettlement Policy 

3. In the Preliminary Memorandum, Mr. Voorduin had indicated 
that: 

"An enlightened policy demands that the responsibility of the 
agency constructing the dams does not end with the 
payment of compensation for this enforced evacuation 
of the land, but that new homes and, where required, 
instructions in new methods of gaining a livelihood 
should be given to the people". 

The problem of resettlement was first discussed at a meeting of the 
Labour Department of the Government of India held on the 22nd 
April, 1946, presided over by the Labour Member at which, at the 
request of the Chairman, Mr. Schlemmer explained the procedure 
that was being followed by the Tennessee Valley Authority in regard 
to the rehabilitation of the displaced population. It was stated that 

;18 
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when land was acquired by that Authority, equitable value was paid 
to owners by' way ·of compensation when their PopUlation Relocation· 
Service was unable ·to ·settle them on other land. The Tennessee 
Valley Authority also assisted the dispossesSed peasants to J)urchase 
land at suitable places. 

The question was then c:ons1Uer~u at. a meetmg 01 tne representa
:tiye~1 of the Centrli! Government. and the Governments of .Bihar and 
Bengal held. on .the ,23rd and 24th April, '1946, when J.t was decided 
that-

"The GOvernments of Bihar and Beni!al accept as a matter of 
general policy:-

(i) the. PiiYIJlent of full and. fair compensation to the dis
possessed cultivato):"s;·.of .. the reservoir .. areas; 

(ii) 'the payment of this cumpt:n><Hlw~, as ·far ·as possible, in 
kind, bv"ilrlVinl!r ~and 'for land in. lieu of ·cash compen
sation. 6 

The. uovernment of India is in full agreement witlt this policy." 

4. At a similar meeting held on the 6th January, 1947, attended 
by tlie Me~ber for Works, Mines ~d Power; the Premier ,of Bengal 
and :the Bihar Minister for Irrigation,.-the pro'l!lem of re~ttlement of! 
displaced persons was further considered. . The Government of Biliar, 
urged that the principles of the. Land Acq$ition Act, l894, could 
not apply to the submergence of an extensive area of some 200 square 
miles whicli would render a hundred -thousand persoris homeless. 
The affected area was mostly .inhabited by aborigines. :rile communal 
life of these villages would tliereby be disturbed destroying the very 
basis of their existence. 

Both the GOvernments of Bengal and Hihar agreeu at tms meetmg 
that the entire cost of resettlement should be charged to the scheme. 
It was also decided to entrust the responsibility for resettlement to 
the GOvernment of Bihar. This was later given up.- At~ subsequent 
meeting held on the 26tli April; 1947, the Member for Works Mines 
and Power assured the GOvernment of Bihar that ·the Corporation 
would bear all reasonable charges on account of resettlement and 
welfare of the displaced population. 

5. While moving for a reference of the bill to a Select Committee 
on the 12th December, 1957, Shri N. V. Gadgil, Minister for Works 
Mines and Power said: 

"As regards the problem. ot resettlement let me confess that 
this is a very delicate problem. It is obvious that we are 
~oing to deprive one lakh of people not only of their 
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. m~~l!,~P~~lplg¥,.~~~.'(/,!!olll)~~p)Si'1~-~~~way_~~ 
th~1r li9,:r,nei?.. ho,m.. .~he v;illage.s pt,,}Yhlch, -tl;ley. -!!Ild, tb.~~ 
·a_tf~e§"$.r~· f?g.;~e.'li~edi. ,B-t:tt· -t~~- tpet j.n~~~~o.a ,)hat-_st»e.Y 
Will be -given land for 1and as J!Ul<l~.-rur&o~si)>t~ ~;, 
where it is not possible or where ·a particular indiviqual 
dcies:not'Want tlandi they will'l:le-acieqilll~ely ~mpensated. 

·We !have ~been: vei!y:Jtnueh "familiar Wl."th ·the. Q.e&cnpticin; 
that Iridian• 'villages -3re no(weli~planneCi, Ilthey -are ·dittY;.. 
they are mere hovels, no amenities are provided in Thern~ 
Here is an opportunicy .to tralislate sqme • of •the best 
conceptions which have been_giye~xpression to in the 
course of the last so many years by our social workers~ 
They •can resettle these people in thefr new habitation, 
in modern villages which will provide decent and plea
sant houses, pleasant s~o1mding, , playground, and: 
scllools.". * · * . ·~I would.not.hesitate to call it" (the· . ' ' . ' _, ' ' -

Damodar Valley) "a valley of death and destruction today 
and to say that when the scheme becomes a reaUcy the· 
valley Will be tmned; iii to' a valley 'of·. 'jJro~e'iity and 

. happiness.'' 

J~ ltigb.'t ml!ii¥bei't · Ofltlie?B:cmse $pOke ~ '\1'l.t!' :B~ a't"t~~·J;~ge l>'t 
,~litllil'JSI!wn,tef~lf.0>1:11u¥'f>\'~'l'hln:.lb'f!tlilip1ae~ll~t!rs61ili 1 all>~ftit.tit-
·silihlici.nylendbtSing ltr:i@ iJoucy: 'ol: GW~~:ht. · · · · 

. .:~~r~p~~l; ,tQ,the::<fflRate Shri_ ,Gadgij.;,"~ga~ ,·.made~; {ifleciat 
r~~e:te~~ tp,~e_q~~~~on.~f !~t,tJem~t.and,said;.. '· . 

"!' wanfto ~ur!'! ll1Y fl;i!!,11d,Mr. Jaipa~,~ingQ._,th~~ every person: 
who will be uprooted from the soil will. be resettled, not 
in the same surroundings or similar surroundings, but 
in better su:troundi.Ii,gs. · He will exchange· his hovel for 
a'decent'cottage, darkness fo:t·light and fanaticism for 
faith. '!want to ·a:ssilre :iny frleiid 'that the resettlement 
of 1the e~proptiatedpeo'ple wp.l ~{the first ~?barge on the 
'attention, 'th~ energy ~nd the·f)ilances onhe'Cbrpbration. 
1 think a: dearer a5stirance than that is not necessary and 
I do'not think my'H<iri~bl~ frien<;i M1\ JaipalSingh wants 
it either".* · · · ' 

Again, 

"On the last occasion, I gave the assurance that land will be 
given for land and that where it is impossible or where 
it' is not_ wanted, adequate .. C!J:inpensation will be paid 

' and tha~ thOse people who v.ri.V be_unsettled, expropriatec . . . ,, ·. ,•\ . :•· 

' 
*Constituent Assembly (Legislative) Debates, Vol. III, 1947, page 1848. 
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or uprooted, they will get. C9ttllg!*,rf5lriJ h9vels, honest 
means for doubtful living and faith for fanaticism. Th9t 
.is·how l.described it. I ltive the same assurance."** 

Referring to ''the spiritual aspect of the problem of 'rehabilitation'~ 
raised bv Shrf .J ainal · Sin<th: ·tli" Min-i .. t<>r ;.,._.,,.,~;.;~ 't:liRt. 

"all.attemots-will.be made as far.as. POssible to.~>ee.1;hat those· 
)Y,.IJ.!l are ~sett~ed do not feel .th!'!~lve~.in some strange
.unknoWD, w.or~q., but tl):at they will.l:!e. resettled ~ f~irly· 
tamiliar circwnstances!!** 

7Ja'hese repeated ·assurances given ·by Government · in the· 
Legislature, which were themselves based on the strong and unani
mous demand of the two ·Provincial Governments concerned, 
constitute the·considered policy .of Government which the Corporation. 
was bound to follow· and has been followinl!'. 

11. The .{;o:tporat1on giVe!! ~!JrSh compensation :tO );nose wno ae~ 
it. · Those who ask for compensation in kind are given land for land 
of equal productivity, and the classification of the land to be acquired 
as well as given in exchange~ is ·examiri.ed by· the Land Acquisition 
Officer in the light of instructions given by the State Government. 
:As.regards houses, five 'standard types have been built; and displaced 
persons are allotted the type of nearly the-same area as they occupied 
before displacement. 

-9. We now: proceed to. deal· with- the vaxious, points .:raised in the
,Fifth Report {1951-52) of tp.e Estimates Committee_ of f'arliament, a~>-
.well.as with the points raised by the·Financia1 Ad_viser ,of the Co!':
p~~ation in hi~ two half-ye~rly reports 'tp JJ:!e ppve~ent of India~ 
for the oeriod ended the 31st .Julv. 1951 and the .31st January, .1952 •. 

Agency oi J:reSel~Iemem; . 

10. The Estimates Committee; ·in· para. 28 of .their Report; state· 
;that they~ 

"unable to·;understand why 1t was tnougm·necessary to entrust 
the:-work to the -Corpol1ation whose- han,ds we;re already
full with other work connected with· the construction of 
dams, etc. It could have easily been handed over to the
State ·Go"Vermrients concerned ·who· had the · necessary 
machinery for reclamation of land and d1stributiilg to the· 
affected persons." 

Ip. view of the P!>licy enunciate~ by the Government of Indi11. that 
"the resettlement . of .the exor.ooriated -people will. be ·the firsJ;: 

••Constituent Assembly (Legislative) l)ebates, Vol. I, 1848, page, 759. 
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charge on the attention, the ene:r;gy and the finances of 
the Co~i>oration", 

the Corporation is responsible for ;;he resettlement of the displaced 
population ... · There are certah:l_adyantageg, 1$<> inJhe same auth01;ity 
undertaking r~spo~ibgity fgr constru~:tion of the, reservoirs as well 
.as resettlement, for co-ordination is thereby e~sured. If one autho
Tity is responsible for the (!Onstruction, of the project and another for 
Teseftlementf difficiiltfes are bound to aJ.is_e.'- 'FurtherJllore, whereas 
the Corporation poss~$es the ma~)liilery and 'equipment_ ~ecessary for 
reclamation of land, the State Governm'en'f\vould 'have to acquire 
machinery,. enquipment -apd .personi!-el for the purpose;:. :which .entails 
.extra eXPense, , 

:From the trend ·of discussions ·we had with the ·Government of 
13ihar, it was apparent that they were nof anxious to' take over this 
work. Everything considered, we are of the opinion that the .. work 
-of.rehaoilitation:-s!\:ould remam·WI~n ~ne ~.,;orporauon as ru~neno. 

Method of Payment of Comnensation 

ll:-:Ithwould undoubtedly be cheajler to Government to· pay cash 
..compensatio:DJ in all cases, cbut. there are· various other aspects which 
must be taken into account. Assurances couched•in no·_ uncertain
term had been given in the Legislature on behalf of Government 
·during the. debate on the Damodar V~lley Corporation' -Bill that 
Government w~u~d give house for ho.use and land for land, as' far as 
_possible. Besides, the population affected is mostly aboriginal whose 
<eommunity life shouid'be preserved, if possible. ' Thus the pro)>lem 
:is both political and social. If displaced persons are paid in cash, 
•most of the money is likely to. be spent on drink, and rehabilitation 
-will not take place. As large· numbers are involved, it would be pre
ferable to ensure genuine . rehabilitation; otherwise the State would 
have on its hands large numbers of discontented persons ·uprooted 
from their homes giving rise to law and order problems. In these 
-circumstances, we feel that' payment in ·cash in all cases is neither 
fair in itself nor in consonance with the deciared · policy of tbe 
Government, and must be rejected. 

12. In view of the high cost of rehabilitation the Financial Adviser 
.of the Corporation has suggested that those who desire payment in 
cash should be so paid, and others who wish to have compensation in 
kind should be given land for land and house for house, not neces
appointed by the Central Government after consultation with the 
nient places in the valley, at distances ran~rimt from 60 to 100 miles 
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from the present ·Vlliages, where land could be reclaimed at a consi

. derably cheaper cost. He has also suggested 'that construction of 
houses and provision 'of ·amenities should 'be ·on a: more 'moderate 
scale not ·exceedinir thns<> ·which are at · nresent 'eninved hv thP
villagers. 

The first proposal of the Financial Adviser that land for land may
be given about 60 to 100 miles away where ·it can "be re~l~irried at
~ow;er sost QOes, not appear to, have. been qased Oil; .an examination of 
the _question in all its aspects. Before taking a final decisioz;t :in this. 
~atter, the possibility .of persuading the popUlation to migrate to this· 
distance has to be explored.. In .view of the well-known reluctance
of the Indian villager to move far away from his moorings, it is not. 
easy to persuade him to move· 60 to 100 miles away to unfamiliar 
surroundings, and the proposal is sure ·to lead to justified agitation 
by displaced persons and cause difficulties. Besides; ·as · has been, 
mentioned in paragraph 6 above; an· assurance had already been given. 
in the-Constituent 'Assembly that'these persons woUld be settled "in: 
fairly familiar circumstances", and any change in policy will lead to. 
charJ!eS of breach of faith. 

13. The second proposal· made1'by the Financial Adviser is that 
the construction of houses and proviSion of amenities sliould be on a 
more moderate scale, not exceeding those which are at present enjoyed' 
by the villagers. Here, so far as land is concerned, land of equal 
productivity must be given to the . displaced persons. Any other 
course woUld be unfair. 

The only other matters in which economy can be effected, are the 
house and the amenities provided, such as small roads, wells, places
of worship and community centres. It is the declared intention of 
Government to provide displaced persons with better houses in better 
surroundings than those acquired and this has already been referred 
to; The amenities provided in the resettlement colonies which we
have seen appeared to us to be the very minimum that ought to be 
provided. There· is no question of extravagance. Any change in this. 
regard therefore seems to us uncalled for. 

14. The Estimates Committee in oara. 42 of their Reoort sul!J!est 
that: 

"The cost of rehabilitating displaced persons also seems to be
high. If grants of money, sites for residential quarters
and fields for cultivation are given, the arrangement will 
be less costly and the displaced persons will enjoy .better 
living." 
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The intention of the Estimates Committee is not very clear. There. 

are two possible 'iD.terptetations :· 

(a), ,The Corporation may-acquire.culturable WI!St!l; and hand over 
to the villagers ai,l equivalent numb!lr of ac;:res,aJ;J.d give suitable plots 
for houses in a new village abadi. The difference ·between ijl,~;price 
-of the new land and site and the compensation payable to the ·dis
placed villagers may be paid in cash to enable, them to reclaim the 
]and and build the house; Ol 

(b) fully recla'imed.Jand of equal prodtic'tivity and a· site for a 
house in a· newly· planned "illage• may be ·given .. The' difference in 
the value of the liouse'and •the village sitec mav b.e ·oaid in 'cash to 
-f'nable the villager to build his owii house. 

T~\!~e is no ~opbt tqat the first alternative would -be p~eaper, as 
the upper.li~it .V.:ould be the compensation payable under_.the Land 
Acquisition Act. "'Q'pder this. foch!mle the· villager would hav_e __ himself 
to reclaim the waste~iand. -_ $peedy and efficient reclamatiozr of waste 
lands is howeVE)f-;~est:ci.o~e with the help·.flf maelii.D.ery; . which is 
beyond the respurces- of the villagers .. A few may make an attempt 
at some kind of reclamation; others 'may_ not do. even that. .The 
difficult terrain of the upper valley does not lend itself to easy recla
mation and may. baffle the less enterprising_ cultivator. It is; there
fore more" than likely that tqe' casp <;ompensatio_n wojlld. be squ~~er
-ed on unproductive objec_ts. Thus real rehabilitation may not. take.. 
nlace. at aiL -

If the intention is as indiCateti iii the secon!f alternanve, 1t 1s ctouot
-ful if it would lead to much saving, as under the policy followed:·we 
would still have to acquire the site for the village, level it, lay it out 
into plots;provide.road!l, wells and·ofher amenities and build commu
nity celifie.S; Ill. ·addition; · Governrrierit would have . to pay' tlie 7eost 
of the' 'houses acqUired. · There are likely to be other practical :dfffi
-culties. The·viiTager, being unwillirig to ieave his home till th'e -last 
moplent; is likeiy to find himself;' when actually moved, without a 
house in the -tiew -village.- ·This •will ·give ·rise to unfavourable pUblic 
comment',''- Further, there is eveiy likelihood of the disiSlaced _persons 
·of":he _type we are'dealirtg\vith'r~;midilclng ill-buiit an~ unhygienic 
"houses m the new villages; if' left 'to themselves; tlius defeating the 
policy of Goverilii).ept. · ,At·.Govindpuri Nai Basti, one of the Corpora
-tion's new colonies, the displaced persons have been allowed to build--
-their own houses. We have found that many of them have repro-
·duced the. old insanitacy structures. 

We-.w<iilld, however; suggest that the method· shotild be tried of 
-entrustingJthe ·constrnctioli -of the hbuses to ail: appr'oved· village co-
-operative •soeiety· under:tne guidance df 'the Corporation's engineers. 
·Otherwise. we should leave the orocedure unaltered. 
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Resettlement Colonies 

15. It !las been stated by the Estimates Comnrittee- in- para. 28 
that-

''It was the experience of the 'Committee that the houses that 
had been constructed for the displaced persons had< given 
way before they- had been'-oceupied by tM perSons 
concerned." 

W-e· visited· Bacchai- and Gauria ·Karma, two of the villages buili: 
by the Corporation for displaced persons, and inspected the houses. 
So far as we could.ascertain,none of the houses built by the Corpora
tion had given way. The roofs, however, had sagged in some cases, 
partly because the timber tised in the earlier stages was undersiZed, 
and had· not ajjlparently; been properlY' treated. This'defect'was·bemg 
rectified. We were also .informe<Lthat.some walls-of- the houses at· 
Singhrawan village were- damaged by· the early' rains, while still 
;under construction and the contractor had to make good the damage. 

As a,result of thednspections.made by- us, ·however; -we found that 
although. the rates, paid< for the principaliteiDS' oil'v(Ork; :mre roofing, 
doors.and windoWs called for good' quality.of'work, lowe\: standards 
had' been accepted•. We, therefore,' a!lree· With· the:Estiinates'· Com
nrittee that the work done is not fully commensurate'witli: the money 
spent. This is the more surprising as the work was under the super· 
vision of an officer' of the rarik of Exebutive Engineer. 

Land Recla'mation~ 

. 16. Before dealing with the. C()sts of land..,reclamation we. W()ltld 
iike to examine the nahire of this prob!em ih the D'amodarValley 
Land recl~ation to resettle the dispossessed is essentially a hurriari 
problem, as has been. made abund~q.tly .clear by: thee. extracts of 
speeches ~qe in th~-~egis~il~ure fluring-, tl).e 1p~ssage of. the Bill cited 
earlier 'in- this· report .. If it had •been merel;y a case of paying mone
tary:compensation for. the land acq11il:ed,, the m~tter would have been 
vecy much: simpler., But Government hasr as:-a-,matter 1Jf deliberate 
policy, ~decided to. give land for land of equal fertility; ll.l).d house for 
house and provide also certain essential m_inimum ameni~ies. . This 
1s the principal reason why the cost of resettlement under' rTilaiya_ 
and Konar has been on the high side. The nature of the land, which 
has- been subjected to erosiom for centuries, makes· reclamation in 
the upper valley not· only difficult but expensive. 

The magnitude ot- the proo1em, createa • oy· tAEvsuomergence can 
be seen at a ·glance from the sub-joined, statement. • It refers only to 
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the first phase as reliable estimates of the second phase have not yet 
been worked out~-. 

I Area submerged I 
I 

Name of Numberofl No. of No. of 

Cultiva~ed~ I Uncultivated houses I families persons the Project Total 
affected •ffected affected 

ACRES I 
Tilaiya 

I 
7,902 . 8,205 1 16,107 I 629. 779 4o648 

Konar 6,126 546 i 6,672 12!! TTn 641 

Maiihon 19,761 
I 

5,787 · 25·548 ,,683 ' II,174-1,9St 

Panchet Hill 16,853 i 17,758 34,6II Survey is in progress. I 
l 

TOTAL • I 5o,642j 32,296 82,938 

It will be seen that an area of over 80,000 acres or 125 square 
miles has to be. acquired for the reservoirs but till the villagers• 
options are finalised, it is difficult to determine the area of waste land 
to be reclaimed. However, a preliminary estimate for the first phase 
places this figure at about 20,000 acres of waste land to be r~claimed 
for rehabilifation purposes. 

Cost of Land Reclamation 

17. We now proceed to deal with the observations on costs of 
land reclamation made by the Estimates Committee and the Finan
cial Adviser. 

18. The Estimates Committee remark in para. 42 o£ their report 
that-

''The schemes for reclamation and rehabilitation seem to be a
costly enterprise. The average cost of reclamation for 
one acre of land is said to be Rs. 480. The Committee 
have reasons to doubt ili.at this is not the actual figure 
and the actual cost per acre would be much higher than 
this." · 

In this report ended the 31st July, 1951, the Financial Adviser stated 
that-

"It was originally estimated on the basis of preliminary investi:.. 
· gations that the cost of reclamation of waste land will 

amount to Rs. 380 per acre approximately and the cost 
of houses will be about Rs. 3 per sq. ft. of covered area 
and provision was accordingly made in the estimates: 
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'"***** Recent cost accounting show that w:~ste land 
reclaimed is costing about Rs. 600 per acre against the 
original estimate of Rs. 380. There is also likely to be 
about 50 per cent increase on the cost of buildings." 

In his second report for the period ended the 31st January, 1952, he 
stated that "the cost of houses now comes to about Rs. 4 per sq. ft. 
0f covered area", and gave the following breakdown for reclamation: 

"Reclaimation of Dhan land 

Add-

Green manuring 

Cost of acquiring waste land and incidental cost 
in connection with land acquisition 

Rs. 482-per acre 

Rs. 68- , '' 

Rs. ss- , , 

Rs. 6os , , approx. 

The cost of reclamation of tenure land is al:)out 1/3rd of 
the cost of reclamation of dhan land." 

19. The figure of Rs. 480 per acre given to the Estimates Committee 
appears to be the cost of reclamation as shown in the breakdown · 
exhibited above. In view of the doubts expressed by the Estimates 
Committee, we had the latest figure of cost worked out by the Corpo
ration. It comes to Rs. 713 per acre (inclusive of acquisition and post 
reclamation costs) for the best quality of reclaimed land-locally 
known as dhan land-an the .basis of expenditure booked up to the 
31st March, 1952. The life of the earth-moving machines in these 
calculations has been taken to be the same as that prescribed by the 
United States Bureau of Internal Revenues, and depreciation has been 
calculated for the actual hours of work put in by each mac;hine. 
Further, figures of actual maintenance charges are used in the calcula
tions. There is much controversy regarding the working life of 
machines as well as the basis of computing maintenance charges. We 
have discussed the matter with the officers in charge of the various 
projects we visited. We feel that while the available data are still 
far from adequate to enable us to make any definite recommenda
tions. we suggest that the figures prescribed by the United States 
Bureau of Internal Revenues cannot apply wholesale to Indian 
conditions. It "is, therefore, suggested that for the time being the life 
of the machines may be assumed uniformly for all reclamation works 
in India at 75 per cent. of the figures given by the United States 
Bureau of Internal Revenues (vide Appendix V). Similarly a 
uniform rate of maintenance charges may be adopted. With this 
24M of I&P 
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higher rate of depreciation and maintenmce, the cost of the work 
done by the Corporation would work out as fol,lows:-

Cost of reclamation of dhan land including land acquisition, 
post reclamation and interest charges according to the 
Corpora·.ion's books-Rs. 713 per acre. 

(This includes Rs. 150 for depreciation and Rs. 133 for 
mamtenance.) 

Increased depreciation-Rs. 50 per acre. 

Increased maintenance-Rs. 44 per acre. 

TOTAL Rs. 807 

In addition to this, some provision has to be made for deterioration 
of the machinery while lying idle. Assuming this to be about one
third the normal depreciation charges, i.e. Rs. 70 approximately the 
cost of reclaimed land including post-reclamation treatment will be 
about Rs. 875 per acre. 

20. We have also seen the" reclamation schemes of Hirakud and 
Lower Bhavani projects but as they do not compare with the elaborate 
scheme of the Government of India for the Damodar Valley Corpora
tion, we do not mention them. 

21. The reclamation work is done by the earth-moving machinery. 
It was anticipated that at a capital cost of about Rs. 21·5 lakhs, the 
Corporation would be able to reClaim 15,0QO acres a year and also 
provide irrigation facilities for 6,000 acres. I~ was estimated that 3·~ 
million cubic" yards of earth would be moved in a working season of 
9 months. But in point of fact, the Corporation have been able to 
complete a single season's target only in 2! years in spite of consider
able additional machinery with the Department. 

22. We have examined carefully the reasons for the high cost 
and the failure to attain the target. We feel that Mr. de Vajda, 
Chief Conservation Engineer, who was not familiar with Indian 
conditions, had over-estimated ~he capacity of the machines. Further, 
he had assumed operations in artificial light, which !n practice was 
not found practicable. Progress was slow as only tractors with car:ry
all scrapers, and power scrappers were available but later it imoroved 
when bulldozers began to be used. The difficulty of obtaining spare 
parts readily in India was not fully realised; and the paucity of 
trained personnel for work:ing these machines and of proper mainte
nance facilities for servicing them were inadequately appreciated. 
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23. In our opinion, the cost of reclamation can be reduced· 

(a) by ensuring economical use of the machinery, and 

(b) by curtailing overhead charges and making them com
mensurate with the volume of work. 

As regards the first, two steps should be taken:-

(i) cut down the idle time of the machinery to the irreducible 
minimum, and 

(ii) hand over to the Chief E~gineer all unwanted machines. 
both unsuita'ble and sup::!riiuous, together with the staff 
operating them, to .be utilised elsewhere. Only equip
ment which experience has shown to be useful should 
be retained in the department .. 

As regards the second, the staff should be reviewed in the light of 
the works programme and reduced whera necessary. 

Salary of the Director of Rehabilitation 

24. The 1!:stimates Committee observe in para. 27 that 

"the salary of the Director is very high as compared to the 
sala<ies of the Deputy Director ap.d Assistant Rehabilita
tion Officers. The pay of a Director in charge of a branch 
m the Central Water and Power Commission ranges from 
Rs. 1,800 to Rs. 2,000 p.m. The Committee, therefore, 
recommend that the salary of the Director of rehabilita
tion and Development should be reduced and brought 
on par with that of a Director in the Central Water and 
Power Commission." 

In the beginning tne ~orporation had employed a non-official as 
Director on a salary of Rs. 1,600-2,000, but he left after a few months. 
Subsequently the Corporation secured the services of the present 
Director of Rehabilitation who had previously ·served as Deputy 
Commissioner, Hazaribagh, and whose knowledge of the district was 
an advantage. This officer had to be paid a salary of Rs. 3,000 p.m. 
because he had been drawing the same when he came over to the 
Corporation. The Director is in charge not only of the Rehabilitation 
and Development Department but temporarily also of the Soil Conser
vation Department and various other duties. We feel that it would 
be false economy at this stage to employ a cheaper agency. Later 
on, when the work tapers oft', the Corporation will no doubt make 
such other arrangements as are justified by the circumstances. 
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Staff 

25. The Estimates Committee observe in para. 28 that "they have 
reasons to believe that this Department" (the Rehabilitation and 
Development Department) "is overstaffed, ****". It is necessary 
to explain the organisational set-up to get a correct picture. There 
are two separate departments, both located at Hazaribagh. One is 
the Rehabilitation and Development Department, and the other is the 
Soil Conservation Department. They are independent of each other. 
Mr. de Vajda (not connected with the Rehabilitation and Develop
ment Department) was in receipt of a salary of Rs. 4,000 p.m., but he 
left the service of the Corporation early in 1952. 

The criticism of the Estimates Committeli is directed against the 
Rehabilitation and Development Department. This department has 
under it two distinct branches, (i) Land Acquisition, and (ii) Rehabili
tation and Development. The Accounts Office of the department has 
now been combined with that of the Soil Conservation Department. 
The number of pos';s sanctioned for the land Acquisition branch is 
596, but actually the Director has filled only 194 posts. Of these, as 
many as 148 are in Grade IV (menials). It has been stated that the 
cost of land acquired would be about Rs. 510 lakhs. The State 
Government charges as the cost of land acquisition establishment 
an amount varying from 5 to 20 per cent of the total amount of 
compensation. The cost of the staff employed on this account is 
estimated to be about Rs. _19 lakhs, or about 3·7 per cent of the cost 
of land. Besides, the same staff is also employed on· other connected 
work like the revision of land records of the area acquired. In the 
circumstances, the Committee consider that, barring such minor 
economies as the Director may make from time to time, there is no 
room for any large-scale saving. 

26.-The other branch, i.e., the Rehabilitation and Development 
branch has a sanctioned strength of 113, but the number of posts filled 
is only 78. Of these, as many as 32 are in Grade IV. The work 
done by this Department so far, is the allotment of 3.000 acres of 
land to 1,200 families, the building of 343 houses, community centres. 
etc., and the construction of 15 miles of road. We understand that 
this branch also deals with a number of other matters including the 
procurement and distribution of foodgrains at all camp-sites, making 
arrangements for having visitors conducted in the upper valley, the 
average being four a week, all local court work relating to civil suits 
of the Corporation and criminal cases relating to motor transport, 
explosives, excise, etc., the management of the Corporation's estate at 
Hazaribagh including the allotment of houses, recovery of rent, etc.,· 
all liaison work with the Government of Bihar including arrange
ments relating to police, law and order, labour strikes, security etc., 
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survey of cottage industries and social and economic survey of dis
piaced persons. The branch has also to keep in touch with displaced 
persons constantly. Even taking these factors into consideration, the 
Committee feel that there is some room for economy in this branch. 
There are at present one Deputy Director, two Assistant Rehabilita
tion Officers. one Executive Engineer, one Administrative Officer, one 
Personal Assistant, 3 Overseers and 7 Rehabilitation Assi~tants in this 
Section. With a Director and a Deputy Director the post of an Admi
nistrative Officer for such a small Section is unnecessary and should 
be abolished. 

27. The Soil Conservation Department which was under Mr. de 
Vajda up to January 1952, has been placed under the Director of 
Rehabilitation and Development after the former's departure. It has 
a sanctioned strength of 661, of which 512 posts have been filled. 
These include the combined Accounts Office. The two biggest sections 
are the Mechanised Earth-moving Section and the Headwaters Engi
neering Circle, which account for a salary bill of Rs. 5·1 lakhs per 
annum, out of a total of Rs. 10"38 lakhs. The Mechanised Earth
moving Section was created as an independent unit, and was expected 
to pay its way. We have recommended earlier that the surplus and 
unsuitable machinery in this department along with the corresponding 
staff may be transferred to the Chief Engineer. 

We are of the view that the Headwaters Engineering Circle should 
be transferred to the Chief Engineer. A number of projects have 
already qeen investigated by this Circle, and all that is required to 
be done in the immediate future is to construct those that the Bihar 
Government approves. The liaison work with the Bihar Government 
can be kept up by the Director of Rehabilitation, and once a project 
is accepted by the Bihar Government for execution it would be better 
to make the Chief Engineer responsible for the design and execution 
of the works. Investigation of any further projects in future can be 
undertaken by the Chief Engineer in close liaison with the Soil 
Conservation Department. As result of this transfer, it should be 
possible to reduce the post of Superintending Engineer in charge of 
this work to that of Executive Engineer. 

· The Accounts Office staff could also be reduced somewhat. The 
two separate Accounts Offices of the Rehabilitation and Development 
and the Soil Conservation Departments employed between them 31 
persons before amalgamation. The posts filled up at present number 
32. One would have thought that ·amalgamation would lead to 
economy. It may be noted that the Accounts Office has only two 
Senior Accountants and three Grade l Assistants, but four officers. 
'l'he proportion of officers is thus high. 
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Salaries 

28. The Estimates Committee consider that "the salaries are in
commensurate with the nature of work performed by the various 
cfficers and the staff and the responsibilities entrusted to them". The 

· highest paid officer is the Director. His case has already been dealt 
with. The rest of the staff of this department are all employed on 
scales of pay which are common to other offices of the Corporation . 
. The land acquisition staff is generally on deputation. On the whole, 
therefore. it is difficult to say that salaries are not commensurate with 
the work performed. 

Sanction of Posts 

29. We have noticed the unorthodox practice prevailing in the 
Corporation of sanctioning posts which are not immediately required. 
As against 709 sanctioned posts in the Rehabilitation and Develop
ment Department, for example, only 272 are filled. The practice has 
obvious disadvantages and should cease. Only posts actually requir
ed from time to time should be sanctioned, and all old sz.nctions 
should be revised. We suggest that any post not filled on 1st Novem
ber, 1952, should require fresh financial sanction. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE CHANGES IN THE DESIGN AND CONSTHUCTION 
FEATURES OF THE KONAR AND TILAIYA DAMS; THE 
AWARD OF CONTRACTS AND THE RATES FOR VARIOUS 
ITEMS OF WORKS. 

THE TILAIYA PROJECT 

Prelimfnary 
We take up Tilaiya first because it is chronologically prior . to 

Konar. We refrain from considering the rates, as the work having 
been done departmentally, they fall outside the scope of our terms 
of reference, vide para. 3 of Chapter I. 

2. Of the eight dams envisaged by Mr. Voorduin in his "Prelimi
nary Memorandum", he had located three dams on the Barakar river 
-at Maithon, Deolbari and Tilaiya. He considered that these three 
reservoirs would provide sufficient storage capacity for complete flow 
regulation required for all purposes, altlfough he added in a foot-note 
that if it was found feasible to increase the size of the reservoirs at 
Maithon or Deolbari, the construction of the Tilaiya reservoir might 
be postponed until justified by other considerations. . The Tilaiya 
Project, like the other projects, included a hydr·J-electric power 
station. 

3. The meeting of the three Governments held on the 23rd and 
24th August, 1945, to consider M:r. Voorduin's plan gave top priority 
to the investigation of the dam site at Maithon. In consultation with 
the American Technical Mission, however, Mr. Voorduin prepared 
early in 1946, a preliminary report not only on the Maithon Project 
but 'also on the Tilaiya Project as the latter was considered to bP 
"strategically important in the proposed programme of construction c' 
the Maithon dam" being "a useful source of dependable water supply 
needed for construction of the Maithon Project". It was, therefore, 
recommended that the Tilaiya dam should be constructed simultane
<lUsly if not in advance of the Maithon dam to ensure water supply 
during the construction <lf the latter. It was expected that the cons
truction of Tilaiya would be completed during one dry season. 

4. A subsequent meeting, held on the 23rd and 24th April, 1946, 
accepted the recommendations in regard to the Maithl.rn and Tilaiya 
Projects. The Government felt that it was not po3sible to mak~ 
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arrangements for the design and construction of Maithon in the dr, 
season of 1946 but recommended that the possibility of starting cor 
struction of the Tilaiya dam in advance of other projects should b 
investigated as quickly as possible. Though further investigations a 
the dam site continued, construction of the dam could not· be starte< 
for lack of firm agreement among the Governments concerned i1 
regard to the method of financing the scheme. It was, howeve1 
agreed that the construction of the Tilaiya dam should be· taken UJ 
by the Government of India as expeditiously as possible either througl 
the agency of army engineers or through "on tractors. Detailed design 
of the dam were then prepared but preparations for the enactmen 
o.f the Damodar Valley Corporation Act, poor response to the invita 
tion for tenders issued in April 1948, and the change of design fron 
a sandfill to a masonry dam, delayed the commencement of construe 
tion. It was in September, 1949, that the Corporation started con 
struction of the masonry dam departmentally under the supervisiot 
of Mr. Fergusson. Immediately afterwards, however, a socialist 
sponsored strike for doubling the wages was organised and for ; 
month and a half no labourer came to work. Thereafter, a partia 
strike continued till the middle of January, 1950. A number Oi 

employees were assaulted and armed police had to be posted at t.hE 
site for the protection of the workmen. Thereafter, excavations al 
the site disclosed that the foundations had to be carried deeper thar 
the borings had indicated. There also occurred an unseasonable flooc 
in March 1950. These factors dislocated the construction programme 
When the Board of Consultants visited the project m August, 1950 
they found the work much behind schedule. On the advice of Sh11 
Venkatachari, a member of the Board of Consultants, it was decided 
to construct the dam in concrete instead of in masonry. To avoid 
delay, the concrete work was done with the help of improvised 
concrete equipment till the arrival of the hatching and mixing plant 
in September, 1951. The concrete dam was completed and formally 
opened by th<> Prime Minister in February, 1953. 

5. The main objectives of the Tilaiya dam as envisaged in 
Mr. Voorduin's Preliminary Repor1 were flood control, irrigation and 
power. When the American Technical Mission proposed the cons
truction of tlie Ma ,thon dam by hydraulic fill process, the Tilaiya 
dam was considered as "an adjw.ct of the Maithon project" being a 
source of water supply during the construction of that project. This 
idea was, however, later given up on the reccJmmendation of Messre. 
Harza and Harper, members of the Board of Consultants. Dr. Arthur 
E. Morgan indicated that in his view "Tilaiya ·dam would have its 
greatest value if used primarily for power and irrigation and not for 
flood control storae:e". Tlie Corporation agreed. The regulated flow 
from the Tilaiya reservoir. thE' live storage of which is 260,000 acre ft.. 
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Js capable of generating 1500 kW. of continuous power and of irrigat
mg an area of about 40,000 acres annually. 

Changes in Design and Construction Features 

6. The design of the dam has undergone several changes. The 
project, as conceived -by Mr. Voorduin in his Preliminary Report pre
pared in 1946, consisted of "a sand-fill dam with a clay core, a double 
barrel concrete conduit, each barrel containing two steel pipes, an 
intake section at the upstream end of the conduit, a small power-house 
located at the downstream toe of the dam and a free crest spillway 
iocated approximately one mile south from the main dam in a local 
deJ:>ression of the ridge". Mr. Riegel, of the American Technical 
Mission. observed that several types of dams could suitably be built 
but was of the opinion that the type which could be most expedi
tiously constructed was the one envisaged by Mr. Voorduin. In 
Mr. Voorduin's final design tqe saddle spillway was omitted and a 
stepped type spillway on the right flank introduced. 

7. When tenders were invited in April 1948, for tfie construction 
of the dam on the basis of Mr. Voorduin's final designs, only one 
tender was received, namely, from the Hindustan Construction Co. 
Ltd. The rates quoted by them, particularly for sand and gravel-fill. 
were exorbitant and their tender was, therefore, rejected. But the 
low rates for concrete quoted gave Mr. Mattson the idea that even 
if the dams were constructed in concrete it would not be costlier. He. 
~herefore, prepared an alternative design for a concrete dam shifting 
the power house from the right to the left bank and providing for 
under-sluices of a fairly large capacity in the middle -of the dam 
above the natural bed level. Owing to the large under-sluice capacity 
provided, he proposed tf, have a simple overflow spillway on the right 
flank without any flash boards or gates. 

8. Mr. Mattson's dewigns were referred to Mr. Voorduin who had 
by then returned to America. He disapproved any change in his 
aesign on the ground \.hat-

"Tht Layout of --;he earthfill section was carefully considered 
originally in comparison with a concrete section and was 
selected in preference to the concrete section for reasons 
of economy". 

He further contended that the designs and layout of the earthfill daw 
had taken at least a year and to prepare similar designs for a concrete 
dam would take another year with the available staff. This. he 
thought. would be waste of time and money and would also have a 
bad effect on the morale of the organisation. Since no satisfactorv 
response was received to the invitation for tenders, he advised the-
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construction of the earthfill dam departmentally by the Corporation 
which had by then come into existence. Thereupon the idea of a 
concrete dam was dropped. 

9. Mr. Furgusson, the supervising engineer- designate, agreed with 
Mr. Voorduin. He formally joined the Corporation in October 1948, 
and immediately went on leave as per terms of his contract and 
returned to duty in February 1949. After studying the situation he 
suggested in April 1949, that instead of an earth dam a ::nasonry dam 
should be built. .The principal features of the dam were a stone 
masonry section with the power house located on the left flank as in· 
Mr. Mattson's design and an overflow section in the centre and right 
flank with under-sluices on the right edge of the river bed. No stilling 
basin was provided but full reliance was placed on energy dispersers 
fixed about 20 ft. below the ogee crest. No b_ed protection was pro
posed. The saddle spillway was provided at the same place as in 
Mr. Voorduin's original scheme. 

10. The reason which led Mr. Ferg~sson to suggest a stone 
m"!sonry dam in perference to the earth dam were: 

(i) The masnory dam would eliminate the need for the pur
chase of heavy earth-moving equipment; 

' 
(ii) advantage could be taken of the masonry type of dam to 

discharge part of the flood flow over the crest; 

(iii) the rock excavated from the outlet tunnels etc., could be 
utilised in the construction of the dam; 

(iv) the work would not be vulnerable to floods, as would be 
an incompleted earth bank; 

(v) it would permit of rapid construction as the earth-moving 
machinery would take time to arrive at site; 

(vi) the type of work was familiar to Indian .contractors; 

(vii) a masonry dam would be cheaper than an earth dam; and 
(viii) Mr. Voorduin's design was not suited to Indian methods ot 

working and to the prevailing Indian conditions, parti
cularly the shortage of steel and cement. 

11. Mr. Fergusson's design for a masonry dam was scrutinised 
and accepted by the Corporation's Board of Engineers with minor 
changes ex.cept that the saddle spillway was .given up. 

12. The dam was originally proposed to be constructed in stone 
masonry but later, with a view to speeding it up, it was de!!ided· to 
adopt the prepakt method. Construction, however, did not progress 
according to schedule for reasons already given. 
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13. The Board of Consultants at the request of the Corporation 
.inspected the construction operations at Tilaiya and spent consider
able time discussing the various plans and construction methods with 
a view to producing a safe and satisfactory structure in the shortest 
possible time. Unfortunately, hoyvever, they could not agree on the 
best method of completing the dam. 

The difference of opinion revolved round the type of construc
tion. Whereas Messrs. Harza and Harper were in favour of adopt
ing the concrete process or the similar American prepakt process, 
.Shri Vankatachari in a separate note favoured changing to "conven
tional concrete construction" regardless of its implications on speed. 
He thought that until more experience had been gained no new 
experiments should be tried in the construction of Tilaiya dam which 
was the first to be taken up by the Corporation. His colleagues, 
however, did not believe that this was in the nature of an experi
ment, because ample experience of the prepakt method had already 
been gained in America and elsewhere. Messrs. Harza and Harper 
agreed, however~ to leave the matter for consideration and decision 
of the engineer-in-charge, with the proviso that the change to con
crete should not be made unless there was an assurance that the 
required equipment could be delivered in time to enable the work 
to proceed without delay and that the date of completion would not 
be materially postponed. 

Shri Venkatachari in his separate note gave also a programme of 
construction according to which the dam would be completed by 
June, 1952. As regards the cost he said: 

"The cost estimates of the project have been figured out on 
the low side. There is bound to be a substantial excess 
not only because of the change over to concrete but also 
because of inadequate provisions under other heads. 
Correct cost estimates should be prepared after the plans 
have been finalised."" 

14. A change over to concrete was made and this entailed cbnsi
derable extra expenditure and also delayed the completion of the 
dam. As the advice of the Board of Consultants was not unanimous 
in the matter, we tried to ascertain when and on what grounds the 
Corpoartion took the decision in favour of a concrete dam; three 
different accounts were received on three different occasions all. of 
which were unsatisfactory. The fact is, no formal decision was taken 
by the Corporation but Shri Venkatachari's advice was. tacitly 
accepted. ~t is surprising that no record exists of so important a 
decision with such technical and financial implications. 
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15. These numerous changes in design were due to the absence of 
a chief engineer who could have given the Corporation authoritati\re 
advice. 

16. The Estimates Committee have remarked in Para. 40 of their 
report that "keeping Tilaiya hyde! as a separate grid and having a 
stand-by arrangement seem to the Committee to be both extravagant 
and unnecessary". We suggest that the possibility be investigated 
of linking Tilaiya power station with Bokaro. As soon as it is 
done, the 'thermal power plan at Tilaiya may either be disposed of 
or used elsewhere. 

17. Incidentally we may note that the water· now stored by the 
dam cannot be used for irrigation till the Durgapur Barrage and 
new canals have been constructed. We suggest that it may be consi
dered whether the waters both of Tilaiya and Konar cannot be used 
for rabi irrigation in the existing Damodar canal area by construct
ing water courses and for kharif irrigation on the right bank through 
a temporary regulator at Anderson Weir. 



[CHAPTER V-Gmitted] 

CHAPTER VI 

THE PLANNING AND PURCHASE OF STORES AND EQUIPMENT 
FOR WORKS ON DAMODAR VALLEY CORPORATION AND 
THE PROCEDURE THEREFOR. 

Preliminary 

The Damodar Valley Project is one of the first major river valley 
schemes launched in the country soon after independence. Building 
of dams, power houses, barrages and a large thermal station like the 
Bokaro could hardly be_ undertaken without adequate equipment 
like earth-moving machines, crushing and hatching , plant, power 
house and transmission line equipment and electrical stores. Most 
of these had-to be obtained from abroad. Besides, an assured supply 
of stores such as cement, steel, petrol, oils. lubricants, explosives, 
etc., is essential to complete the works according to programmP.. 
Innumerable items like small machines and tools, spare parts, 
ironmongery, timer etc., have to be stockpiled. 

Planning of Equipment and Stores 

2. Stores and equipment cannot 'be planned without having a 
clear idea of 

(i) the quantities of the work involved; 

(ii) the construction programme to be carried out: 
(iii) the methods of construction: and 

(iv) the agencies of construction. 
Countries like the U.S.A. which have handled large river valley 
schemes can, from past experience at least, plan their requirements 
subject to periodic revision. The Corporation did not at first possess 
any high-powered technical staff on which it could count for planning 
of equipment and stores, even provisionally. They did not have for 
a long time a Chief Engineer to advise them. 

3. The Preliminary Memorandum of Mr. Voorduin roughly 
estimated the cost of the whole project at Rs. 55 crores. Of this a 
little over 30 percent was to be spent on power equipment and a 
5imilar large amount was to 'be spent on stores and equipment for 
the construction of dams. Detailed estimates for the first phase of 
the project place the cost at more than Rs. 80 crores of which at least 
one half was to be spent on equipment and stores during a period 
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of 4 to 5 years. This is the largest single head of expenditure and 
needed careful planning and correct purchase procedure. 

Planning of Stores and Equipment by the Corporation 

4. The Corporation had for guidance on planning and equipment 
the report of Mr. Schlemmer of the American Technical Mission on 
construction planning and methods. It contained for Tilaiya a 
complete list of the numbers and description of the machinery and 
equipment required to build a sand-fill dam. For Maithon, as the 
work was of gveat magnitude, Mr. Schlemmer during his short stay 
in India was able to give only a list of the types of machinery 
required. Mr. Voorduin's preliminary report on Konar, and . the 
Government of Bengal's estimates for Barrage and Irrigation canals, 
gave an account of the work involved in the construction of these 
projects. Provisional planning of machinery and stores for other 
projects was possible on the basis of the quantities indicated by the 
Central Technical Power Board in their "Outlines of Project features 
of Damodar Valley Dams". Planning for the Bokaro Thermal Station 
had been settled by the Central Electricity Commission with the 
International General Electric Company and the Kuljian Corporation: 
In the absence of competent technical advice and a proper apprecia
tion of the magnitude of the problem, it does not appear that the 
Corporation paid sufficient attention to planning. It must, however, 
be said· in fairness to them that soon afte! the Corporation was 
constituted they decided that all the dams would be let out on con
tract to large foreign firms on the cost-plus-fixed-fee basis. The 
designs would then be prepared by consulting engineers and equip
ment planned by the contracting firms who would either have the 
requisite equipment in stock or could easily procure them from their 
home markets. But unfortunately for the Corporation events 
developed differently. The changes in design were frequent and 
the programme of construction was not firm. We have already dealt 
with the changes in design in the case of Tilaiya and Konar dams. 
The Maithon dam, which was originally planned as a sand and gravel
fill dam to be constructed by the hydraulic process, is n,ow being 
built as a rolled-fill dam. 01,1t of the list of equipment for Konar 
prepared by the Corporation costing about Rs. 60 lakhs, the contrac
tors wanted only equipment worth about Rs. 25 lakhs. The Corpora
tion, however, placed orders for all the items in their list in order 
to build up a stockpile of machinery. The surplus machinery from 
Konar, as well as saine machinery from the Barrage and Irrigation 
Project, ordered and received ahead of the initiation of construction, 
was utilised by the Soil Conservation Department, where it proved 
partly superfluous and partly unsuitable. Having regard to the 
numerous changes in design and programme, which in the regrettable 
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absence of the Chief Engineer were more or less inevitable, pur
chases as well as stock-piling for the earlier works had to 'be done 
·on an ad hoc basis; overall planning which would have ensured 
proper phasing and timely purchases was made impossible. 

5. The Corporation had to arrange for the supply of coal in time 
for the start of the Bokaro Thermal Station. They, therefore, took 
the Bermo seam of the Kargali Colliery on sub-lease from the 
Railway Board in October, 1950. No decision was taken for months 
as to whether the mining should be let on contract or done depart
mentally. Tenders for mining were invited only in April, 1951, and 
a letter of intent was issued to the Indian Mining and Construction 
Co., Ltd., late in 1951, though the Corporation had not been satisfied 
with the firm's work on Bokaro foundation excavation. The firm 
withdrew their tender in April, 1952. The Corporation decided on 
departmental mining, but nothing tangible was achieved till 
February 1953, when the first set of the Thermal Station was ready 
for operation. The services of an expert were secured only in 
February 1953, under the Technical Co-operation Agreement, and it 
is expected that mining operations will be started soon. In the 
meantime the Corporation has to buy coal at the controlled price 
which is expected-to be about Rs. 4 per ton more than depart
mentally-mined coal. It cannot, therefore, be said that this part of 
the programme was well-planned. 

6. The machinery for Maithon and Panchet Hill was planned after 
the present Chief Engineer had joined the Corporation and the over
all co-ordinated plan of construction settled. This equipment. has 
been well-planned. 

7. In their stock-piling of machinery, however, the Corporation 
has been lucky as owing to the worsening of the international situa
tion, the prices of machinery not only rose sharply 'but the supply 
position became acute and machinery became difficult to procure at 
any price. 

8. Planning of construction materials and other stores obtainable 
in the country is undoubtedly easier, but changes in design tend to 
upset it about equally. 

Purchase of Stores and Equipment 

9. ':(he Damodar Valley· Corporation Act contains no restricti6n 
on the powers of the Corporation in regard to purchases of stores, 
and· he~ce the Corporation proceeded to make arrangements they 
considered suitable. 
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Corporation's Purchase Procedure 

10. The Corporation evolved their own purchase procedure during 
the course of 3 or 4 years. Within a few weeks of its inauguration 
the first circular laying down the procedure for the invitation of 
tenders was issued. Thereafter a series of circulars and orders were 
promulgated:-

(1) laying down the procedure for the engineering branch and 
asking it to notify to the purchase branch its require
ments well in advance together with the date on which 
the articles would be required; 

(2) warning indentors not to place orders on the purchase 
branch unless sanction of competent authority to the 
purchase had been obtained; 

(3) laying down a special procedure for purchases made by 
the Kuljian Corporation; 

( 4) directing the indenting officers to give complete spec:fica
tions of the materials required and directing those who 
accept tenders to record the reasons for non-acceptance 
of the lowest tender; 

(5) declaring that the policy of the Corporation was to make 
purchases only after calling for tenders and prescribing 
the prior sanction of the Corporation to any departure 
from this rule. An exception was, however, made in 
cases where tl:ie number of suppliers was limited as in 
the case of heavy construction equipment. In such 
cases it was sufficient if quotations were called for from 
recognised suppliers or agents. A list of. suppliers was 
to be approved by the Corporation, and each officer was 
to maintain a register containing full particulars about 
the suppliers. Purchases of petty stores costing Rs. 25 
or Iess were allowed to be made without calling fot· 
tenders. This limit was subsequently raised to Rs. 500; 

(6) objecting to the improper practice of officers asking firms· 
to supply certain specified goods and then placing 
indents on the purchase department and pointing out 
that the purchase should only be made by means of 
competitive tenders. So far as the central purchase 
organisation was concerned, it was stated that a list 
of firms had been approved by the Corporation and the 
purchase branch had either to call for ooen tender or 
invite quotations from these firms. The p~rchase branch 
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could not, therefore, comply with the request of indent
ing officers for placing orders on a particular firm. The 
indenting officers would have to make the purchases under 
their own powers in such cases. or obtain the sanction 
of the Corporation if any purchase exceeded their 
powers; · 

(7) forbidding indenting officers to ask for machines .of specific 
makes and directing them to give the specifications of 
the machine required, thus leaving it to the purchase 
branch to select tP,e most suitable machines that would 
satisfy the requirements; 

(8) laying down a special·procedure for indenting and paying 
for petrol, oil and lubricants; and 

(9) drawing attention to the fact that the policy of making 
purchase after calling for tenders had not succeeded, 
that the officers had not foreseen the requirements iri 
time and had shown a general tendency to order every
thing on the "blue" or "emergent" form, and exhorting 
them to anticipate the requirements well in time, and 
where it could not be done, the indenting officer was to 
give reasons !!O that the Corporation may be in a position 
to give sanction to deviate from rule. 

Finally, a comprehensive memorandum on purchase procedure 
was issued on the 22nd October 1952. The memorandum lays down 
in detail the procedure to be followed by the. purchase branch Oil 

receipt of indents, in issuing enquiries, opening of tenders, placing 
orders, progressing of orders, and payment therefor. It has been 
uefinitely prescribed that for special items like heavy concreting or 
earth-moving equipment, the Corporation's own agency, and not the 
Directorate General, Supplies and Disposals (D.G .. S. & D. for short) 
sh01•lrl be used. · 

Thus the procedure, more or less similar to that in vogue in the 
D.G., S. & D., has been evolved slowly during the course of the last 
four years. 

Utilisation of Government Agencies for Purchases 

11. The Estimates Committee's main cri~icism is directed against 
the non-use of governmental purchase agencies. They observe: 

"The Committee are unable to understand why in the face 
of a Government organisation like the D.G., Supplies, 
and the two big Purchase Missions abroad, namely, the 
India,Store Department, J,.ondon and the India Supply 
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Mission, Washington, the D.V.C. should have been given 
power to arrange for supplies themselves without the 
aid of these organisations. It was stated in Parliament 
that one reason why the Damodar Valley Corporation 
did not place their indents on D.G., Supplies was that 
they were not able to get the goods in time. If this. 
criticism is correct, then the Government purchasing 
organisation is too inept for these functions. This is. 
an additional reason, for accepting the recommenda
tions of the Committee made in para. 56(b) of their 
First Report on the Ministry of Industry and Supply for 
replacing the Government purchase machinery 'by a 
Purchase Corporation to whom all these functions could 
be assigned. The Committee are not, however. clear 
about the charge of delay made 'by the D.V.C. against 
D.G., Supplies, as from the statements made before 
them it appears that the D.V.C. did not utilise the 
purchase organisations to the full and consequently the 
charge of delay against them may be exaggerated. In 
any case the Committee consider that some machinery 
should be devised whereby there is complete liaison 
between the Purchase Missions and the D.V.C. so that 
their requirements are supplied in time." 

12. The question of the utilisation of the Directorate-General. 
Industries and Supplies (now Supplies and Disposals) was raised in 
the meeting of the participating Governments on the 9th May 1949. 
On the one hand, it was said that the Directorate-General's 
organisation had specialised knowledge and long experience of the 
work and covered a wide field. On the other, the view was held 
that economical purchase of highly intricate machinery would be 
facilitated by the Corporation directly negotiating with the 
manufacturers and that working through the intermediary of the 
Directorate General, would cause considerable delays. It was 
finally decided that the Corporation should take full advantage of 
the rate-contract system and standard stores purchased through the 
Directorate General and that for the rest. the matter should be left to
the discretion of the Corporation. 

The question came up again in the second meeting of the 
Advisory Committee in August t949, when it was stated on behalf 
of the Corporation that the services of the Directorate General 
were being utilised for long term supplies involving deliveries of 
six months or more; ~owever purchases of supplies required 
immediately were being dealt with by the Corporation itself. The 
late Ministry of Industries and Supplies subsequently raised the 
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question whether the indents for machinery which generally took 
more than six months to secure should not be placed through the 
Directorate General. This was discussed by the Corporation with 
the Directorate General on 26th May 1950, and it was a~reed that 
the Corporation should continue to operate upon au rate and 
running contracts of the D.G .. I. & S. It was also agreed that if, for 
any reason, the Corporation found it difficult or impossible to buy 
against these contracts, it might make independent arrangements. 
The Corporation could also purchase all items costing less than 
Rs. 50,000 without reference to the Directorate General. In regard 
to items costing more than Rs. 50,000, it was agreed that whenever 
the materials were needed within 6 months, or were of a very 
specialised nature, the Corporation could make its own arrange
ments. For the rest, the indents may be placed on the D.G., I. & S. 
The Corporation have, on the whole. tried to follow this agreement. 

13. We now proceed to examine to what extent the agency of 
the D.G., S. & D. has been utilized by the Corporation. An analysis 
of the purchases made by the Corporation upto 31st .August 1952. 
is as follows: 

(i) Electrical equipment purchased by the Electrical Department 
of the Corporation. 

tii) Plant and equipment purchased by the Purchase Branch. 
(iii) Construction machinery purcl:ased by the Purchase Brarch 
(iv) Construction materials purchased by the Purchase Branch. 
(v} Other stores and supplies purchased by the Purchase Branch. 

·TOTAL 

Rs. in Iakb 

477·5 
596-I 
250.1 
368.7 
II2-7 

1805·1 

The first three categories of stores have been treated as items of a 
specialised nature, and purchased generally through the Corpora
tion's own agency. The total purchases through D.G., I. & S. (now 
D.G., S. & D.) amount to Rs. i67 ·4 lakhs or about 9 per cent of the 
total. 

This low percentage is due mainly to the Corporation having 
decidt!d and rightly to class plant and equipment and construction 
machinery as items of "a very specialised nature". It has not been 
possible in many cases to foresee requirements well in advance 
owing partly to changes in design referred to earlier and the indent
ing otlicers have in most cases been obliged to place indents at the 
last moment requiring immediate compliance, with the result that 
the services of the D.G., S. & D., could not be utilised to the maxi
mum possible extent. It should be possible to utilise the D.G., S. & 
D., to a greater extent if requirements are· foreseen and orders 
placed by the indentors about six months in advance. 
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14. Another point which arises is whether the purchases made 
by the Corporation independent of D.G., S .. & D., have been econo
mical and expeditious. While the anxiety of the Corporation to 
make purchases on a competitive basis is manifest from the very 
beginning, many factors militated against it. The perfecting of the 
purchase organisation took time. The policy was to ask registered 
firms to tender when public tenders could not be invited. But the 
preparation of the register in the Corporation's offices was a slow 
process.· Meanwhile, the demands made by the indenting officers 
were mostly of an urgent nature. The Corporation, therefore had 
to make purchases by negotiation and it cannot, therefore, be said 
that purchases were made after much competition. 

15. We have carefully considered whether the Corporation should 
in future be permitted to continue its present policy or whether it 
should be directed to make all its purchases through the D.G., 
S. & D., like a Government department, a certain limit being pres
cribed upto which the Corporation might be free to make its own 
purchases. The analysis of the Corporation's purchases given in 
para. 13 above indicates that the bulk of the expenditure is incurred 
on the purchase of plant, equipment and construction machinery. 
The Corporation's reasons for direct purchase are two"fold. They 
get 'better post-sale service if they go direct to the supplier and 
they get supplies much quicker. The D.G., S. & D., states that he 
too has a contract for after sales service and there should, therefore, 
be no difficulty in this matter. While we feel that personal contact 
dops make a difference, undue weight should not be attached to this 
argumer.t. The other question of timely supply is of greater im
portance and has to be examined in some detail. 

Apart from indents against rate and running contracts, the 
Corporation has placed 26 indents on the D.G .. S. & D. One of 
these indents was cancelled, as the D.G., S. & D., could not 
arrange supply. Of the balance, only 4 were dealt with by the 
D.G., S. & D.; in two of them the time taken was about 5 months. in 
the third it was 11 months and in the fourth, the order placed on 
30th October 1952, had not been complied with till early January 
1953. The time taken is obviously longer than need be, as the 
supplies were obtained in India. The remaining twenty one indents 
were cross-mandated by the D.G., S. & D .. on our Missions abroad. 
In one of them, although the date of delivery could nOt be adhered 
to, the delay was probably not considerable. The supply came in 
August _ 1949. as against April 1949, demanded. Another 
indent ,;,as met from disposals stock. In eight- of the remaining 
nineteen, no supply had 'been received to the end of December 1952. 
The earliest of these go back to February and March 1951, and 
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were nearly 2 years old. The latest was dated the lOth July 1952, 
a13d it was stated by the Corporation· that even an order on the 
supphers had not been placed by the I.S.M. upto January 1953. 
In the eleven remaining cases in which the supply has been received 
the most important was the batching plant for Konar dam, which 
thP. Corpo~ation pursued even . to the extent of sending its 0wn 
officer to Europe. As a result of the special efforts made, the 
machinery was received in about 8 to 13 months from the date of 
ident. This delayed the concreting work to be done at Konar. In 
the other cases, the supply has taken from 9 to 20 months. 

' 16. During the Committee's visit to Hirakud the Chief Engineer 
wa~ requested to supply a list of his orders placed on the D.G .. S. & 
D .. and he has been good enough to comply with our request. It 
ha~ been noticed from the statements received that the average 
time taken for supply at Hirakud is near abou:t one year. In some 
exceptional cases one or two supplies have come in 2 months. in a 
few cases within 4 to 6 months, but in the large majority the time 
is over 6 months. In many instances dver a year has been taken; 
tl>e•·e are a few cases in which the orders placed in 1949 still remain 
uncomplied with. 

17. The general question was discussed with the Secretary, 
Ministry of Works, Housing and Supply, and the Director General 
of Sllpplies and Disposals: The Secretary wrote: 

"1t is true that in the past there have been delays and rauRes 
for complaint. I do not wish to 'belittle these difficul
ties. We . are, however, constantly improving the 
Supply Organisation and lately we have taken steps to 
see that delays are avoided, that special indents are 
given priority consideration and that in special 
circumstances, the procedure is adjusted so as to 
comply, with the special requii'ements of indenters*** 
Recently, there was a Committee appointed in London 
and in Washington to go into the question of purc:hase 
of equipment required by special bodies**** and the 
Committee**** has recommended that in such cases .the 
procedure should be simplified**** so that unnecessary 
delays are avoided. The report has just been submitted 
to Government and it is hoped that the recommended 
tion would be accepted shortly. 

There was one point which was made in the discussions 
between us.· You felt that if an indent was cross
mandated by the D.G. Supply to I.S.D., Lonaon or 
I.S.M. Washington, he lost all interest in the further 
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progress or we mdent and this was not desiiable. 
Both D.G. and I agreed that this procedure needed 
revision. If the indent is placed on D.G., he would be 
re-sponsible for further progressing of the purchase 
arrangements even if for want of supply in India, the 
indent is cross-mandated either to the !.S.D. or !.S.M. 
l hope that this adjustment will enable such delays as 
occur in London and in Washington to be reduced to 
the minimum****. In the last resort the Chairman of 
the D.V.C. is free to write to me and to bring any such 
case of delay to my notice so that I could look ·into the 
matter**** and see that the work of the Corporation is 
not held up for want of supply 'by us." 

18. The Corporation is a statutory authority specially set up to 
achieve quick results. The very purpose of the Act would be 
defeatecl if the rigidity of a Government organisation were imposed 
upon it. We, therefore, think that it would not be proper to compel 
the Corporation to make all its purchases through the D.G., S. & D. 
At the same time, we feel that it should be advantageous to the 
Corporation to enforce more strictly the procedure already laid 
down to ensure that requirements are foreseen by indenting officers 
as far as possible. If this is done, it should be possible for the Cor
poration te utilise the agency of the D.G .• S. & D. to a greater 
extent than is being done at present. If the D.G., S. & D. is in a 
position to make quicker and timely supplies, the Corporation should 
--and will-make greater use of that organisation. Incidentally, it 
is in the national interest that these organisations which are estab
lished and maintained at considerable public expense are utilised 
n10re fully and in the process perfected. 

Standardization 

19. A few other points concerning purchases generally are worth 
consideration. It will be noticed fro!!). the details of purchases 
already given that the largest sums are spent on machinery and 
equipment. The delivery of these also takes a long time. If it were 
possible to enter into a rate contract for the supply of spare parts, 
at least for the machines generally in use, the work in the field will 
be less liable to be held up. The Corporation as well as other 
projects like Hirakud and Bhakra, could then operate direct on the 
!'ate contract, with considerable saving in time and perh~ps money. 
The possibility of entering into such a contract with regard to the 
spare parts of machinery in common use like specified makes of 
tractors, shovels, tournapulls, sheepsfoot rollers etc. may, therefore, 
he explored by Government. · 
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20. This leads to another question whether it would be possible 
to standaq:lise the equipment to be used in the riyer vljlley projects. 
Such standardisation has some advantages. If confined to two or 
three well-known makes of each type of machinery, the manufac
turers' agents in India may be persuaded to maintain sizeable stocks 
.of spare parts and some. stock of machinery ;~swell; now that India has 
~mbarked upon long term planning and other river valley projects 
are bound to. come. Further the present machinery worth several 
.crores of rupees in each one of the three projects can then be utilised 
to the extent possible on other projects which· are to come, if facili
ties for spare parts and replacements exist. The point, therefore, 
.needs consideration by the Ministry of Irrigation and Power. 

Agency of Inspection 

21. Since the Corporation makes most of its purchases through 
Its own organisation, there is no inspection by any independent agency 

-of goods supplied. At present inspection is done only. by the 
consignee, which is, admittedly, not an ideal arrangement. 

22. The creation of a separate purchase organisation is itself a more 
·effective check than the indentor himself placing the orders and 
receiving the supplies. There are undoubtedly .certain advantages 
in having an independent inspection organisation. If the suggestions 
made in para. 18 above are accepted, it will make it possible for the 
Corporation increasingly to use the agency of the D.G., S. & D. To 

.the extent this is done, independent inspection will be automatically 
.mtroduced. 

23. The Estimates Committee have also commented adversely on 
ihe practice of using consultants as contractors. "A practice has 
-developed", they write "whereby the Corporation have employed 
~orne of their consultants as contractors for the execution of work 
·or for the supply of stores or even used them as an agency for inspec
tion of stores supplied by some other firm. This in the opinion of 
the Committee is undesirable. It is unsound to entrust the work 
-of designing a project and contruction to the same agency". They 
·have also objected to the payment to the Kuljian's of 2! per cent 
·commission for inspection of stores purchased in America. It has 
been ascertained that apart from the special contract with Kuljians, 
there is no other firm of consultants of the Corporation which acts 
in the way mentioned by the Estimates Committee. 

24. In the case of the Kuljians, the notes on the agenda of the 
seventeenth meeting of the Corporation held on 26th February, 1949, 
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after recognising the desirability of separating engineering and cons
truction duties go ,on as follows:-

"In the case of the Bokaro Steam Power Station tenders had 
been invited before the Corporation was brought int(} 
existence. The International General Electric Co. 
emloyed the services of Consulting Engineers on their 
own behalf in order to prepare a satisfactory tender 
****Thus as a result of the action already taken in 
Pre-DVC days the Corporation was faced with a situa
tion where the-engineering services were combined with 
those of the manufacturer. While accepting the tender 
of the IGE in November last. the possibility of separating 
the engineering services from the tender was considered. 
It was informally decided that ai). attempt should be 
made to achieve this so that the Consulting Engineers 
might act on behalf of the DVC and not of the IGE". 

After detailing the various discussions that took place between the. 
IGE, the Chairman of the Central Electricity Commission and the 
Corporation, the agenda notes go on as .follows:-:-

"From the discussions which Mr. Iengar and we ourselves had 
with the IGE it became clear that the Consulting Engi
neers' services could be separated only for equipment 
inspection,· construction management and initial 
operation". 

And after giving the advantal!es of the separation, the position is 
summed up as below:-

"From the financial. technical and public relations angle it is 
clear that the DVC will stand to gain substantially if 
separate ConsultinJ! Engineers are appointed on behalf 
of the Corporation to carry out construction management 
and initial operation." 

The Corporation accordingly decided that Consulting Engineers 
should be appointed to carry out the following functions:-

(a) Inspection of olant and equipment to be supplied by IGE 
in accordance with their tender of 4th October 1948; 

(b) procurement of material and equipment not included in 
IGE's tender referred to above: 

(c) construction management; 

(d) initial operation of the power plant: 
(e) training of Indian personnel; and 

(f) other allied work for the power station. 
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25. Having decided to separate the functions of the Consulting: 
Engineer from those of the construction agency, . the Corporation 
proceeded to consider who should be appointed Consulting Engineers. 
The notes of the agenda say: 

"Though construction management and initial operation could 
be entrusted to any firm of Consulting Engineers, 
as long as the firm selected is of a satisfactory calibre 
the most advantageous course of action in the present 
case seems to be to entrust this work to the Kuljian 
Corporation: 

(a) Kuljian Corporation has already worked on the engi
aeering side of the Bokaro Steam Power Station on 
behalf of the IGE. It is as well -for the DVC to take 
advantage . of the experience which the Kuljiar1 
Corporation has already gained in dealinJZ with this. 
project. 

(b) This view is fully shared by Mr. Iengar**** 

(c) The available records show that the Kuljian Corporation 
has considerable experience in !J.andling thermal. 
electrical and civil engineering projects. It has also. 
executed quite a few projects on 'behalf of the U.S. 
Government. The fact that the Kuljian Corporation 
was selected by IGE for the engineering work of the 
Bokaro Station is in itself a reassuring evidence about 
the technical competence of the firm**** 

(d) For reasons already stated, plans and specifications will 
be drawn up by the Kuljian Corporation on behalf of 
the IGE and the Kuljian Corporation's appointment as: 
DVC's Consulting Engineers is not feasible for this. 

· part of the engineering work. DVC can, however, 
build up an effective check on this part of the work as: 
well by appointing the Kuljian Corporation to carry· 
out both equipment inspection and construction 
management. The Kuljian Corporation is expected to. 
finish all the specifications and designs for Bokaroin 
another 18 months or so. Thereafter: it will function. 
so far as the Bokaro project is concerned, exclusively 
as DVC's Consulting Engineers. 

(e) The fact that IGE's warranties for the satisfactory opera
tion of the equipments supplied by them will remain 
fully effective, if construction management and initial 
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operation work are entrusted to the Kuljian Corpora
tion is an additional factor in favour of Kuljian 
Corporation's appointment for this particular work". 

lt was recommended that the Letter of Intent -issued to the Kulj1an 
Corporation to appoint them Consulting Engineers to carry out the 
-Six functions already detailed above should be confirmed. 

26. The Corporation decided that "The Letter of Intent issued to 
-the Kuljian Corporation" be confirmed. It also decided that the 
question of appointing the Kuljian Corporation to serve as Consulting 
Engineers for co!].struction management and initial dperation should 
.be further explored. 

27. The appointment of the Kuljian Corporation was further 
..considered at the eighteenth meeting of the Corporation held on 2nd 
March, 1949. The Corporation resolved "that the_ final draft of the 
-contract with the Kuljian Corporation to serve as contractor for 
-construction management and initial operation of the Bokaro Steam 
.Power Station be accepted". 

28. The contract was signed with ?the Kuljian Corporation on 3rd 
.March, 1949, according to which the · 

"Contractor, as promptly and economically as practicable, shall 
procure, order and furnish materials, la'bour and equip
ment and perform all the necessary work and assume 
full responsibility for: 

(a} the complete erection of the Bokaro Thermal Plant, as 
described in International General Electric Company's 
Contract of 25th February, 1949, with the Owner and 

(b) for the proper operation of the Plant." 

'Thus the Kuljians became Consulting Engineers to the I.G.E. in respect 
·of designs, specifications etc., Consulting Engineers to the D.V.C. in 
regard to inspection of plant and equipment etc., and contractors for 
·erection of plant and construction of the power house. 

29. In a meeting of the Corporation held on 15th December, 1949, 
the appointment of Kuljians for the purchase of steel and accessories 
for the Bokaro Steam Power Station was considered. The notes 
prepared at the time stated that while signing the original contract 
with the Kuljian Corporation, it was realised that additional equip
ment and materials would be necessary, the agency to be used for thl' 
J>urpose was left for further consideration, as the Corporation wanted 
to find out which of the agencies available would carry ·out its pur
-chases most efficiently and economically. The work involved making 
a compll't.e bill of liJaterials. inviting tenders, preparation of delivery 
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schedules, inspection of equipment; expediting shipment, and delivery 
to the Corporation. During the visit of the Secretary of the Corpora
tion to the U.S.A., he discussed this question personally with the 
India Supply Mission and the Kuljian Corporation. "From the 
discussions it transpired" says the note "that the I.S.M. did not have 
the requisite technical staff at its disposal, especially in view of the 
specialised engineering knowledge needed for some of these functions. 
It was felt that since the Kuljian' Corporation had already been 
appointed as D.V.C.'s Consulting Engineers, it would be desirable to 
€mploy the same for these purchases instead of hiring the services 
of another outfit.'' The Director of the I.S.M. said that the Kuljian 
Corporation "will in any case have to draw out lists of materials, 
specifications, inspection, and progressing, as also contacting right 
suppliers". In these circumstances the Corporation decided to 
appoint the Kuljian Corporation to purchase steel and accessories for 
the Bokaro Steam Power Station. They were to be paid 2! per cent. 

"commission for the whole work. 

30. It will .be evident from the foregoing that the Corporation 
attached great importance to separating the functions of a consulting 
engineer from those of a manufacturer or a construction firm. In 
actual fact, however, when the agreement was signed, the functions 
of a construction agency were combined with those of a consulting 
engineer, inasmuch as the Kuljians were entrusted with the procure
ment of materials and equipment, the erection of the plant, and its 
proper operation. The Bokaro Power Station has progressed more 
or less according to schedule. The first set has already gone into 
production, and others are expected to follow soon. A number of 
Indian engineers have been trained. Although therefore the criti
cism of the Estimates Committee is factually correct, having regard 
to all the circumstances narrated above we are not inclined to take 
too serious a view of this departure from principle. We are content 
to allow it to rest at that .. 

The payment of 2! per cent. commission to" Kuljians for procure
ment and inspection of steel and accessories does not seem to have 
caused any real extra expenditure, as the I.S.M. did not have the 
requisite technical staff at its disposal. Even if I.S.M. took over the 
work, certain items would have had still to be done by Kuljians as 
indicated by the Director, I.S.M., and they would have had to be 
paid extra. 



CHAPTER VII 

THE APPOINT:MENT OF A CHIEF ENGINEER FOR THR 
DAMODAR VALLEY CORPORATION 

Introductory: Importance of Chief Engineer· 

The question of the delay in appointing a Chief Engineer for the
Corporation and the many disadvantages that have flowed from it 
have been the subject of such acute controversy that in order to en
able the reader to form a clear idea of how the matter has been dealt 
with, a chronological account of the events has been given even at 
the risk of its being considered wearisome. 

Search for Chief Engineer: First Phase-May 1948 to March 1949 

2. The importance which the Government of India attached to the
early appointment of a Chief Engineer for the Damodar Project will 
be apparent from the fact that even before the formation of the Cor
poration, the WMP Ministry (Shri Mozumdar, Administrator, Damo
dar Valley Project and Additional Secretary in the WMP Ministry· 
and afterwards Chairman, Damodar Valley Corporation) wrote to. 
the External Affairs Ministry on the 19th May, 1948, requesting them . 
to obtain from the U.S.A. the services of two chief engineers pre
ferably with T.V.A. background, one to be in charge of planning and' 
design and the other in charge of construction, in addition to a soil 
conservation expert. The Ministry of External Affairs addressed· 
our Embassy in Washington and suggested that, if possible, arrange
ments should be made under the U.S.A. Information and Education 
Exchange Act of 1948 (Public Law No. 402). The Embassy replied 
that it was not possible for officers deputed under that Act to render 
services which can be performed adequately by qualified private
American individuals or agencies, and that such services should 
not include the construction or supervision of public works. The 
Embassy, however, thought that recruitment outside the ranks of 
U.S. Government employees was possible, but that the salary de
manded was likely to be high*. 

3. The Corporation. which had been constituted in July, 1948; 
decided in October, 1948, to entrust both engineering and construc
tion work to large firms with adequate resources. It was accordingly 
considered that one Chief Engineer in overall charge of the project 
was sufficient and the Ministry was informed accordingly. In Novem
ber, 1948, Dr. Sudhir Sen, Secretary to the Corporation, who hacf 

*Italics ours. 

li4 
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spent several months in America studying the methods and organi
sation of the T.V.A. and who had made several friends there, wrote 
on behalf of the Corporation to Mr. Gordon R. Clapp, Chairman of 
the T. V.A. asking for his help in obtaining the services of a top
ranking engineer with adequate TV A experience. Mr. Clapp replied 
cordially suggesting the names of two engineers, Messrs. H-and 
T--. On the 5th January, 1949, the Corporation also requested our 
Embassy to help in recruiting a high calibre engineer with a back
ground of experience in some public organisation such as the T.V.A. 
or the Bureau of Reclamation under Public Law No. 402. An attempt 
was made to negotiate terms with the two engineers mentioned 
above, both of whom eventually refused the offer. 

4. In their cable of the 25th January, 1949, the Embassy enquired 
what terms were to be offered to the Chief Engineer to which the 
Corporation replied the next day that any reasonable terms were 
acceptable. Apparently dissatisfied with this vague reply, the 
Embassy pointed out on the 5th February, 1949, that if the terms 
were clearly stated and made sufficiently attractive, Mr. T--might 
be inclined to reconsider. It was added that the terms must be· con
siderably better than 15,000 dollars a year, which he was then 
getting. 

Bargaining for Chief Engineer: March-July 1949 

5. The Corporation then decided that as they were behind hand 
with their negotiations with consulting engineers and construction 
firms and as they had not yet been able to secure. the services of a 
chief engineer, they should send their Secretary to America to settle 
these and certain o:her matters. The Secretary le'ft for America on 

' the 1st March, 1949. 

6. Nearly eight months had elapsed since the establishment of the 
Corporation and yet no chief engineer was appointed, which at
tracted public criticism. I: also appeared that the question would 
be brought up in the conference of Participating Governments fixed 
for the 9th May, 1949. On the 29th April, therefore, the Chairman 
rabled to the Secretary s~ressing the urgent need of a chief engineer. 
He followed it up with a letter dated the 2nd May, 1949, in which he 
explained the weakness of the Corporation in not having a competent 
officer at th~ head of :heir engineering organisation and urging tha"t 
one should be secured as soon as possible and the Corporation in
formed. He ended by saying, "A Chief Engineer of high standing 
approved by the Embassy and approved by the T.V.A. or a U.S.A. 
Government organisation would have been a great help to us and 
even would be to-day and I would request you to do all you can to 
rret a man of this calibre at once and let me know in Delhi that you , 
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have been able to do so giving me details or just enough informatio.nt 
that will show his high standing. Wi~h that I can to a certain extent 
mee~ the opposition at the conference on the 9th". 

Dr. Sen wrote back to say that since his arrival in the U.S.A. he
had been trying hard for a chief engineer; he tried for various 
people, e.g., Messrs. Voorduin and two others but all declined for
one reason or another. He had discussed the matter with the T.V.A~ 
authorities who suggested two names, (1) Mr. C--, Chief Engineer 
in a public utility company in Florida, and (2) Mr. K--, an ex
T.V.A. engineer, now at Lima. Peru, and that he would communicate
to the Chairman the result of his enquiries. 

7. On the 18th May, 1949, Dr. Sen reported that our Minister ilL 
America recommended that the Chief Engineer shoulq be selected 
through a board consisting of himself (the Minister) and a high U.S~ 
Government official, and that, for purposes of negotiations, the
Minister desired an official communication from the Corporation_ 
stating the maximum salary ';o be offered and other terms like, 
duration of contract, passage and other allowances, transport, etc_ 
The next day the Chairman of the Corporation cabled back offering: 
the following terms:-

(i) Salary Rs. 4,000 to 5,000 a month, 30 per cent. payable in·_ 
dollars. 

(ii) Period of employment: 3 years. 

(iii) Sea or air passage both ways for officer and family. 

(iv) House rent 10 per cent. of salary payable by incumbent_ 
' 

(v) T.A. admissible to Class I officers. 

(vi) Free car. 

(vii:) Contributory provident fund; Corporation's share= 6! per
cent. plus interest. 

(viii) Leave: 1/llth of the period served on average pay. 

The Corporation would be prepared to consideJ; any special recom
mendations the selection board may make in the matter of salary
and other terms for a suitable candidate. 

8. On the 21st May, 1949, the Chairman informed the 'Finance
Department that the Corporation had offered for an American chief:' 
engineer terms more or less similar to those offered to Mr: Voorduin,_ 
but that it was left to the selection board to finalise them, and that~ 
as soon as they were settled, dollars would be needed. The Ministry
of External Affairs were also informed on the same day, 
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9. On the 23rd May, 194g, Dr. Sen cabled that he had discussed: 
the question of chief engineer with the Commissioner of the Bureau 
of Reclamation who was willing to assign a suitable man under· 
Public Law No. 402, that Minister Sen had approved the idea, that 
in this connection the American rules of procedure required that 
the cost of the assignment, roughly $18,000 per annum, should be· 
deposited with the U.S. Government, and that he was taking action 
accordingly on the assumption that the Corporation could ·arrange· 
for the dollars required. On the 24th May, the Chairman commu
nicated this to the Ministry of Finance and asked for $18,000. 

10. On the 30th May, 1949, a cable was received from the Secre
tary saying that Mr. B-former Chief Engineer of the T.'V.A. wa~ 
greatly interested but that he would demand more than 18,000 dollars, 
and asked for authority to raise or make it tax free, that both Minister· 
and Secretary considered Mr. B--, despite his age, an asset to the
Corporation and the country. 

11. In a letter da';ed the 27th May, received by the Chairman on, 
~he 2nd June, Dr. Sen made a reference to Mr. B~and wrote that 
in the opinion of the Minister it was unwise to stint on pay for such: 
high calibre persons and that he {Dr. S,en} shared this view. 

12. The Chairman cabled back on the 30th May, agreeing to raise
the pay above 18,000 dollars, but left terms to be finally settled by
Minister Sen and Dr. Sen. 

On the 3rd June, 1949, our ·Minister cabled to the Chairman as:· 
follows:-

"Have seen your cq.ble to Sudhir Sen. B--who initially in-. 
dicated keen interest has withdrawn apparently on salary 
grounds. I have cabled him to reconsider and visit Wash
ington for further discussion of terms. Please cable if. 
Corporation will approve offering him or any other equal
ly suitable candidate eighteen thousand dollars per year
tax free payable in dollers plus free house. Consider such 
terms essential to attract really high calibre engineer for· 
this responsible job." 

On the same day the Secretary reported as follows:-
' 

"It is extremely difficult to find a really suitable man with the· 
requisite experience and weight of authority, who would 
be prepared to come out to India. Even if, after relentless: 
search. someone is indentified, it is almost impossible tO> 
fit him into the salary range suggested by the Corpora
tinn " 
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13. The Chairman had in the meanwhile followed up his cable of 
the 30th May by a letter saying that Mr. B-'s name had been sug
gested to Dr. Guha (Member of the Corporation) by Dr. Morgan, but 
it was not sent to Dr. Sen because they thought that he was a bit teo 
old though they did not know what his age was. He asked Dr. Sen 
to see that B--was not too old for our hot climate, that Rs. 5,000 
free of mcome-tax meant Rs. 10,000, and would be criticised as being 
too high. So Dr. Sen was to pitch the salary as low as possible, 
though it was recognised ~hat it would be more than 18,000 dollars. 
If, however, B-was really first rate, as Dr .. Sen said and Dr. 
Morgan held, it might be worth while getting him. Anyway, what
-ever terms were fixed, they should be fully backed by the Embassy 
and by Chairman T.V.A. and also by the State Department, if possible. 

14. This vacillation and indecision, this bargaining, it may bF~ 

noted in passing, ate very typical of the working of the Corpora
tion's mind on the subject of chief engineer. The Corporation's in
ability to make up its mind cost them many officers. The Secretary 
wrote later, "I had no doubt that a first rate chief engineer could 
have been appointed around April, 1949, had we then been prepared 
to pay the same terms on which Mr. Komara was ultimately appoint
ed". We agree. 

15. The Chairman cabled ~o the Embassy on the 6th June, 1949, 
as follows:-

"For B. R. Sen from Mozumdar your cable stop salary eighteen 
thousand dollars tax free amounts to thirtysix thousand 
too high under Indian conditions stop cannot agree to tax 
free salary but will pay excess if Indian tax higher stop 
willing pay more than· eighteen thousand taxable but 
dollar payable limited to salary minus cost of living in 
India stop suggest recommend terms for suitable candi
dates after interview for dollar sanction stop would pre
fer deputation under Public Law 402 to keep do\vn cost 
stop concede free house". 

16. On the 6th June, 1949, the Secretary sent a telegram saying 
that the absolu';e minimum annual salary of a high calibre chief 
-engineer would be $25,000 a year, subject to Indian Income-tax, alter
natively 18,000 dollars per annum tax free and asked the Corporation 
to cable its preference. 

17. On the next day, the Secretary wrote that Mr. B-had turn
-ed down the offer finally and that he would now try to get Mr. S--. 
His terms were 25,000 dollars per annum, subject to Indian income
tax plus free house. Salary to be payable in dollars. He said that the 
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Bureau of Reclamation was still unable to recommend 11nybody and 
that nobody wanted to part with a really good engineer. He asked 
the Corporation to choose between 18,000 dollars tax free and 25,00Qo 
dollars subject to Indian income-tax. 

18. On the lOth June, the Corporation wrote that they were pre
pared to pay the equivalent of 25,000 dollars per annum. On the 15th 
June, the Minister cabled to the Chairman as follows:-

"Your cable 19'00 dated June sixth. Chief Engineer. Consider: 
ed several high calibre engineers including B--. S-
and T--. Find ·extremely difficult persuade topnotch 
engineers accept terms proposed. B-- and S- have 
declined. Have just interviewed BRT--Acting Chief 
Engineer in North Pacific Division U.S. Army Corps of 
engineers with extensive experience in U.S., Canada, 
South-America, Europe and Russia, now engaged in im
portant hydro-electric development in North Pacific 
Division. T--w"ell recommended and appears possess 
right personality. He is willing to acc!!pt if terms made 
worthwhile. Requests 22,500 dollars per annum as net 
income plus other allowances including rent free house, 
free car and provident fund benefits, 75 % of salary pay
able in dollars". 

On the 16th June, the Chairman sent the following.reply:-

"For BR Sen from Mozumdar. Reference Sudhir Sen's letter 
June seventh and your cable fifteenth stop Morgan o~ 

consultation expressed preference for Reclamation 
Bureau experience to Army experience and considers 
Y--has exceptional experience and is good choice stop 
would request you consider this view and make your 
final selection stop willing pay upto Twentytwo thousand 
five hundred dollars tax free stop seventyfive per cent. of 
this payable in dollars". 

19. In his letter dated the 22nd June, 1949, the Secretary wrote: 

·Your cable of the 16th instan~ to Minister Mr. B. R. Sen 
regarding the salary of the Chief Engineer has just 
reached me. This is good news. How I wish we could 
offer these terms earlier. In that case we would most 
probably have got B-.. Alth!)ugh his wife was reluct
ant to come out, there are strong reasons to believe that 
the terms which he considered inadequate, proved deci
sive in finally making up his mind. Men like him are 

24M of t&P 
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easily put off by an approach that contains the slightest 
suggestion of bargaining. In fact, in the long-distance 
telephone call he told me that he did not like "horse
trading". There has been too much of lost motion in the 
search for a Chief Engineer .. * * * ". 

20. In the same letter the Secretary said that "Failing the Bureau, 
<>ur best 'bet' was S-whose position corresponded to that of Chief 
Engineer in the Army Corps. But S-has now quoted impossible 
terms, may be because he too felt that we were bargaining". And in 
his letter of the 24th June. the Secretary summed up the position as 
:follows:-

"The choice now is: (i) to continue the search for a man of the 
same calibre * * * (ii) to go in for S--, (or T-- or 
C--); or (iii) to leave the matter open, for the time 
being and to take a decision after a thorough discussion 
with the Corporation on my return. I have decided in 
favour of (iii)". 

It may be mentioned here that Mr. S--was being offered under 
Public Law 402. C- and T-- were available and apparently 
willing to come, but were rejected as not being absolutely first rate. 

21. Dr. Sen returned home in July, 1949. 
Difficulties of Dollar Exchange 

22. We must interrupt 'this chronological account here to pursue 
the fortunes of the applicaliion for dollar exchange referred to in 
paragraph 8 above for paying the American chief engineer. We have 
seen that on the 24th May, 1949, the Chairman wrote to the Joint 
Secretary, Finance Department saying ilhat about $18,000 per annum 
would be required for the chief engineer and asking him to telegraph 
the department's informal agreement to the proposed expenditure of 
dollars. A little later ilhe matter was discussed with the Finance 
Secretary who desired that a further note should be sent on the sub
ject. This the Chairman sent on the 3rd June, 1949, in which he 
·explained the case for the appoinbment of.a chief engineer and asked 
for general approval to the release of th.e requisite dollar exchange. 
The file was marked by .the Ministry of Finance to the WMP Ministry 
for advice. The WMP Ministry, without consulting the Corporation, 
advised the Finance Ministry that an American chief engineer was not 
indispensable, and that an Indian should do quite well. This is the 
more surprising considering that from ilhe beginning it appears to 
have been taken for granted that an American chief engineer would 
be appointed and we have not come across any letter or direction 

. ' :formal or informal. from the Ministry suggesting to the Corooration 
that an Indian Chief engineer should be appointed. -
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:;!3. As long ago as 1944, Mr. R. G. Casey, Governor of Bengal, said 
that as America had specialised in this type of engineering, an Ameri
can engineer should be brought to investigate the Damodar Valley 
Project. In pursuance of this recommendation, and in spite of opposi
tion from certain British interests, the services of Mr. Voorduin, a 
senior engineer of the T.V.A., were obtained with the assistance of 
Lord Hallifax, British Ambassador in America, and Mr. Lilienthal, 
former T.V.A. Chairman. Dr. Savage, the eminent American engineer 
visited the valley -in December, 19'44, at the request of the Government 
of Bengal and submitted a report. Mr. Voorduin prepared the "Preli
minary Memorandum on the Unified Development of the Damodar 
River". which was examined by a technicalmission specially brought 
out from America consisting of Mr. Ross M. Riegel, Head Civil 
Engineer, and Mr. Fred C. Schlemmer, Project Manager, both of the 
T.V.A., who gave it high praise. Dr. Arthur E. Morgan, first Chairman 
of the T.V.A., who was requested to inspect the project described it as 
being 'far more complicated than the T.V.A.; to secure its ;full value 
will require engineering of a high order'. Dr. Trone wrote as earlv 
:as October, 194!J, as follows:-

"So far, only the U.S.A. have executed projects of the magni
tude of Damodar, entailing so many different engineering 
aspects that call for co-ordination of the whole pro
gramme in the hands of one single man with technical 
and administrative experience of the highest order. You 
will therefore have to look for a Chief Engineer in the 
United States,-the dollar shortage notwithstanding. I 
cannot sufficiently stress the need of such a man on the 
spot as soon as possible". 

The WMP Ministry the~selves (vide Shri Mozumdar, Additional 
'Secretary and Administrator Damodar Valley Project's U.O. No . 
. DVP/HQ/3/11/3/1, dated the 19th May, 1948) asked the Ministry of 
:External Affairs for the services of not one but two chief engineers 
-with T.V.A. experience. They had moreover been fully aware of all 
-the efforts that were being made by the Corporation to get an Ameri-
·Can engineer. The point had been specifically raised as recently as in 
the 9th May, 1949, conference of Participating Governments and it 
·was explained on behalf of the Corporation that a top-ranking Ame
~rican chief Pnginee.r was being obtained with the help of the Chair
man, T.V.A. When objection was raised, the Chief Minister of West 
:Bengal pointed out that the appointment of a chief engineer was an 
.administrative matter fully within the competence of the Corporation. 
1f the WMP Ministry had disagreed with this view, one would have 
expected them to give either informal advice or if necessary, formal 
-directions under section 48 of the Act, disapproving the proposed 
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appointment of a foreigner as a chief engineer. B~t they seemeci 
merely to acquiesce, obviously with mental reservations. 

24. On receipt of the WMP Ministry's advice that an American. 
chief engineer was not indispensable, the Finance Secretary wrote to
the Chairman in his D.O. letter, dated the 2:lrd June 1949, that 
although the dollars required were inconsiderable, yet in view of the
administrative Ministrv's opinion, the Finance Ministry would suggest 
further discussion as ~t was desirable in a matter of this kind to act 
on the basis of agreed conclusions. 

25. Representations were, thereupon, made to the Government of 
India for reconsideration of the orders refusing dollars. The Chair
man wrote to the Minister for WMP, and the Chief Minister of 
Bengal took it up with the Prime Minister. The result was that early 
in October 1949, dollar exchange was made available. One would 
have thought that at least after that the WMP Secretariat would 
withdraw their opposition to the appointment of a chief engineer of 
the Corporation's choice. but the sequel will show that this was not 
the case. 

26. Let us now resume the cnronolog1ca1 narrat1ve. v~r10us: 

names, such as those of General C-- Mr. S- and Mr. T-- of the
Army Corps of Engineers, were considered. They were either not 
available or were not accepted .. 

The Prime Minister Helps 

27. On the eve of his departure for America early in October 1949~ 
the Prime Minister wrot1'! to the Chairman saying that he agreed that 
''a really first rate chief engineer should be appointed for this very 
big and very fascinating work", that he would meet General W--, 
one of the candidates. and see what could be done. The Prime Minis
ter did interview the General and a few others, and he also had dis
cussions with the Bureau of Reclamation. the TVA :1nd Mr. LilienthaL 
No final selection could, however, be made. At the end of the Prime
Minister's visit. a letter was received from his Secretary addressed to
our Minister in the U.S.A. (No. D/S/11914, dated the 2nd January 
1950) giving the names of four ~;andidates, General W--. General 
M--, Mr. C-- and Mr. A--j asking the Minister to commence 
negotiations with them and adding that the Chairman. DVC wno was. 
shortly proceeding to America would make the final selecbon. 

Chairman DVC's Personal Efforts in America 

28. The Chairman left for U.S.A. on the 17th January 1950. During 
his stay there he considered a number of names. One of the four men 
suggested by the Prime Minister was considered too old. and the
others were no longer available. The Chairman also tried at least 
two other candidates and iii his letter to the Corporation dated the 
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:25th February 1950, reported that he saw no prospect of getting a 
.chief engineer in America "mainly because of the salary demanded" 
'($30,000) by Mr. de L--and others whiCh was "exorbffant". Since 
the Corporation was prepared to pay 22,500 dollars tax free in June 
1949, it is not understood why a salary of 30.000 dollars taxable 
demanded by ·de L--and another was considered exorbitant. 

29. The idea of recruiting a chief engineer from U.S.A. thereupon 
receded into the background for the time being and the Cha'rman 
suggested that Mr. A. de Vajda, Soil Conservation Engineer, should 
be appointed chief engineer to work with the assistance of a board 
of consultants. As however, Mr. de Vajda was not acceptable to the 
members, he suggested that an Indian chief engineer with adequate 
experience of dam construction might be considered, and asked his 
colleagues to make a selection without waiting for his return from 
America. 

Twenty Months Elapse Without a Chief Engineer: Public Opinion 
Hardens 

30. Let us pause here and take stock of the situation. Nearly 20 
:months had passed since the establishment of the Corporation and 
-yet no chief engineer was found. Not much progress had been made 
in construction owing, partly no doubt, to causes beyond the control 
.of the Corporation, but the fact remained. that there was nothing 
much to show to an expectant public. It is, therefore, not surprising 
±hat public opinion was hardening against the Corporation. The 
par!:icipating State Governments were ,getting restive. The WMP 
.Secretariat always critical, had become even more so. 

The International Bank wrote about the same time that "the Bank 
feel that the most important matter now is the appointment of a 
.chief engineer". 

Finally Dr. Sen, Secretary of the Corporation wrote to the Chair
man in America on the 3rd February 1950. as follows:-

"The Chief Engineer problem has become very grave. It will 
be imoo'ssible to hold the front much longer, both intern
ally a~d externally, unless a chief engineer is appointed 
immediately. Dr. B. C. Roy has raised this question at 
the last meeting of the Advisory Committee. The WMP 
Ministry is laying the blame at our door for not having 
appointed a chief engineer. The loan negotiations are 
bound to suffer unless a chief engineer is appointed 
straightway. The Members are equally anxious to know 
whether any progress could _be made about this matter". 

:n. In spite of all this the Chairman returneQ_home in April 1950 
without a chief engineer. 
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32. At the Advisory Committee meeting of the 3rd May 1950, the
question of the appointment of Chief Engineer was agam considered .. 
The Chairman of the Corooration referred to the high cost of an: 
American chief engineer a~d said that it·was a questiOn of how much. 
the Corporation could afford to spend and how much dollar exchange· 
could .be made available fc:tr the purpose. The Secretary, WMP, also• 
drew attention to the fact that the proposed salary to the America11c 
chief engineer would amount to something like Rs. 3 lakhs per
annum including income-tax. Daily fees demanded by consultants, 
which were 150 dollars a day, would amount to Rs. 750 per day in:· 
Indian currency. The Chief Secretary to the Government of Bihar
contested this argument by pointing out that the figure quoted was. 
no doubt. high but his Government had· been paying double that: 
amount as daily fee to a lawyer they had to engage in the Federal 
Court. The Chief Minister of West Bengal drew atte~tion to the fact: 
that professional people woufd''naturally charge high fees and this 
should not upset any one". The Chief Ministers of Bihar and West
Bengal requested the Secretary, WMP, "to convey to the Govern
ment of India, the opinion of t!J.e two State Go;vernments that irres
pective of high fees or salaries. of foreign technicians, they should 
be appointed whenever such appointment was considered necessary
in the interests of speedier or better performance of the work." The· 
Secretary, WMP, said that he had had the matter placed on the 
agenda of the Advisory Committee with the sole purpose of obtaining 
the views of the State Governments and that he would convey their 
views to the Government of India. It will be recalled that this was 
seven months after dollars were released in October 1949, on the 
intervention of the Prime Minister and the Minister for WMP. It is 
noteworthy, however, that even after the meeting of May 1950, the 
WMP Secretariat neither changed their attitude to the question of a 
foreign engineer (as subsequent events show) nor gave any indica~ 
tion to the Corporaticln that they would continue to oppose the 
appointment of an American chief engineer. 

Search for an Indian Chief Elig-pteer 

33. Now to resume the story. The search for ;m Indian chief engi~ 
neer was entrusted to Shri P. P. Varma, Member of the Corporation, 
while the Chairman was still in America. He visited Delhi, Uttar 
Pradesh and Madras in his efforts to find an Indian chief engineer. 
Three senior engineers were considered viz .• Shri V--. retired Chief 
Engineer, Madras, who said he was too old to take on a new job, Shri 
G- who declined on his appointment to the Union Public Service 
-Commission, and Shri N--, who was considered too old by Shri 
Varma. A second line of possibilities was then tried. Shri T
refused. Shri M- of the Uttar Pradesh was not spared by his Gov~ 
ernment. A senior officer of the Central Waterpower, Irrigl!tion and 
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Navigation Commission was offered by the Chairman of that body 
with great reluctance, but was considered by the Corporation not to 
have had enough experience ·in the construction of dams. An offer 
was then ·made to another Madras Engineer, Shri K-- who also 
declined. Shri V-, retired Madras engineer was then considered, 
but as he demanded Rs. 5,000 p.m. free of income-tax as salary, a free 
house and .other amenities, he was droppea. The Chairman report
ing the ·failure of the search for an Indian chief engineer to the 
Prime Minister in his letter dated the 21st August 1950, a~;ked for 
his help in getting the U.P. Engineer and summed up his conclusions, 
with which the Board of Consultants were in agreement, as follows: 

either "(1) M-.-" (the U.p. officer) "as Chief Engineer with a 
foreign resident consultant to advise him for two years, 
or 

(2) a foreign Chief Engineer for three years with one of 
the D.V.C. engineers as his understudy". 

Of these two he preferred the nrs• ana reque~•"u we Prime Minis
ter to persuade the U.P. Government: to spare him. The U.P. Govern
ment, however, declined to spare hiril. The Prime Minister sent the 
.Chairman's.letter to the Additional Secretary, WMP, for comments. 
The latter wrote in reply. that he considered the two officers rejected 
by the Corporation as quite competent for the post of Chief Engineer 
and in p~ticular, he _pressed .for 'the a~pointment of the officer who 
was rejected on the ground of old age. He concluded by saying:-

"If, however, the DVC cannot be persuaded or forced to trust 
· N-- I s~e. no option but to let them select a foreign 

engineer .of their choice and face inevitable criticism". 

The Prime Minister agreed that if the Corporation could not agree 
to take the.engineer in question, thereon there was no option -but to 
get a for~ign engineer.- The Corpor<~tion did not consider him suitable 
and continued their search for an American Chief Engineer. 

34. One would have thought that since the engineer in question 
was not acceptable to the Corporation, the WMP Secretariat would 
withdraw their opposition to the appointment of an engineer of their 
choice.· "·But the sequel will show that they did not. 

The Last Phase: The Search for a Chief Engineer Ends: Mr. Komor& 
Appointed: 

35 The search for an American chief engineer continued. Between 
May ~nd -Augtist 1950, three or four candidates were considered. The 
WMP Minister was informed that efforts were bel11g made to get an 
engineer under Public Law 402. The Embassy cabled f01 a firm offer 
for the services of Mr. de L-- accompanied by detailed terms of 
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~ontract and conditions of service. Mr. Harza of the Harza Eugineer
fug Co. of Chicago who took keen interest in the matter and who 
rendered great help to the Corporation in securing a chief engineer, 
suggested the name of Mr. F-who had considerable experience in 
China and Russia and who demanded 25,000 dollars per annum free 
of Indian income-tax, a free house, car, chauffeur, etc. In answer 
:to Mr. Harza's cable. the Corporation stated that they were prepared 
to offer 25,000 dollars taxable, plus free passage both ways for self 
and wife, a free ·furnished ho'Use, a free car and fre~ medical attend
ance and informed the Embassy also. 

36. On the 16th October, Mr. Hazra wrote giving details of the 
latest position with regard to the Chief Engineer. He said that there 
were two candidates available, one Mr. Komora, and the other was 
Mr. de L--. As regards Mr. Komora, he said he seemed to be the 
only man available, . 

"Who would accept the position on your terms, and who has 
had appropriate experience. He is, in my opinion, the 
best you will be able to get on those terms. * "' * If 
you had your .choice, I would take de L--, but failing 
to get him, I would take Komora." 

37. On the 25th October, a cable was received from Mr. Harza say
Ulg that de L - had declined and that he recommended Mr. Komora. 
On the same day the Corporation authorised our Embassy to finalise 
the appointment of Mr. Komora on terms already indicated. 

38. The Embassy finalised the appointment of Mr. Komora on the 
7th November in consultation with Mr. Harza, ~nd the foriner tele
graphed the next day that Mr. Komora who. bad been -approved by 
the World Bank, had b~en finally offered the appointment and would 
"joiil in three weeks' time. 

39. On the 14th November, a cat>le was rece1v~d that Mr. Komora 
had accepted the appointment and would leave by the 25th November. 

40. Meanwhile, the WMP Ministry had been enquiring from the 
.Corporation as to the progress in the matter of recruitment of a chief 
engineer; On the 12th October. the Secretary wrote to the Ministry 
(Shri Neelakantam. Deputy Secretary) saying that the. position re
garding the appointment of a chief engineer had been explained by 
Shri P. P. Varma, Member, on the 28th August 1950, and that all that 
they had to add was ·that the attempts to recruit an Indian chief engi
neer had failed. As the appointment could not be delayed any longer 
without injury to the public int~rest, steps had been taken to recruit 
a chief engineer from abroad. On the 26th October 19'50, Dr. Sen 
wrote to the WMP (Shri Neelakantam) asking for the . rel~ase of 
dollars for the chief engineer. He referred to his earlier letter of the 
12th of October, and said that the Corporation had failed to, obtain a 
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.qualified chief engineer in India in spite of their very best efforts 
during the past few months and that early in October the position 
had been explained by the Chairman to the WMP Minister, and that 
in View of the urgency of appointing a chief engineer·without further 
delay, the Corporation had requested our Embassy to finalise the 
appointment of Mr. Komora. The terms were briefly stated, viz., 
25,000 dollars per annum as basic pay payable in V.S. currency, sub
ject to Indian income tax and subject to the proviso that if it exceeded 
the United States income tax, the difference would be re-imbursed. 
Finally, the Ministry was requested to treat the matter as urgent as 
Mr. Komora was due to sail in two or three weeks' time. A copy of 
this letter was also sent to the Ministry of Finance for early release 
of the requisite amount of foreign exchange. 

41. Nothing happened for a week. On the 2nd November 1950, 
the WMP Ministry telegraphed to the Corporation asking tor the 
exact terms and conditions offered to Mr. Komora as- also the powers 
and functions to be delegated to him in regard to administration, 
.engineering and financial matters. This was more or less unnecessary 
and only caused delay because the principal terms had been sum
marised in Dr. Sen's letter and the powers and ftinctions to be dele
gated to the Chief Engineer were a comparatively- minor matter, 
which .could have been settled at leisure. However, all the infolma
tion was supplied the same day. 

Paragraph 42 to 46 omitl!ed. 

Estimates Committee's Criticism etc. Considered 
47. We now proceed to con5ider the Estimates Committee's com

ments on: the various points dealt with by them. 
48. (a) Appointment of Shri. M. P. Mathrani.-The Estimates 

Committee say 
"The Committee noted w1th surpnse tnat tlll recently tne ~_.;or

poration did nof think it necessary that there should be a 
Chief Engineer in. overall control of the project as a 
whole. They also noted with regret that whereas the 
Government of India had appointed one Cl)lef- Engineer 
on the 23rd March 1948, the Damodar Valley Corporation 
soon after· it came into being in July 1949 decided to 
dispense with his services, as they were doubtful whether 
it was at all necessary to have one Chief Emtineer in 
overall control of the project." 

And again 

"It was an unwise act to dispense with the serv1ces ot a Chief 
Engineer· who was already in position on the plea that 
none was required". 
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The reference here is obviously to Shri M. P. Mathrani. In the
notification of .the Government of India dated the 23rd March 1948. 
relating to the appointment of Shri Mathrani, he was described as. 
Chief Engineer, Damodar Valley Project. The Administrator pointed. 
out immediately that this was an error, the intention being to appoint. 
Shri Mathrani, Chief Engineer, Barrage and Irrigation only. A fresh 
notification was accordingly issued. The appointment was for six 
months only and Shri Mathrani's continuance was subject to the
approval of the Corporation, which did not renew his appointment: 
for reasons which need not be gone into here, and Shri Mathrani's: 
connection with the Corporation thereupon. ceased. Even a casual 
perusal of the earlier paragraphs of this chapter will convince any
one that the Corporation was never doubtful of the necessity of having 
a chief engineer. In fact, if tbey were convinced of anything at all. 
it was of the necessity of having a chief engineer in overall charge 
of the project. We have seen that to secure such an officer Mr. 
Mozumdar in his capacity as Additional Secretary WME wrote before 
the establishment of the DVC to External Affairs Ministry and the 
Corporati9n within four months of assuming office, wrote to the 
Chai~an of the Tennessee Valley Authority asking for his assistance. 
Thus both the statements are incorrect, viz., that the Corporation 
dispensed with the services of the chief engineer and that they did 
·not think one was necessary. These statements were first made by the 
WMP Secretariat in the memorandum to the ·cabinet Committee, 
repeated by them in their Factual Note and accepted by the Estimates. 
Committee 

(b) Non-consultation with the Government of India, in th'e matter 
ot appointment of Mr. Komora.-The Estimates Committee in para. 
48 of their report say that "It appears that the Government of India 
were not consulted in this matter nor informed of the appointment 
of Mr. Komora as Chief Engineer to the Damodar Valley Corpora

·tion.'' . From the chronological account given above it is evident that 
this criticism is incorrect. The WMP Ministry had beeq kept inform
ed of developments from time to time, and the ;Ministx:y on their part 
used occasionally to make enquiries in regard to the progress and the 
results of the search for a chief enlrineet. 

Moreover many prominent personalities, including the Prime 
Minister, the present Finance Minister, our Ambassador/Minister in 
Washington etc. had taken part in the search. The Additional Secre
tary, WMP Ministry, himself. tried, although unsuccessfully, to get 
Mr. Blee, of the TV A, under the Prune Minister's directions. It is 
inconceivable that the WMP Ministry were unaware -of the efforts 
that were being made to obtain an American chief engineer. 

On the 12th October 1950, the Corporation had informed the 
Ministry that efforts to recruit an Indian chief engineer having 
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failed, steps had been taken to recruit a qualified engineer from 
abroad and the Indian Embassy in Washington had been requested 
to help in the matter. On the 26th October, i.e., the day after the, 
Corporation had asked the Embassy to offer the post to Mr. Komora. 
the Corporation had requested the Ministry to obtain sanction to the, 
dollars required. The terms were also briefly indicated. A cnpy of 
this letter was also sent to the Ministry of Finance. Further informa-. 
tion asked for by the WMP Ministry a week later was supplied im
mediately. 

We are therefore of the view that the WMP Ministry were kept. 
informed from time to time of the developments in the Corporation's. 
search for a chief engineer, culminating in the appointment of Mr. 
Komora. The Corporation had under the Act full freedom to appoint. 
its chief engineer. The position that they should appoint a chief 
engineer of their own choice, if the candidate suggested by the WMP 
Secretariat was not to their liking, had been accepted by the Prime
Minister on the advice of the Additional Secretary WMP hL'Ilself. 
The Chief Minister of West Bengal, at the Inter-State meeting of the-
9th May 1949, had stated that as the D.VC was responsible for the
execution of the project it should have full freedom to choose its 
chief engineer. The same view was taken as long ago as October 
l!J49, by the WMP Minister when he noted on the 5th October 194!), 
that "as I have already stated in the other file, this is a . matter in: 
which we cannot interfere beyond a certain point." Indeed, if there
was ever any matter on which the DVC could have been congratu
lated, it was their appointment, however belated, of the chief engineer. 

(c) Were serious efforts made to appoint an Indian as Chief 
Engineer?-In para. 49 (ii) the Estimates Committee write: "The 
Corporation have deemed it necessary to appoint a non-Indian to the 
post when no serious attempt seems to have been made to find a suit
able Indian for the job''. We are satisfied that the efforts made by 
the Corporation to secure the services of an Indj._an engineer were 
genuine and serious. In their efforts, they even enlisted the assist. 
ance of the Prime Minister and the Chief Minister of West Bengal. 
The Prime Minister wrote personal letters to the Chief Ministers of 
U.P. and Madras, and Dr. B. C. Roy wrote to the Chief Minister, V.P. 
for help in getting an lp.dian Chief Engineer. Only one engineer was 
rejected on the ground of excessive salary demanded. The terms 
demanded by him have been mentioned earlier. When they did not 
find an Indian engineer who fulfilled all their requirements, they 
turned finally to America. We are of the opinion that no blame 
attaches to the Corporation in this regard. 

49. We will now deal with the remaining point raised by the Esti
mates Committee in para. 51 of their report. 
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"'It is, therefore, essential that in order that after his" (the 
present Chief Engineer) "term of appointment concludes 
a responsible Indian Engineer may take over from him, a 
competent person should be placed as understudy to the 
present Chief Engineer so that he is fully equipped with 
all the technical administrative experience by the time 
he is called upon to take over the charge of Chief Engi
neer, and the selection of such a person should be entrust
ed to a Committee of Experts of which the present Chief 
Engineer should be the Chairman". 

We feel that the choice of the understudy should be left to the 
Corporation and that it should be on an all-India basis. 

Conclusion 

50. The main question, however, remains and that is the enormous 
delay that occurred in appointing a chief engineer; for it may sound 
incredible, but it is true that for the first two and a half years of their 
existence the Corporation had no Chief Engineer in charge of its 
multifarious and highly technical operations. The results are writ 
large on the work of the Corporation-inexpert advice and frequent 
•changes of design, increase in costs, waste of public funds. It is 
tragic that although the Corporation we>re fully convinced of the 
urgent necessity of appointing a chief engineer from the earliest 
moment, yet they wasted 2! years in getting a suitable officer. The 
reason is not far to seek-indecision, vacillation and difficulty to 
make up their minds. If they had been a little more determined, they 
could have secured a first rate Chief Engineer early in 1949 when their 
Secretary was in America. Even assuming that that was not possible, 
it is difficult to understand why when the Chairman himself went to 
America for this purpose among others and stayed there for about 
three months, he did not take the plunge and bring a competent 
engineer with him. For this vacillation and indecision in appointing 
the Chief Engineer the Corporation is as a whole technically res
ponsible, but we regret to have to say that the personal responsibility 
of the Chairman in the matter is by no means ne~tliltible. 



CHAPTER Vm 

THE ADEQUACY OF THE DAMODAR VALLEY 
CORPORATION ACT, 1949 

The background of the Damodar Valley Corporation Act has 
already been sketched in the earlier portions of this report, how the 
idea of a corporation was first conceived, how it matured and how it 
was finally enshrined as an Act of the Legislature. Both Mr. 
Voorduin and Mr. Mathews, Chairman of Central Technical Power 
Board, stressed the necessity of entrusting the execution of the 
Damodar scheme to a semi-independent body constituted on the lines 
of the Tennessee Valley Authority. The Inter-Provincial conferences 
which followed unanimously endorsed this recommendation. A draft 
constitution was prepared and scrutinised by the representatives of 
the Governments concerned. The agreed draft was put into the form 
of a bill and introduced into the Constituent Assembly (Legislative} 
and referred to a Select Committee which altered it in a few import
ant respects. It was passed by the Legislature as amended by the 
Select Committee. It is thus clear that the draft statute was long on. 
the anvil, a great deal of thought and hard work went into it; it under
went the usual departmental processing:. it was discussed at least at 
two Inter-Provincial conferences; the Select Committee. sat over it 
for several weeks and the Constituent Assembly debated if for four 
days. Considerinl! that it was essentially a compromise piece of 
legislation-compromise on many matters between the Centre and 
the two Provincial Governments,. naturally jealous o~ ~heir powers 
such as the resettlement of displaced personnel, irrigation. in their 
territory, land acquisition procedure to be followed, Bihar's right to
appoint its representative on the Corporation, Bengal's contention in 
·regard to construction priorities, allocation of costs, Centrai contri
bution to flood control, and so on-it is a remarkable achievement~ 
terse, brief and well-considered.· It was based on the Tennessee 
Valley Authority model, but did not follow it in every respect, and 
an attempt was made to bring it. into tune with Indian conditions and 
requirements, and in so doing some essential provisions of the 
Tennessee Valley Authority Act had to be omitted. 

2. Nor is Amendment of the DVC Act easy. It is possible in one of 
two ways: either the LegislatureS. of West Bengal and Bihar have to. 
pass appropriate resolutions under Articles 252(1) of the Constitution, 
or it will have to be declared by an Act of Parliament with reference 
to entry 56 of the Union List that the regulation and development of 
the Damodar Valley under the control of the Union is expedient in 
the public· interest. 
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3. In judging the adequacy of the Act we must view it frcm this 
angle and also bear in mind that any change, lightly proposed, even 
after going through all the constitutional formalities, would have the 
effect of throwing into the melting pot the whole structure of the 
Act, thus jeopardising its very basis. 

4. While therefore we have been chary of suggesting amendments 
to the Act, the same considerations do not apply to our recommenda
tions in regard to other river valley corporations that may be created 
in the future. We have listed in one place (para. 23) the limitations 
that may be imposed in the powers of such other corpor3tions. Pro
posals regarding changes in the DVC. Act have been made in the 
relevant paragraphs. 

5. The first question that arises for consideration · is whether a 
public corporation such as is envisaged in the Act is the best instru
ment for executing the policy of integrated resources development. 
The idea of a public corporation as a method of decentralised admi
nistration is not entirely new to India. Municipalities, port trusts, 
improvements trusts, universities are all examples of such decentral
ised administration. In Great Britain with the advent of the Labour 
Government the corporation idea has been increasingly used for the 
administration of nationalised industries. In India also there is an 
increasing tendency to employ this device; the Delhi Road Transport 
Authority Act, the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1948, and the Air Corpo
rations Act, 1953, are instances in point. But neither in India nor in 
Britain had the conception been applied to the solution of the water 
problem of a region before the passage of the Damodar Act. The 
Tennessee Valley Authority is the f!.rst instance of its kind. 

Why a Public Corporation? 
6. A public corporation is, as has been stated above, an experiment 

in decentralised administration which, in the words of President 
Roosevelt, is "dothed with the power of Government but possessed 
of the flexibility and initiative of a private enterprise". "The under
lying reason for the creation of the modem type of public corpora
tion" says William A. Robson in his 'Problems of Nationalised 
Industry', "is the need for a high degree of freedom, boldness and 
enterprise in the management of undertakings of an industrial or 
commercial character and the desire to escape from the caution and 
circumspection which is considered typical of government depart
ments". He goes on to say that "the original impetus to the move
ment for public corporations came from a two-fold desire to secure 
freedom from parliamentary supervision ·over management on the 
one hand and Treasury control over personnel and finance on the 
other. Both these normal features of British Government were re
garded rightly or wrongly, as likely to hamper efficiency and restrict 
initiative in undertakings of an industrial or commercial character". 
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Drawbacks of a Departmental Agency 

7. It is considered, and not without reason, that departmental 
interference, financial controls and the red-tape inherent in the official 
form of administration prevent flexibility in operation, restrict initia
tive, militate against speed, hamper efficiency and enterprise. The 
drawbacks of departmental agency are well-known and described by 
Shri A. D. Gorwala in his 'Report on the Efficient Conduct of State 
.Enterprises' thus: 

"T n TYJ.any ways it is the direct negation of the requirements 
of autonomy. It militates against initiative, flexibility
in the sense of freedom from the usual administrative 
procedure regarding financial sanction, government pay 
scales, recruitment, dismissal, etc.-the business angle 
and business methods, in short, the setting up of that 
sound .'State enterprise tradition', postulated as essential 
for the success of State enterprises and the proper solu
tion. of the immediate problem. For, departmental 
management means management by one or more Admi
nistrative Departments as part of. their larger routine, 
inevitably in conjunction with the Finance Department 
as part of its own routine, with an attempt in some in
stances ' to minimise the routine aspect of the disposal 
by entrustment to a committee formed of departmental 
representatives, but in every case against the background 
of the rules, regulations and procedure inseparable from 
ordinary administration and of the plenary control of 
Minister .and Parliament, also inseparable £rom that 
administration." 

Other Experiments 

8. At the time the Damodar Project was undertaken, two other 
projects were also commenced, namely the Bhakra-Nangal in the 
north and the Hirakud in the east of India. It is fortunate that in 
each of these a different method of administration is being tried in 
order to enable the country to judge which method is the best and 
most calculated to achieve the object in view, viz., the development 
.of the wat~r resources of a river basin. The Bhakra-Nangal Project 
traverses the States of the Punjab, PEPSU, Bilaspur and Rajasthan, 
while the Hirakud Project is confined to the Orissa State. In the 
.case of Bhakra, each Provincial or State Government was to construct 
the part of the project falling within its territory through its own 
Public Works Department, except that in respect of the construction 
of the Bhakra Dam and appurtenant works which lie partly in the 
.Punjab and partly in Bilaspur, the work was to be under_taken by the 
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Chief Engineer, Punjab. Soon difficulties arose because of technicaL 
and financial sanctions being accorded by distant authorities sitting 
either in Simla or Delhi, and the need for high-powered authority 
capable of taking decisions quickly and on the spot, coordinating the
various branches of work and fixing priorities was felt and hence a 
"Control Board" was established. This Board consists of the Governor 
of the Punjab as Chairman in his personal capacity, the Consulting. 
Engineer to the Government of India as Vice-Chairman, a representa
tive each of the Central Ministry of Finance and the Finance• Depart
ment, Punjab, Chief Engineers of the Punjab, PEPSU and Rajasthan, 
Chief Commissioner, Bilaspur, and one representative of the Himachal 
Pradesh Government. The Central Board is in overall charge of the
technical and financial problems relating to the construction of the
project, the actual construction being carried out by the Chief Engi
neer concerned. The State Governments have delegated to their 
respective Chief Engineers, their powers to contract for works, sup
plies and services at the direction of the Control Board_ 

9. The Board is assisted by an Advisory Board, with the Consul
ting Engineer to the Government of India as Chairman, and certain 
officers of the various Governments concerned as members. The
Advisory Board is the fo.rum for discussions in regard to the overall 
plan, programme of construction, progress, and for resolving differ
ences on technical matters connected with the project. 

10. The Hirakud project has a similar tale to tell. In the begin
ning, the project was placed under a Chief Engineer appointed by the
Centre. All technical sanctions had to be .accorded by the Central 
Water and Power Commission and all .financial. ~anctions by the
Government of India. To provide effective liaison between the
Centre, the Government of Orissa and the officers in charge of the
project, two· Boards had been subsequently set up, (a) the "Develop
ment Board" to advise on the development part of the project, land 
acquisition and resettlement of displaced people with the Chief 
Minister of Orissa as Chairman, the Chairman, Central Water and 

· Power Commission, the Chief Engineer and the Financial Adviser of 
the Project, and certain senior officers of the Orissa Government as 
members, and (b) the smaller "Contract Board" consisting of the
Chief Minister, Orissa and officers of the Centre and those in charge
of the project dealing with all matters relating to contracts. 

11. As this admirustratrve orgarusation was also not found to be
effective or conducive to efficiency or despatch, it was decided to alter 
it to the pattern already working in Bhakra-Nangal. Thus the Hira
kud Control Board with similar composition and functions was 
established about a year ago .. 
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12 . .The Hirakud Development Board, on which sit certain senior 
.officers of the Orissa Government and the Chief Engineer and the 
.Fin;mcial Adviser of the project, is responsi&le for the development 
aspects of the project like irrigation, agricul.ture, electricity distribu
,tion and load development, industries, community benefits, etc. It 
:is, however, not concerned with the technical aspects of the scheme. 

13. ~ven when the projects were under purely departmental 
management, the requirements of the situation rendered it imperative 
to have some central authority authorised to solve the manifold 
problems that arise. This happened both in Bhakra and Hirakud and 
these hodies, call them Control Board, Development Board or any
thing else, are the germ of the Corporation idea. Thus both in Bhakra 
;and Hirakud, we have unconsciously been travelling towards the 
..semi-autonomous high-powered public corporation which does away 
with much of departmental red-tape, reduces delays to a minimum 
and facilitates the efficient and economic execution of projects. But 
the members of these Boards have to act against the background of 
ihe rules, the regulations and the procedure inseparable from ordi
nary departmental administration and the plenary control of Govern
ment and the Minister. Moreover, it may not be possible for the 
Boards having regard to their composition to meet oftener than once 
jn a few months. Though the Bhakra and Hirakud experiments have 
worked fairly well, we are convinced that the results would have 
probably been much better had corporations of the kind described 
:above been established from the outset. 

14. In regard to the Bhakra Project, the Estimates Committee have 
recommended that the feasibility of having a .semi-autonomous board 
may be considered. In Hirakud also we found that opinion was 
strongly set in favour of the establishment of some such body as the 
Damodar Valley Corporation. We, therefore, conclude that on an 
<Overall view of all the circumstances the semi-autonomous corpora
tion is the best method yet devised, of executing multi-purpose pro
jects efficiently and economically. Where it has failed to achieve 
results, it is more because of the defects in the personnel of the 
'Corporation or of Government departments or of both than anything 
'inherent in the Corporation concept itself. 

15. But the Corporation method has its own limitations, and it is 
best to know them. 

16. Public Corporations have to start from scratch in the matter of 
-staff. Good engineers are already employed, and the market, always 
limited in India, is more so at present when many works are in pro
gress . .Time is bound to .be.taken in building up an organisation, and 
even then, the quality of the staff may not be so good. We have 
2!1 M of I&P 
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suggested measures to overcome this difficulty to a certain extent in' 
para. 34 of Chapter IX. 

17. Secondly, the creation of a corporation implies the curtailment. 
of Governmental authority and Parliamentary control. While the 
relaxation of Treasury control and Parliamentary authority may be 
j~stified in case of a commercial venture where the success or failure 
of an enterprise 'can be judged from the results of its working, it 
would not be prudent to adopt this pririciple in the case of non
commercial activities of Government without proper safeguards as 
indicated in para. 23. 

18. In passing we would mention that as the success of the ~orpo
ration depends to a very large extent on the quality of the persons 
manning it, the greatest possible care should be taken in their selec
tion. 

19. Subject to these remarks, we have no doubt that the corpora
tion method will be the best for the administration of multi-purpose 
river valley projects spreading over more than one State, as it en
sures that the project is administered by an impartial statutory 
authority. Unified control of all the water resources of the whole 
region leading to its best use is also made certain. 

Implications of Acceptance of the Corporation Idea: Limited 

Governmental and Parliamentary Control 
20. The acceptance of the Corporation idea impiied the remova.t 

of Treasury control and the checks imposed by the Civil Service 
Regulations. It also means the limitation of the authority of 
Government and Parliament in respect of matters which are dealt 
with finally by the statutory corporation. "It has long been 
recognised", says Professor Robson, 

"that while Parliament has a right to discuss and -:Ietermine 
matters of major policy concerning the nationalised 
industries, the day-to-day conduct of their busines~ by 
the public corporations should be immune from Parlia
mentary inquisition. The position was first enumerated 
in the report of Broadcasting Committee set up in 1925. 
'We assume', said the report, 'that the Postmaster-General 
would be the Parliamentary spokesman on broad ques
tions of policy, though we think it essential that the 
commission should not be subject to the continuing 
ministerial guidance and direction which apply to Gov
ernment offices. * * Shortly after. the B.B.C. was 
established in 1927 the Postmaster-General stated in 
Parliament that he was responsible for questions of' 
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general policy, but not for questions of detail and panl
cular points of service. * * * * 

"On December 4, 1947, Mr, Herbert Morrison, _then Lord 
President of the Council and Leader of the House, stated 
the principles which would determine the attitude of 
Ministers to questions about the· work of the socialized 
industries. Under recent legislation, he said, boards have 
been set up to run soCialized industries on business lines. 
o,r,\,P7~<!1f of t~~ .cmp.munit~.; and ministers are not res
ponsible fo'r tlieir day-to-"day admi~istr!ltiop.. A large 
degree of independence for the J:io~tds i~ matters of 
current administration is vital to their efficiency as com
mercial undertakings. A minister is responsible· to P<!r
liament for action which he may take in relation to a 
board, or action coming Within his statutory powers. 
which he has not taken._ This is the principle that deter
mines generally the matters on which a question may be 
put down for answer by a minister in the House of Com
mons. Thus the minister would be answerable for any 
directions he gave in the national interest, and for the 
action which he took on proposals which a board \\'as 
required by statute to lay before him." 

"It would be contrary to this principle, and to the clearly 
expressed intention of Parliament in the governing legis
lation, if ministers were to give, in replies in Parliament 
or jn letters; information about day-to-day matters. 
Undue intervention by the minister would tend to impair 
the board's commercial fJieedom of action." 

21. We are in complete agreement with these views which merely· 
postulate in different language the accepted parliamentary conven-· 
tion that "accountability is commensurate with responsibility" and 
that "Ministers can only be questioned where responsibility is. 
accepted?. 

22. If Parliament creates a statutory authority, entrusts to it 
certain duties and responsibilities and makes it free to take ,its own 
decisions, Governmen~ which is not responsible for these decisions,. 
cannot be held accountable for them. Further, if it is held that ques
tions can be freely asked about the working of a Corporation, there 
will be a tendency on the part of the Corporation to avoid responsi
bility, and seek the direction and advice of the Minister, or the 
department concerned in every matter thus defeating the object with 
which the Ct'rporation has been established. The lack of initiative, 
and absence of quick de.cisions, for which Government departments 
are blamed,, would· creep into the working of the Corporation .. 
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Ministerial interference will tend to grow. The .llmltanon of 
Government's authority and accountability to Parliament in respect 
of·matters transferred finally to :the Corporation is :thus, inherent in 
the adoption of the Corporation method. 

23. It is necessary to lay down clearly the duties and powers of a 
Corporation for the future. 

(1) A Corporation should be created only when a project has 
. been investigated in sufficient detail, and a fairly firm 
estimate has been sanctioned by Government, see para. 
50 infra. 

(2) Within the sanctioned project estimate, the Corporation 
should have full power to execute the project, without 
any outside interfe~:ence. The COJ:POration should not 
have any power to modify scope of the project. That 
power should vest only in Government. 

(3) If the project estimate is likely to be substantially exceed
ed, the Corporation m\lllt come up to Government for 
revised sanction. 

( 4) After completion of the project, the Corporation should 
have full powers to run its commercial or quasi-com
mercial activities, irrigation, navigation, power and flood 
control. 

(5) In regard to non-commercial activities like. soil conserva
tion, afforestation, etc., schemes should be submitted by 
the coi-poration to Government for approval, before they 
are taken up. Such schemes should be implemented only 
to the extent approved by Government. 

(6) The budget estimates of the Corporation should be subject 
to the approval of Government. 

(7) Power should be taken by Government to give directions 
"as to the exercise and performance by the CoJ:Poration 
of its functions" somewhat on the lines uf Lt~ 
Corporations Act, 1953. 

The powers reserved for Government • under these proposals 
should vest in the Central Government, as it would 
obviously. be impossible for a Corporation to consult 
different Governments, which might give differing 
decisions. 

In other respects the scheme of the DVC Act may be followed. 

24. The Estimates Committee have recommended that full Parlia
mentary control over the various river valley schemes should be 
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~nsured; that all the plans relating to a scheme shoUld be laid before 
Parliament as soon as the scheme is sanctioned, together with an 
explanatory memorandum, and that changes in the plans or estimates 
should be got approved by Parliament after they are first examined 
by the Estimates Committee. We are unable to agree in these sugges
tions in so far as statutory Corporations are concerned, as they would 
have the effect of placing them in a position worse than that of 
Government departments. 

25. We nowv proceed to examine the adequacy of the DVC Act 
under the following main heads: 

(1) Constitution and membership. 

(2) Appointment of certain superior officers: Financial Adviser 
and Secretary. 

(3) Other limitations on the autonomy of the Corporatjon. 

( 4) Financial Provisions. 

(5) Accounts and Audit. 

(6) Advisory Committees. 

(7) Functions of the Corporation. 

(8) Land Acquisition. 

Constitution and Membership of the Damodar 
Valley Corporation 

26. Under section 4, the Corporation consists of a Chairman and 
two members appointed by the Central Government after conrulta
tion with the State Governments of West Bengal and Bihar. We 
do not view with favour, for obvious reasons, the provision that the 
members of the Corporation shall be appointed "after consultation: 
with the State Government". The duty of the Corporation is ta 
take an overall view of its functions which will be difficult if some 
members are expected to act as the nominees of certain regional 
interests. Although we hasten to add that the present representa
tives of Bengal and Bihar have risen fully above parochial con
siderations, we nevertheless consider that it is not a sound principle 
to provide for regional representation in corporation of this kind. 
as it is calculated to defeat their very object. Although, as the 
law stands at present, it is not obligatory on the part of the Centra! 
Government to appoint the nominees of the State Governments, yet 
in actual practice it becomes diffi.cult to reject thei:r recommenda
tions. We are, therefore, of the view that appointments should be 
in the ·absolute discretion of the Central Government which would 
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then select men whom it considers the best and the most suitable. 
Accordingly, we recommend the omission. of the words "after con~ 
~uhation with the Sta·.e Governments" in section 4(1) of the Act. 

27. The Act lays down that every member shall be a whole-time 
servant of the Corporation. We have examined other alternatives 
and are of the view that a mixed body of whole-time and part-time 
members is not workable. I;J; there are part-time members, it may 
become difficult to arrange for Corporation meetings frequently. If 
der;:isions have to wait till dates convenient to all the members can 
be found, no.meeting will be· possible may be for montns. Since the 
very purpose of creating a corporation is expeditious, despatch of 
business, we cannot recommend an arrangement which is likely to 
result in delays. We do not, therefore, think that any change is 
necessary in this regard. 

28. If both Chairman and members are appointed for the same 
period, they all go out of office on the same day and the Corporation 
will start with a completely new body and all . the old experience 
will thus be lost. It is, therefore, desirable to stagger the period of 
membership as has been done, for instance, in the Tennessee Valley 
Authority. 

Strength of the Corporation 

29. A Chairman and two members would appear to be sufficient. 
There is not enough work fQr more. Moreover, a larger body, 
besides being unwieldy, may lead to differences and friction. 

Qualifications of Members 

30. No positive qualifications are prescribed for members, though 
members of the Central or State Legislatures and persons having 
any interest in the contracts or the works of the Corporation are 
disqualified for appointment. It is, of course, recognised that the 
ablest men should be selected for appointment, for the success of 
the Corporation depends almost entirely on the calibre of the men 
selected to man it. These men, said Shri Gadgil in the Assembly, 
"should have the vision of the poet, 'thEfzeal of the pioneer, and the 
capacity of a practical administrator" and must possess "the highest 
integrity, incorruptibility, 'high intelligence' and a 'clear conception 
of economic development in India on modern scientific lines, especially 
in the industrial and agricultural field; and alignment of economic 
life on the co-operative basis', and 'fairly wide experience of men 
and affairs'. I would say that men possessing these aualifications in 
a_ny walk of life would do well".* It is thus clear that only the best 
qualify for membership of the Corporation. 

• Constituent Assembly (Legislative) De bates, Vol. I, 1948, page 756. 
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31. The question whether it should be prescribed in the Act that 

:any technicians, qua technicians, shall be appointed to the Corpora
·tion V17as raised when the bill was before the Legislature. To a 
suggestion of a Member that there should be one competent civil 
·engineer and one electrical engineer as members of the Corporation, 
.Shri Gadgil replied: 

"He wanted technicians to be placed on the Board. I may 
inform him that when we acce,Pted this model we care
fully studied the suggestions he made, and we took the 
view that the technician should have as little as possible 
to do with the administration. If Shri Santhanam or his 
friends can convince us in the Select Committee that a 
different pattern of organisation for the purpose of 
execution of this great scheme is likely to be more 
efficient, I certainly promise that I shall consider it."** 

When another Member reminded "the Honourable Minister that in 
·the Elec';ricity Bill that he introduced only a few "days ago, he has 
laid down that one of the members shall be an engineer, another 
a person well versed in commercial accountin~ and a third shall be 
an electrical engineer", Shri Gadgil replied : 

"The answer to that Sir, is that the Board under the Electricity 
Act is a Board which has to deal with technical matters. 
The Board here has to deal with _administration."** 

32. The Select Committee rejected the suggestion that the statute 
·should prescribe the apJ?ointment of engineers or other techniciaP.s 
-on the Corporation. 

33. In view- of this, the general feeling in the House and the assur
ances .given by the Minister in charge that merit and merit alone 
would count in making apP.ointments to the- Corporation, another • member who had given notice of an amendment to the effect that 
there shall be one electrical and one civil engineer among the 
members, withdrew his amendment. · It is thus clear that the Legis-
1ature definitely rejected the proposal that the statute shall prescribe 
the qualifications of members. 

34. Nevertheless in paras. 44 to 46 of their report, the Eestimates 
'Committee have criticized the composition of the Corporation and 
,gtated: 

"One should have expected specialist engineers or financial 
experts on the Bo;1rd but instead there are non-technic:tl 

'**Constituent Assembly (Legislative) Debates, Vol. III, l947• page 1948 
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persons who have to be guided in their decisions by the 
advice given to them by their subordinate technical 
staff * * * *. In a corporation of this character the 
Engineer and. Financial expert should be so knit 
together that they have an authoritative .voice in the 
framing of decisions on behalf of the corporation.. * • * *· 
It would have been more appropriate and conducive to 
efficiency if the Corporation consisted of a qualified. 
engineer, a financial expert besides an ·administrator. 
The position of the Financial Adviser or the Engineer 
who are the main drops, has been relegated to the
background and there are no means whereby it can be· 
ensured that their advice is a determining factor in the 
decisions of the Corporation." 

35. It seems to us inappropriate to lay down by statute that one 
member shall be an administrator, another an engineer and a third 
a financial expert. The Section, as it stands at present, gives com
-plete freedom to Government to appoint the best men· available_ 
The best men are not necessarily non-technicians. There is and 
there can be no bar against the appointment of an engineer or a· 
technical expert, if he has the other qualifications. 

36. In this connection, we would like to invite attention to the
trend of recent legislation in the U.K., under which the kind of 
experience necessary for membership of a public corporation created' 
for the administration of nationalised industries is prescribed by 
law. Speakin~ generally, the tendency is to prescribe administra
tive, financial and technical experience of the type necessary for 
the running of the industry, as well as the exp~rience of labour 
management. The Boards generally consist, inter alia, of 

(1) a person with experience of the industry, usually a higb 
executive of the time when the industry was under 
private management, 

(2) a specially selected civil servant. 

( 3) a financial expert, 

( 4) a trade union official, and 

(5) an air marshal, or a general. thi:own in. 

Differing views are held on this question, some 
purely non-technical ·board; others quite the opposite. 
can be advanced by both sides. 

favouring a· 
Arguments-

37. We have given some thought to this question and have come· 
to the conclusion that, although we do not recommend that quali
fications should be prescribed by the statute we consider that ill' 
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the selection of the personnel of the Corporation "the functional 
element", in the words of Shri Gorwala, "may appropriately be 
given more attention in view of the nature of the tasks a Corpo
ration is likely to be called upon to perform". 

"Policy-making" versus "Functional body" 

38. The next question that arises for consideration is what is 
the better type of Corporation-"the policy making" or the 
"functional". Much controversy has raged rqund this question. As 
the terms indicate, while the policy-making board concerns itself 
largely with general policy, administration, supervision and control, 
the functional board is one in which the members of the Corporation 
also act as departmental heads, e.g., the engineer-member would be 
chief engineer in actual overall charge of the design, construction. 
etc., the finance member would be the financial adviser in charge 
of financial matters and accounts. 

39. The Estimates Committee, in paragraph 105 of their report, 
recommend what may be termed a functional body as opposed to 
a policy-making one. In every country there are champions of both 
types of organisation, and, in fact, a plausible case could be made for 
either. 

40. We have studied this problem and feel that the "functional 
corporation" is less effective as a directing organ than the "policy
making" corporation. Members of a functional corporation being 
executive heads of their departments are, as a rule, unable to devote 
undivided attention both to the numerous problems of the Corpo
ration as a whole and to the day-to-day administration of the 
departments under their charge. Besides, this combination qf 
functions deprives the members of their· deta<;hment. In the func
tional set-up there is over-centralisation and a distinct danger of 
vertical compartments with divided loyalties being formed inside 
the organisation with the functional member at the head of eaCh. 
We would, however. add that whatever method we may adopt. in 
the ultimate analysis it is the quality of the members that counts. 
On the whole, we are doubtful whether a Corporation composed of 
executive heads as envisaged by the Estimates Committee would 
be the best. Having regard to all the circumstances we consider 
that the policy-making corporation is in every way better than a 
functional board. 

Appointment of certain superior officers 

.41. The Corporation is assisted by a Financial Adviser ·and a 
Secretary both of whom are appointed and removable only by the 
Central Government. The oonditions of service of the Financiai 
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Adviser and .Secretary are regulated by rules made by the Central 
Government. The Financial Adviser advises the Corporation on all 
matters relating to revenue and expenditure. The functions and 
<duties of the Financial Adviser are prescribed by rules made by 
:the Central Government. The Secretarv is the chief executive 
·officer of the Corporation . 

. (a) The Financial Adviser.-The Damodar Valley Corpora'jon 
Eill. as introduced in the Legislature, provided only for the appoint
ment of a Treasurer, .but the Select Committee converted the office 
of the Treasurer, into that of the Financial Adviser. In commend
ing this change. to the Constituent Assembly, the Minister in charge 
pointed out that the· Corporation was the first of ·its kind in the 
.country and in view of the large volume of expenditure •of public 
funds that the Corporation was to control, it was only proper that 
it should have at its disposal the advice of a financial expert. The 
.Minister assured the House that the object of appointing the 
Financial Adviser was not ·~to create impediments or to give oppor
tunities for red-tapism or create scope for delay in the normal and 
~ay-to-day work of this Corporation" but that it was "in the best 
interest of ~he Corporation, a sort of safeguard for the tax payer 
and to give sufficient faith for him that whatever he has contributed 
for the successful working out of this scheme will be well soent".* 

Though the Financial Adviser is an officer of the Corporation, he 
enjoys under the Act 'an independent status; he is appointed by the 
·Central Government and his salary and the conditions of his service 
as well as his functions and duties are prescribed by the Centre 
under the rules. He is thus in a position to tender independent 
:and unprejudiced advice to the Corporation. It is indeed true that 
the Corporation is not bound by the advice given by him and may 
·in the last resort overrule him. · This is essential to preserve the 
overall statutory responsibility of the Corporation. It can be safely 
assumed, however, that no responsible statutory corporation would 
·lightly set aside the advice of its financial expert. And it is signi
ficant that no instance of any serious difference of opinion between 
the Corporation and the Financial Adviser has been brought to notice 
.and the fear that the Financial Adviser is not an adequate safeguard 
against financial extravagance or waste is not borne out by the 
·experience of the past few years. ·The fact that he may be over
ruled by the Corporation has given rise to the theory that he is 
·subordinate to the Corporation, which is il;lcorrect. • In the Inter
State Conference of the 5th May, 1951 "a convention" was establish
ed against the wishes of the Corporation that whene.;,.er there was 
:a difference of opinion between the Financial Adviser and th!! Corpo-

•eonstituent Assembly (Legislative) Debates, Vol. I, 1948, Pages 701 & 701.~ 
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ration, he should report the matter for decision to the Government 
)f India in the Ministry of Finance. This has the effect of divorcing 
respo!1$ibility from accountability. The Estimates Committee has 
criticised the convention as a procedure "far from satisfactory both 
from the point of efficiency and promptitude in the execution of 
i.vork on the spot" and that "this compromise is likely to lead to 
more ~fficulties and considerable delays in arriving at various 
decisions". On the assumption that for all practical purposes the 
11'inancial Adviser comes under the administrative control of the · 
Corporation and on an alleged report of the Comptroller and Auditor
General that "as the Financial Adviser is subordinate to the Corpo" 
ration there is great difficulty in the financial control being exercised", 
the, Estimates Committee .has recommended that the Financial 
Adviser, to be effective, should be made a member of the Corpo
ration. As pointed out above, the Financial Adviser is not under 
the control of the Corporation, administrative or other. The 
li'inancial Adviser has told us that he has no knowledge of the 
alleged report by the Comptroller and Auditor-General. The Comp
troller and Auditor-General has told us that in his opinion the 
li'inancial Adviser should not be a member-of the corporation and 
that this convention was inappropriate. He added that, as a result 
of his observations during recent years, he had come to the conclu
sion that any system of financial control which had the effect .of 
removing the financial responsibility of an executive authority and 
transferring it in the last resort to an extraneous body was unsound 
and inconsistent with the conception of the Corporation itself. We 
agree. In our opinion,. therefore. no change in the status of the 
li'inancial Adviser is required. We may note in passing that the 
Financial Adviser has never so far· acted in pursuance of this con
vention and reported any matter to the Finance Ministry. Nor 
would it be necessary under the changes which we ·have in view. 
We recommend, therefore, that this convention may be abrogated. 

(b) Secretary.-It has been suggested that the Secretary being the 
chief executive officer of the Corporation, should be appointed by 
them and be under their disciplinary control. · Whatever the theory 
may be, we are of the opinion that the present arrangement is the 
best and the most suitable in the circuhnstances existing in the 
country and we propose no change. 

•Other limitations on the autonomy of the Corporation: Governmental 
and Par\iamentary control 

42. But these are some, but by no means all, or the only, limita
-tions on the autonomy of. the Corporation. There are also those 
·imposed by Governmental and Parliamentary c~-.~ntrol. We shall now 
'turn to them. 
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43. There was a time when it was thought that a public corpo
ration should not be fettered by any control-Government or Palia
mentary: its management should be entrusted to good men whc 
should be left to do their best and, should be got rid of, if their best 
is not good enough, but in recent years it has come to be recognised 
that some control must be provided to safeguard the national interest, 
It has, however, been realised that such control should not encroach 
upon the administrative independence of the corporation and should 
not detract from its managerial responsibility. Although control i! 
essential, its excessive use, which tends to undermine the ver) 
principle on which it is founded, is not desirable. It should, more· 
over, be exercised in such a manner as not to dwarf the initiative 
the enterprise and the drive of the Corporation. The followinr, 
.controls have been imposed by the Act:-

{i) The Corporation is required to submit to the Participating
Governments and lay before the Central and State Legis
latures concerned its annual budget estimates, financial 
statements and annual reports in the prescribed form 
(Sections 44, 45 and 46.) 

(ii) The accounts of the Corporation are maintained and' 
audited in such manner as the Central Government may,. 
in consultation with the Comptroller and Auditor
General, prescribe. (Section 47.) 

(iii) The Act enables the Central Government to issue binding 
intructions to the Corporation on questions of policy 
and the former is the sole judge of what is a policy 
question. (Section 48.) 

It would be relevant to consider in this connection the forms of 
governmental control provided in like U.K. enactments. Besides the 
provision regarding submission of annual reports. there is usuallv 
the 'further provision enabling Government to obtain -Any inform;
tion from the Corporation at any time. Government has the power 
to give "directions of a general character" in relation to matters 
affecting "the national interest". Government holds consultation 
with the governing body of the Corporation before issuing directions 
so that the Corporation is mad~ aware of the government point of 
view and the necessity of too many directions is eliminated. "This 
Damocles sword swings above the board table and need not fall to 
be effective".* 

It is curious that on the one hand the Central Government was 
reluctant to issue directions under Section 48 and on the other the 
Corporation regarded the issue of directions as a reflection on its own 
incompetence and pleaded on occasion that directions should not be 

*Page III, Problems of N2tionalized Industry, edited by William A. Robsen. 
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'issued, while at the same time allowing itself to be influenced in ·a 
Eanner not contemplated :by the Act. 

(iv) The Central Government may remove from the Corpo
ration the Chairman or a member in certain circums
tances. (Section 51) 

(v) The Central Government has power to make rules on many 
matters. (Section 59) 

(vi) The Corporation is require<l. to obtam the prev10us sanction 
of the Central Government to its regulations made for 
carrying out its functions. (Section 60) 

44. The Act gives no specific power to Government to call for 
'information. We suggest that a formal provision to this effect should 
be made. 

Financial Provisions (Sections 27 to 47) 

45. T~e Financial prov:isions in the Act, a summary of which has 
oeen given elsewhere, are the outcome of an agreement reached 
between the three Participating Governments prior to the establish
ment of the Corporation. We do not, therefore, propose to go into 
them in any great detail as we do not wish to disturb the settlement 
lbased on agreement save !{or exceptional reasons. 

46. There are, however, certain features of the financial provisions 
which must be noticed. 

47. Section 30 of the Act lays down that the Participating Govern
·ments shall provide the entire capital required by the Corporation 
,."for the completion of any project undertaken by it." It is true that 
theoretically the three Governments are under an obligation to 
finance any and every project that the Corporation might undertake, 
as there is no express restriction placed on the power of the Corpo
ration in this regard. ' But in the first 'place, it is most unlikely that 
a responsible statutory body such as is constituted by the Act before 
us would undertake any project, howsoever unconnected with the 
scheme. Secondly, we would point out that in actual practice the 
Central Government has not only reduced the provision made in the 
Corporation's budget estimates, but on occasion reduced the sanction
ed amounts in accordance with the exigencies of its own budgetary 
position .. There is no reason· to assu:r~e that the Corporation would 
~mdertake projects for which the Central Government· would not be 
willing to provide funds. The Corporation would not normally raise 
loans under Section 31 to find capital for such projects. The pro
visions are being worked in the right spirit and the question regard-
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ing the scope and effect of Sections 30 and 31 seems to us, therefore,: 
more or less academic. 

48. The scheme seems to be something like the following: -

The Corporation prepares its budget and submits it to the 
Central and Provincial Governments. The Participating Govern
ments, in consultation with the Corporation, approve it with such 
modifications as they deem fit and then obtain a grant from their 
respective Legislatures. If afterwards a Participating Government. 
defaults, the Corporation has the right to raise loans and debit them 
to the defaulting-Government. In this view of the case, no amend
ment is necessary for this purpose. But when the amendment of the· 
Act is undertaken, opportunity may be taken to clarify this point. 

49. It is provided in the Act that, except as otherwise directed 
by. the Central Government, all moneys of the Corporation shall be 
deposited in the Reserve Bank of India or the Agents of the Reserve 
Bank of India or invested in such securities as may -be approved by 
the Central Government [Section 29(2)]. -In the absence of appro
priate directions of the Central Government, the Corporation is at 
present prohibi:ed from maintaining accounts in any bank other 
than the Reserve Bank of India with the result that great incon
venience is caused for disbursing payments at places outside 
Calcutta. We ,recommend tlfat the .CentraL .Gover!!IIlent .should 
authorise the Corporation to open accounts v:ith any of the more· 
important Indian Banks wherever necessary. 

Aud.'t and Accounts (Section 47) 

50. We consider the existing provisions adequate. 

Advisory Committees 

51. Under Section 10 of the Act the Corporation may, subject t~ 
rules, "appoint one or more Advisory Committees for the purpose 
of securing the efficien~ discharge of the functions .of,the Corporation, 
and in particular, for the purpose of securing that tli.ese functions 
are exercised with due regard to the circumstances and require
ments of particular local areas." Explaining the provisions of this 
Section, Shri Gadgil said in Parliament: 

"Now this Advisory Corhmittee will represent local interests. 
Local opinion will be ascertained and, if I may borrow 
the formula from the Soviet economy, suggestions will 
come from below and directions from above. Every· 
little part of the scheme, in so far as it affe9ts any parti
cular area, will be considered by the Advisor"y Com
mittee and other Committees .. You will find;· Sir. in 
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Clause 21 that it is proposed to have many such smaller 
organisations or sub-organisations, for planning, design
ing, construction operating agency and so on * '' * * * 
You will find, Mr. Speaker, that it has been the back
grouJld of this Bill that popular · opinion should be 
ascertained and popular representatives should be asso
ciated to the greatest possible extent.* • * "' * * No 
Government, no scheme, can be successful unless both of· 
them secure the heartiest co-operation from those whose· 
lives are affected by the orders of the Government or· 
the facilities made available from the scheme when they 
are completed. So far as securing of local co-operation. 
is concerned, I have already said that a wider provision 
has been made in Clause 10."* 

5t. At the outset the Central Government made no rules regard-· 
ing the appointment of Advisory Committees and the Corporation 
on their part took no steps to appoint them. It is clear that this 
provision was not designed for the purpose of creating any new 
machinery for indirectly controlling the activities of the Corporation 
but for a very different purpose. It was mainly to enable the Corpo
ration to set up regional committees whose advice may be of use to 
the Corporation in dealing with problems of particular areas within 
the limits of the Damodar Valley. But the present Advisory Com
mittee which i.s more a Controlling Committee than an Advisory 
Committee, consisting of the Premier of West Bengal, a Minister 
from Bihar, high-ranking representatives of the Central Governmen1 
like the Secretary to the W.M.P. Ministry, was set up as a result of 
many conflicting considerations which may be briefly noticed. It 
is not altogether incorrect to say, in Shri Gorwala's words, that "Soon, 
however; after the corporation came into existence, the autonomy ol 
the corporation seems to have become the object of c;;nsiderable 
dislike in some Governmental circles. It would almost seem as il 
they had not quite realised how much power had been conceded." 
Some such feeling seems to have prevailed in the Works, Mines and 
Power Secretariat. The Participating Governments had begun to 
feel that they were not being kept in touch with what was going on 
and were not being supplied with such information a~ required 
and were therefore not averse to having a more direct say in the 
affairs of the Corporation. Lastly, although they were cnoosed to 
the idea in the beginning, the Corporation finally acquisced in the 
arrangement because they must have felt that, in view of the attitude 
of the W.M.P. Secretariat, they would be able on occasion to rely 
on the support of the Participating Provincial Governmenis in the 

•constituent Assembly (Legislative) Debates, Vo!. I, 1948, Page 758. 
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Committee. Thus the Advisory Committee came to be supported by 
.all concerned as a result of these conflicting feelings. 

53. The idea was first mooted when in the Inter-Provincial meet
ing held on the 9th May, 1949, the Premier of West Bengal suggested 
the necessity of forming an Advisory Committee. He said that it 
was essential for the two Provincial Governments to be closely 
associated with the work of the Corporation without in any way 
interfering with its day-to-day work. It was agreed in principle that 
such a Committee should be set up and a Sub-Committee under the 
.chairmanship of the Premier of West Bengal was appointed to draft 
its constitution and functions. It proposed that the Central Gov
·ernment themselves should form the Advisory Committee which 
should consist of three representatives of the Central Government 
(one of whom shall be representative of the Ministry of Finance) 
and two representatives each of the Governments of West Bengal 
and Bihar (one being preferably a Minister and the other a Secre
iary to the Provincial Government or a Technical Officer). The 
Secretary to the Corporation was to be the Secretary of the Advisory 
·Committee and it was 'to elect its own Chairman. Representatives 
·of the three Governments were to be permitted to bring with them 
iheir Government's technical advisers, if so desired. The functions 
<Of the Advisory Committee were: 

(i) to note the progress made by the Corporation from time 
to time and the manner in which each project was taken 
up, so that reports thereon might be sent to the respective 
Governments; 

(ii) to arrange discussions for facilitating mutual appreciation 
of the respective viewpoints of the Participating Gov
ernments and the Corporation in regard to the overall 
plan, the programme and the pace of development; a1;1d 

(iii) to communicate the suggestions of the ,respective Govern
ments with regard to the issue of directives on matters 
of policy by the Centre under Section 48 of the Act. 

rhe agenda for the meeting of the Advisory Committee was to be 
)repared by the Corporation but it was open to the three Participat
'ng Governments to suggest subjects for inclusion in ~he agenda. 
rhe Advisory Committee should preferably meet once a month for the 
irst six months and at longer intervals thereafter. The proposals 
>f the Sub-Committee were approved by the Inter-Provincial 
=:onference. 

54. The Advisory Committee envisaged by the Inter-Provincial 
:::onference was clearly not the 'Advisory Committee contemplated by 
Section 10 of the Act; the statutory Advisory Committee was to be 
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appointed by the Corporation while this Committee was to be 
appointed by the Central Government. The'functionsof the Advisory 
Committee, proposed by the Conference in particular those set out 
in (i) and (iii) above,' do not strictly fall within the scope cf Section 
10 of the Act. It was thus clearly to be a body .set up by "agreement" 
between the Participating Governments and the Corporation outside 
the scope of the Act. Nevertheless, on the 23rd May, 1949, the 
Central Government made the "Damodar Valley Corporation" 
(Advisory Committee) Rules, 1949, under Section 59(6) of the Act 
:substantially incorporating therein the recommendations of the 
Inter-Provincial Conference regarding the constitution, the organisa
tion and the functions of the Advisory Committee. It was, however, 
realised that the Central Government was not competent to appoint 
:such a committee and hence it was provided in the rules that 
the Corporation itself would appoint the Committee. In the first 
meeting of the Advisory Committee held on the 1st June, 1949, it 
was pointed out on behalf of the Corporation that the Advisory Com
mittee contemplated by the Rules was different from the one agreed 
to in the Inter-Provincial Conference but it was eventually decided 
that the Corporation shall itself constitute the Advisory Committee 
under Section 10 of the Act and the Rules framed by the Central 
Government and at the same time implement substantially the re
eommendations of the Inter-Provincial Conference. Accordingly, on 
the 26th July, 1949, the Corporation passed a resolution constituting 
an Advisory Committee, the composition and functions of which were 
:as recommended by the Inter-Provincial Conference. The Govern
ment of West Bengal nominated the Chief Minister to the Advisory 
Committee while the Bihar Government nominated its lrri2ation 
Minister thereon. 

55. It is clear from the foregoing that the Advisory Committee as 
:at present constituted and the so-called Technical - Sub-Committee 
eonsisting of the engineers of the Centre and the two States consti
tuted to advise the Advisory Committee are not' covered by the Act 
and are irregular, if not also illegal. This is not to say that they 
nave not served any useful purpose. on· the contrary; it must be 
:admitted· that the State Governments have be~n by and large of 
great help to the Corporation; they even went to the extent of 
-opposing the issue of directions by the Central Government tinder 
'Section 48, the only occasion on which the Centre proposed to issue 
a direction; forbiding the Corporation -to make appointments to 
llOSts carryiiig a salary exceeding Rs. 2,000 p.m. without the Central 
·Government's prior approval. With all that, however, we are of 
-ooinion that 'these Committees, as constituted; being extra le~al, 
-their continued existence cannot be defended and they should be 
:abolished. The Advisory Committee rules·may·be ·rescinded. 
24M of I&P 
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Functions of the Corporation 
56. The construction of a multi-purpose project confers various 

benefits on the region affected such as irrigation, power, flood con
trol. navigation etc., but following the model of the TV A, it is being 
increasingly recognised that the mere completion of engineering 
works and their maintenance and operation are not the be-ail and 
end-all of the schemes. Development of the human and other 
resources of a valley is now-a-days considered to be at least as 
essential, if not actually more essential than the mere construction 
of dams. In conformity with this trend of thought, the DVC Act 
includes among the functions of the Corporation besides the normal 
ones of flood control, power generation, irrigation and navigation, 
such beneficient activities as the "promotion of public health and 
the agricultural, industrial. economic and general well-being in the 
Damodar Valley * * * *" [Section 12 (f)]. The estimates and 
financial forecasts pertaining to ·what may be termed the normaJ 
functions usually provide for only the engineering structures and 
services which will earn revenue directly. We are of opinion that 
the normal functions of a corporation should include only ~uch essen
tial ancillary activities of a beneficient nature. as are obligatory on 
the project, such as those intended to mitigate the hardships caused 
to the people directly affected by the project, as resettlement of 
displaced people, keeping shore lines or reservoirs free from malarial 
larvae, etc. Thus. malaria control measures along the reservoir 
shores would be a legit:iiD.ate charge on the project as malaria is the
direct result of the creation of the reservoirs. Such measures all 
over the valley, however. would be outside the scope of the project 
and, therefore, beyond the functions of the Corporation. Most of 
the functions of the Corporation listed in sub-section 12(£) of the
Act form part and parcel of the social welfare activities of the 
States concerned and may equally ·well be handed over to Stat!'! 
Governments. But there is an advantage in making the Corpora
tion act in consultation with the Governments concerned responsible 
for them because such activities may have to be organised on a 
regional basis. While, therefore, we are of opinion that they need 
not necessarily be beyond the purview of the Corporation, each such, 
scheme should. be undertaken only after it has been specifically 
sanctioned by the Central Government; it should, however, be open 
to a State Government to entrust any such work to the Corporation 
for execution in order to take advantage of the special facilitie9 
available to the Corporation in the area. For such works, the State
Government would naturally provide the funds. 

57. Soil conservation and afforestation as provided under sub
section 12(e) of the Act are of special importance as they are inti
mately connected with silt regulation and to a certain extent witb 
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flood moderation. If appropriate measures are not taken in time, 
the new reservoirs will silt up quickly and become useless. We 
recommend that schemes under this head should be subject to the 
prior approval of the Central Government. 

58. We have considered the method adopted for soil conserva
tion work in the Tennessee Valley where the willing support of the 
farmers and co-operation of all State and Federal agencies is 
enlisted in this direction, the role of the TV A being one of a purely 
advisory character. On examining the scheme for soil conservation 
prepared by the Corporation for the upper valley, we find that the 
Corporation intends to carry out this work at its own expense and 
by its own agency. We doubt if work on these lines can be done 
efficiently and econo:nically in this way. We are convinced that the 
TV A approach is .ne right one and it should be .tried by the Cor
poration. It snould, however, be adapted to Indian conditions. 
Here we suggest that afforestation and soil conservation in Gov
ernment lands should be undertaken by Government and soil 
conservation ~ private land should be done by the farmers under 
expert guidance anci with financial assistance provided by Govern
ment as indicated by the Planning Commission in Chapter XXII of 
the First Five Year Plan. The difficulty in such a method, however. 
would not be so much in the Corporation's preparing a plan with 
the help of its experts, as in getting it executed by the farmer with 
his willing co-operation. We are of the opinion that the Extel).
sion Service which is now contemplated for the whole of the coun
try would be the best agency for this purpose. The role of the 
Corporation should be limited to that of planning and guiding the 
work and rendering such financial assistance as may be possible and 
for this purpose, we have suggested elsewhere the appointment by 
the Corporation of a social worker with some · knowledge of 
economics. 

Priorities to be fixed by Central Glivernment 

59. Although the Act does not prescribe priorities between the 
various functions, we are of opinion that the Central Government 
should lay down priorities with regard to each project, if necessary 
by means of a direction under Section 48 

Future ~et-up for large River Valley Schemes envisaged by Estimates 
Committee 

60. We may now consider the Estimates Committee's proposals 
for the future administration of the River Valley Projects. They 
have recommended a three-tier organisation for the initiation, 
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sanction and execution of multi-purpose river valley projects; 
acCording to their scheme, the sanctioning authority would be the 
Cabinet acting on the advice of the Ministry of Irrigation and Power, 
the Planning Commission and the Central Water and Power Commis
sion; the initiator and planner would be the C.W.& P.C., but the 
final shape to the plans should be given by the Ministry and the 
Planning Commission in consultation with the C.W. & P.C., and a 
semi-autonomous statutory Corporation should be in ·charge of the 
execution of the scheme within the blue-print supplied to it by 
Government. 

In para. 119 of their report, they recommend that-

"When any sche~e is initiated by the Central Water and 
Power Commission and plans and estimates therefor are 
prepared, care should be taken that all technical details, 
in connection with the scheme as well as estimates for 
each detailed item are worked out simultaneously. At 
present the tendency is to draw up schemes in barest 
outlines and to give very general estimate of cost under 
certain major heads. This is not satisfactory. · The 
scheme must be completely thought out in all its major 
and minor details and estimates for all items of work 
prepared. These detailed plans and estimates would help 
the Government and the Planning and Executive autho
rities to ensure proper check over the execution of works 
and the costs." 

The Planning Commission insist and we agree that there should 
be thorough investigation and a complete picture of the economic 
and financial implications of a project before it ~s sanctioned. 

While we feel that thorough investigation is neceSsary before a 
project is sanctioned to enable the preparation of more realistic 
estimates for schemes like Hirakud and Damodar, it will be realised 
that costs of projects even though investigated in considerable detail 
in normal times before S<!nction was accorded, like the Tungabhadra 
and the Lower Bhavani, have also gone up owing to the general 
increase in prices during the last decade, vide Appendix VII. 
In spite of our best efforts we have not been abl" to P"Pt thP 1 0"42 
estimates for Bhakra-Nangal. 

· 61. The Estimates Committ~e recommend that the functions of 
initiating and making plans should vest in the C.W. & P.C. This 
apparently means that the initiative in planning schemes will pass 
from the States to this organisation. Some State Governments have 
well-esta~lished Public Works Departments who are quite compe
tent to draw up such plans. In such casE's the role of the C.W. & P.C. 
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should be merely advisory. This is the view taken by th• 
Planning Commission. The difference in approach· between the tw< 
may be noted. While the Estimates Committee makes over th< . . 
initiation, investigation and planning of the project to the C.W. & 
P.C., the Planning Commission entrusts it to the State Governmenl 
who may take such assistance as may be required from C.W. & P.C 
Under the Estimates Committee's scheme, the C.W. & P.C. woulc 
be a very unwieldy organisation and it is doubtful whether thE 
economy in planning and designing visualised by the Estimatef 
Committee would be realised in actual practice. We are, therefore 
inclined,to agree with the Planning Commission. 

62. When large projects· are sanctioned, self-sufficient organisa· 
tions for designing are necessary and dependence on outside orga· 
nisations, ·however competent, is likely to delay the commencement 
and hamper the progress of works. 

63. We understand that the .c:w. & P.C. is being built up to 
render assistance as consultants for the big projects (vide para. 52, 
Chapter XXVI of the First Five Year Plan). This is good as far 
as it goes. But we suggest that the freedom of the Corporations to 
choose their own consultants should remain unhampered. Huge 
sums of money are involved and the Corporations must get the best 
advice wherever it is available. Moreover, too ·much centralisation 
in such matters is not desirable. 

64. "'I'he last and the third tier" say the Estimates Committee-: 

"Should liave responsibility limited to the execution of the 
work; Within its own: sphere it must have complete 
freedom and authority to make decisions on the spot. 
It should not either assume the role of a planner o.r the 
policy-maker. It should work within the blue-print 
framed for it and ensure that the -work proceeds effici
ently and according to schedule. It should always be 
prepared and willing to give suggestions which. in the 
actual course of working, it deems necessary to bring to 
.the notice .of ..the policy-maker through the planner but 
at the same time ready to leave it to them to give such 
directions as they maylike and then working within the 
origiilal or revised directions as'the case may be. * * •". 

For this tier, "the Committee suggest the creation of semi
autonomous organisations (by statutes of Parliament) with well
defined functiops and powers as envisaged above." 

- While we understand and appreciate the anxiety of the Estimates 
Committee to see that sa~ctioned plans are not arbitrarily changed in 
the course of execution, we should like to point out that by the very 
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nature of the work involved in such complex projects many changes, 
not all minor, may be necessary during construction even after the 
best and most efficient pre-construction investigation and planning. 

· Similarly deviations in estimates on account of rising prices., non., 
availability of materials etc. may occur which no one can prevent. 
We, therefore, suggest in this connection that only substantial devia
tions should be reported to Government. Needless to say major 
changes in design or in the scope of work should be avoided, as far as 
possible but it absolutely unavoidable, Government's prior sanction 
must be obtained. This can be achieved. if necessary, by the ·issue 
of directions under section 48 of the Act. 

Land Acquisition 
65. In the discharge of its functions under the Act, the Corpora

tion has to acquire large tracts of land needed for submergence, for 
re-settling the displaced population and allied purposes. It is esti
mated that for cornp]P.tion of the First Phase alone, nearly 20,000 
acres of laJ?.d will have to be acquired. 

66. Provision has been made in section 50 of the Act to enable the 
Corporation to acquire the land required. The procedure prescribed 
:in the Land Acquisition Act, 1894, is applied to acquisition of land 
by the Corporation which is treated as a Company for the purpose of 
the Act. The land required by the Corporation shall be deemed to 
be needed for a public purpose. 

67. It is true that the procedure prescribed by the Land acquisi
tion Act is elaborate and time-consuming but. there does not seem to 
be sufficient reason for departing from the ordinary law· of the land in 
the case of acquisition of land by thE. Corporation. Shorter and 
speedier procedure has indeed· been devised to meet a '"'l.tional emer
gency, e.g., by the Resettlement of Displaced Person" (Land Acquisi
tion) Act, 1948, which provided for resettlement and. rehabilitation of 
persons disp~aced consequent on the partition of tl>P. country but land 
acquisition for the activities of the Corporation ;s not comparable 
with such a situation. The Minister observed in the comse of the> 
debate on the DVC Bill that: . . 

"* * * * if it was possible to get the land immediately it 
could have been done. but. 'n that case, we would have 
got the lall.d and lost the co-operation of the people. 
That is not the intention. That cannot be the intention. 
Therefore, the normal law of the land, namely the Land 
Acquisition Act, will apply." 

fl'•)wevet·. aupropriate modification may be, and Qn occasion. have 
been made in _the ~and Ac~uisition . Act to suit the special requil;e
ments of the situation, e.g., m applymg the Land Acquisition Act t() 
Port Trusts, Improvement Trusts, etc. 
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68. The provision that the Corporation shall be treated as a Com
pany for the purposes of the Land Acquisition Act, is in our opinion, 
unsatisfactory. It brings into operation Part VII of the Act which 
:provides for an inquiry under Section 40 and execution of an agree
ment under Section 41 ibid. The special provisions of Part VII are 
-enacted specially for Companies as the funds and the activities of 
Companies are not under the control of Government. But as the 
Corporation is a semi-Government organisation, it is hardly neces
sary to take precautions which may be legitimate in dealing with a 
Company. The better course would be to treat the Corporation as a 
•local authority' on a par with Municipalities, Improvement Trusts, 
Port Trusts, etc. and provide that the land acquired by the State 
Government for the Corporation shall vest in the Corporation on 
:payment by it of all expenses of acquisition. 

69. Under the Land Acquisition Act the authority for which land 
is acquired has no right to make a reference to the Court challenging 
the quantum of compensation awarded to the owner of the acquired 
land. We recommend that as large sums of p!lPlic money are in
volved, it should be considered whether the Corporation should not 
:have the right to question in suitable cases the correctness of the 
.collector's award by a reference to the court under Section 18 of the 
Act. 

70. We also consider that lhe Corporation may employ, for the 
purpose of acquiring waste land, the law prevailing in the two States 
regarding acquisition of waste lands. 

71. We recommend amendment of the DVC Act and of the Land 
Acquisition Act in its application to the Corporation on the lines 
indicated above. A draft of 1,he amedments proposed will be found 
in Aooendix VIII. 



CHAPTER IX 

'I' HE ORGANISATIONAL SET-UP OF THE DAMODAR VALLEY 
· CORPORATION 

Introductory 

rhe D.V.C. Act has conferred upon the Corporation a high degree 
of autonomy in the matter of its organisation. The Government of 
India have reserved to themselves the power to appoint only the 
Financial Adviser and the Secretary, but otherwise the Corporation 
enjoys full liberty to organise itself with a view to ensuring freedom 
of action and flexibility in administration. The Act has defined the 
functions of the Corporation and conferred upon it the general power 
"to do anything which may be necessary or expedient for the purpose 
of carrying out its functions under the Act." 

Organisational History 

2. When the Corporation came into existence in July, 1948, it 
obtained some officers from the Central Technical Power Board wh() 
formed the nucleus of the Planning and Designs Department· of the 
Corporation. The Corporation, however, had to start almost from 
scratch in organising the other parts of the gigantic machinery needed 
to plan and execute the vast and complicated programme before it. 
By far the greatest need of the Corporation was of a team of engineers 
headed by a capable Chief Engineer; the key to the success of the 
Corporation was to remain largely in the hands of the engineering set
up of the Corporation. The efforts to obtain the Chief Engineer have 
already been dealt with. 

?.. The Corporation appointed one Mr. A. de Vajda, an irrigation 
E'ngineer, soil conservation expert, in March 1949. We may recall 
that the Corporation had by this time appointed Mr. Fergusson as: 
engineer in charge of construction; since March 1948 they had an 
engineer at the head of the Barrage and Irrigation Department. 

4. In June, 1949, in· the absence of a Chief Engineer and with a
view to utilising the combined experience of the heads of different 
engineering sections and to co-ordinate their activities, a Board of 
Engineers, consisting of heads of all engineering departments, was 
formed under the chairmanship of Mr. A. de Vajda. In May, 1950,. 
a Board of Consultants, composed of Mr.' L. F, Harza, Pr11sident,. 
Harza Engineering Company, Chicago, U.S.A.,· Mr. S. 0. Harper, 
ex-Chief Engineer of the Bureau of Reclamation and Shri A. R. 
V enkatachari. Chief Engineer to the Government of Madras, wa;;: 

98 
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<!PPOmted to advise tne Corporatwn on specific engmeermg probleiilS' 
referred to them from time to time. Another Consultant Shri. 
Kanwar Sain was appointed subsequently. In December, 1950, Mr. 
A. M. l{omora, the present Chie{ Engineer, joined the Corporation. 

3. Meanwhile the construction of Tilaiya Dam started department-· 
ally in September, 1949, under the supervision of Mr. Fergusson. 
Messrs. Hind Constructions Ltd. and·Patel"Engineering Co. Ltd., were
awarded ·~he contract in March, 1950, to construct the Konar Dam; 
a Swiss firm, Gruner Bros. was appointed Consulting Engineers for 
the Konar .Project in February, 1950. Erection of the Bokaro Thermal 
Power Station was entrusted to an American· firm, Messrs. Kuljian. 
Corporation, the supply of the required plant and equipment being. 
·made by the International General Electric Co., U.S.A. 

6. Land acquisition, reclamation of land and rehabilitation of dis
placed persons were placed under a Director of Rehabilitation and. 
Development. 

7. In September, 1949, a Soil Conservation and Land Utilisation. 
Department was created and Mr. A. de Vajda, was appointed head c.f 
~he Department. The Department was combined with the Rehabili
tation Department on Mr. A. de Vajda's departure in January, 1952~ 

8. The Chief Electric Engineer is in charge of the operation of 
variou~ hydro-electric power houses, the Bokaro Thei:mal Power 
Station and the entire transmission system. 

9. In administrative matters, the Corp_oration is assisted, besides.: 
the Financial Adviser and the Secretary, by the Director of Personnelr 
the Con:.roller of Purchase and Stores, the Chief Accounts Officer,.. 
the Chief Information Officer and the Chief Medical Officer. 

10. The chart of the present organisation set-up of the Corpora
tion may be seen in Appendix IX. 

Administrative. set-up 

11. Regarding the Corporation's methods of administration, we
feel that there is too much centralisation. If the public Corporation. 
is an example of decentralised administration, the principle of de
centralisation should be applied to its internal management as well .. 
While the Corpora~ion should concern itself with policy matters and 
broad features of general administration and execution, and co-ordina. 
tion, there should be delegation of powers at all levels. Likewise, in 
technical matters. the technical head should have wide powers
subject of course to overall supervision by the Corporation. There· 
should be well-defined responsibility at all levels and adequate 
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:Powers to discharge theil). efficiently and speedily. At present, the 
.Secretary to the (;orporation, who is described by the s~atute as "the 
chief executive officer" has power to sanction non-recurring contt::
_gent expenditure upto Rs. 200 only in each c.ase. The Corporation 
has thus to deal personally with all non-recurring expenditure over 
.Rs. 200. Reimbursemen~ of medical expenses exceeding Rs. 100 is a 
·.matter for the consideration of the Corporation itself. The Chief 
.Engineer can sanction original works up to Rs. 2,000 <>nly, can 
~purchase for sanctioned work stores up to Rs. 2,000 only and tools and 
_plants up to Rs. 5,000 only, replace or renew parts of machinery up to 
Rs. 1,500 only. At one time, the head of a department could not 
.transfer within the same department officers with a basic pay exceed
ing Rs. 500 p.m., but the orders were modified a year later. The 
Corporation. as far as possible, should avoid short-circuiting the 
chief executive or the departmental heads, as this will breed divided 
loyalties. Whenever more than one department is concerned. co
-ordination should be made mostly automatic, the points at which 
each department should consuE; other departments being specified 
by rule. We have also noticed that the Corporation has adopted the 
.same orthodox system of lengthy noting and counter-noting on the 
iiles to arrive a'• decisions like any Government department. This 
:should be discouraged. 

Engineering set-up 

12. In the earlier stages of the Corporation, ad hoc arrangements 
were made from time to time for the discharge o:t! the Chief Engineer's 

• -duties till the Chief Engineer joined. The Chief Engineer is now in 
charge of the construction of all the dams, power-houses and the 
irrigation barrage and canals. The Chief Electrical Engineer is 1D 

.charge of the operation of all the hyro-electric stations, of the 
Bokaro Thermal Station and of the transmission system. The engi
neering section of the soil conservation department and rehabilitation 
-departments are under the Dii"ector of Rehabilitation and Develop
ment. 

13. A suggestion has been made that to ensure co-ordination, the 
Chief Engineer should be placed in overall control of all the depart
ments of engineering-civil, mechanical, electrical and soil conserva
tion, etc. In our opinion the present arrangement is working satis
factorily and the heads of the various departments remain in close 
touch with one another. There is nothing unusual in this system, 
since in most States in 'India the Electricity Department is indepen
dent of the Public Works Department. Soil Conservation is best left 
to the experts in that field. 

14. The Eestimates Committee have remarked in paras. 43 and 54 
of their report that conflicting advice is given by the various techni
cal advisers to the Corporation and that there is no co-ordination oor 
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~verall control of the various schemes. We are cif the opinion that all 
these have since been ensured with the appointment of the Chief 
.Engineer. 

15. We note that the Engineer-in-Charge, Barrage and Irrigation, 
draws a salary of Rs. 2,500 p.m. and is of the status of a State Chief 
.Engineer. We would recommend that the Corporation might con
~ider whether this pos.t is absolutely essential, as this officer controls 
only two circles, which could be placed directly under the Chief 
Engineer. As work on the irrigation part of the project is, however, 
cf great importance, we should like to leave the matter to the judg
ment of the Corporation. 

16. We suggest that in projects of this magnitude it should be 
considered whether well-qualified quantity surveyors· should not be 
employed with the requisite staff. Their main functions will be to 
advise on costs and contracts. 

17. We notice that the Konar Project which is being done :.m con
tract and for the supervision of. which . the Consulting Engirzeers, 
Messrs. Gruner Bros., are responsible, has one Superintending 
Engineer assisted by one Executive and 16 Assistant Engineers on 
behalf of the Corporation, whereas the Maithon Dam which is being 
<lone departmentally, has two Superintending Engineers, 6 Executive 
Engineers and 28 Assistant Engineers. It would appear that the staff 
posted on Konar is excessive in view of the work involved. The 
·Corporation should see that no project is over-staffed and that no un. 
necessary posts are created. 

18. The Corpora~ion at present has a fair-sized design office. 

19. In para. 40 of their report, the Estimates Committee remark 
with reference to the Maithon and Panchet Hill projects that "large 
establishments and cons·.1lting firms are eating away a ,good deal of 
finances without even the foundation stone being laid." We should 
like to point out that detailed designs have to be prepared before 
construction starts and it is natural that in the designing stage of 
Maithon and Panchet Hill, money had to be spent on the design 
establishment and consulting engineers, construction work being 
Testricted to preliminary works. The Maithon Project is now in full 
-swing and work on Panchet Hill has started. 

20. In the same para, the Estimates Committee further remark 
~·at no stage the whole project was subjected to the scrutiny of the 
'Board of Consultants and that only queries about certain moot or 
·doubtful points were put and answers secured. This appears to be a 
curious procedure and the Consultants cannot be expected to give 
;general and wholesome advice." It may be recalled that the overall 
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plan prepared l:iy Mr. Voorduin was approved by the Governments of 
India, Bengal and Bihar and scrutinised by the American Technical 
Mission. In their first report, the Board of Consultants have s'.;ated 
that they were satisfied with the considerations for proceeding with 
.the dams in the first phase and ;;hat further studies would be required 
to determine whether the other four reservoirs would be necessary. 
The general plans of the Maithon and Panchet Hill and Konar dams 
and the Barrage have been reviewed by the Board cf Consultants at 
their subsequent meetings. ·In the circumstances, it was not neces
sary to submit the entire plan to the Board of Consultants for advice. 
We are, however, satisfied that all the major questions of design have 
been submitted to- ~he B"oard of Consultants. 

21. In para. 113 of their report, the Estimates Committee have 
recommended "that the prac'~ice of appointing too many consultants 
and advisers should be avoided" and that future project authorities 
would have to functim::. within the plans approved by the Government 
and it would not be necessary to take further advice on approved 
plans. Although the argument of the Estimates Committee is not 
withou~ force, we should lik~ to point out that many problems arise 
during actual execution which may require the best advice possible, 
whether Indian or foreign. We, therefore, recommended that such 
matters should be left to tlie discretion of the Corporation. 

22. We. are in comple:e agreement with the Estimates Cc;mmittee 
that a schedule of rates should be maintained (para. 115), cost ac
counting organisations established (para. 118) and that conventional 
methods should be used as far as possible (para. 122). We also en
dorse ;;heir recommendations about contracts made in p·ara. 115 of 
their report. 

Foreign personnel 

23. We have also considered the question whether fc.reign person
nel and foreign f!rms should be employed by the Corporation. I.t is 
gratifying to note that the Corporation lias been encouraging local 
talent. Apart from eight officers of the Kuljian Corporation who 
have had to be employed in special circumstances. two American 
engineers serving on the Board of Consultants which meets occasion
ally and the American Chief Engineer, the Corporation has on its 
staff only three foreigners. The question of employing foreigners 
was considered at the sixth Meeting of the Advisory Committee and 
the State GOvernments were of the opinion that "irrespective of high 
fees or abnormal salary of foreign specialist technicia·,ls, they should 
be appointed wherever such appointment is considered necessary fu 
the interest of speedier or better performance of the work." We 
endorse this opinion. We also agree with the Estimates Committee's 
recommendation in para. 112 of their report that non-Indians should 
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he appointed for the minimum period necessary. The Estimates 
.Commit~ee further recommend that an Indian should invariably be 
put in as an under-study to the foreign engineer to take over from 
.him in due course. In our opinion this should be done not invari
.ably but wherever practicable. 

24. The Estimates Committee are of the view that the appointment 
.of non-Indians should be made only after full facts justifying such 
appointments have been brought to the notice of the Central Govern
:ment and their approval obtained. We consider that such a proce
·d)lre, apart from being time-consuming, is hardly called for and it 
Js a matter to be left to the discretion of the Corporation. It would 
be sufficient if the Central Government is kept informed of the 
Jll!oposals for appointment of fQreigners. 

Soil Conservation Department 

25. We consider that the present· arrangement is unsatisfactory 
by which the Direc';.or of Rehabilitation and Development is in addi
tional charge of the Soil Conservation Department. Soil Conserva

·tion is a highly technical subject and the programme contemplates 
afforestation, land use planning, land utilization and management 
.etc. The department can be adequately handled only by qualified 
·experts and we suggest that the Soil Conservation Department should 
be placed under a first rate specialist. 

26. The development of the valley is one of the primaFy functions 
of the Corporation and includes multifarious activities. We have 
recommended in para. 56 of Chapter VIII that the Corporation should 
embark on development schemes falling under Section 12(f) of the 
Act only with the prior approval of the Government of India. In our 
·OPinion, a high-ranking social worker with sound knowledge of eco
nomics who commands the confidence of the local population should 
assist in the development of the valley. In the matter of develop
rilent the advice and assistance of Advisory Committees composed of 
local leaders should be sought and the co-operation of the State 
·Governments, Extension Service and local authorities ensured. 

Electrical Denartment 

27. The Chief Electrical Engineer, who has his omce at Calcutta. 
is assisted by a Deputy Chief Electrical Engineer, stationed at Asan

:s<il, and four Superintending Engineers. We are of the view that the 
C!iief Electrical Engineer's headquarters could be more conveniently 
located within the valley. There does not seem to· be sufficient 
justiqcation fQr a Deputy Chief Electrical Engineer pa~icularly be
-cause the Chief Electrical Engineer has a Personal Ass1stant of the 
iank of Superintending Engineer. The completion of Bokaro 
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Thermal Power Station will also give considerable relief to the Chief 
Electrical Engineer. 

Legal Division 

28. The Organisation Chart for the D.V.C. prepared ·bY Mr. 
Voorduin in 1g47, provided for a Legal Adviser as well as a legal 
department. The latter was to include one solicitor and two assistant 
solicitors. Yet, oddly enough, there is even now no le-gal division 
m the Corporation. On January 13, 1951, a specific proposal to this 
effect was made, but it was rejected on the ground tha<,; the Law 
Ministry of the Central Government can be consulted whenever 
necessary. 

The amount of legal advice and guidance which the Corporation 
now receives is far from adequate. A firm of solicitors is no doubt 
consulted ad hoc, and the presence of a lawyer member on the Board 
cannot meet the Corporation's requirements more than partially. A 
public corporation like the D.V.C. must have qualified legal advice 
constantly available to it as numerous questions in connection with 
contracts, purchases, service conditions continually arise. To econo
mise here would be unwise. Many of the mistakes committed in 
Konar contract rates might have been avoided ~ competent legal 
advice had been. available on the spot. The absence of a law division 
in the Corporation office is a serious omission and should be supplied 
without delay. 

Personnel Policy 
29. To regulate the recruitment, promotion and conditions of 

service of its employees, the Corporation has framed, in exercise of 
its powers under the Act, the Damodar Valley Corporation (Service} 
Regulations. Recruitment to posts carrying a pay of Rs. 60 per 
month and more is made on the recommendation of a selection board 
consisting of at least one member of the Corporation, the Director of 
Personnel and the head of the department concerned or his repre
sentative. Provision is also made for obtaining the .services of 
experts to serve on the selection board in respect cf any particular 
appointment. The selection is made either on the result of an exami
nation· or interviews or by both. The procedure conforms to the one 
recom~end~d by the Estimates Committee in para. 110 of their 
report. 

30. We are of the opinion that the procedure prescribed for recruit
ment and promotions of the Corporation's employees is generally 
satisfactory and we do not consider any change necessary. 

31. We agree with the Estimates Committee's remarks in para. 110 
that all appointments above a certain monetary.limit should be made 
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by the Corporation and suggest that all the three members of th 
Corporation should sit on the selection board when appointment 
carrying pay of Rs. 1,000 p.m. and above are under consideratior 
The number of such appointments is less than 30. 

32. The Estimates Committee have in the same paragraph of thei 
report suggested that key appointments to be specified by the Govern 
ment of India should be made by the Corporation only with th 
approval of the Government of India:. In our opinion such a proce 
dure is unnecessary and would create impediments and delays. 

33. We recommend a system of 'merit awards' based on objectiv' 
· tests as an incentive to good work. Bonuses and prizes may be pro 
vided for extraordinary merit displayed on any particular ocC'asion 

34. We agree with the other recommendations of the Estimate: 
Committee regarding the creation of the Central Service of Irriga 
tion Engineers (Para. 129), the registration of technical personne 
(Para. 125) and the training of engineering apprentices (Para. 130) 
and consider that these will be helpful in building up large scalE 
engineering organisations for the execution of river valley projects 
In the projects which we have visited, a number of 'technicians havE 
been trained, and specialised experience is accumulating and it i: 
very important to see that it is not dissipated aft.,;. thP completior 
of particular projects. 

Headquarters of the Corporation 

35. The question of headquarters was raised as early as 1946 b~ 
Shri B. K. Gokhale, the first Administrator, Damodar Valley Project 
In a report dated June 12, 1946, Shri Gokhale said: 

"Concerning the·Headquarters 9f the Damodar Valley Autho
rity, Dhanbad would probably be the most central place 
from which all the 8 dams will be readily accessible. 
There is, however, no accommodation available a1 
Dhanbad. Housing accommodation of a sort is available 
at Hazaribagh which is within 30 miles of Tilaiya. The 
headquarters of the Damodar Project may suitably be 
located at Hazaribagh to begin with. The permanent 
headquarters may subsequently be shifted to Dhanbad 
unless Hazaribagh is preferred in view of its climatic 
advantages." 

36. The Government of Bihar was naturally anxious that the head
quarters of the Corporation should be located somewhere in Bihar. 
A non-official resolution was unanimously passed by the Bihar Legis
lative Assembly on the 1st of April, 1948, urging upon the Govern
ment of India to locate the Head Office of the Damodar Valley 
Corporation in Bihar. The question came up for consideration soon 
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i!fter the Corporation was set up. During th~ two years preceding 
~he establishment of the Corporation it had been more or le>ss taken 
for granted that the headquarters would be located in Bihar. In 
December, 1946, the office of the Secretary to the Damodar Valley 
Project was set up at Hazaribagh. In the early stages the choice 
seemed to lie between Hazaribagh and Ranchi. As between these 
two places, Ranchi appeared to be preferable because of its·greater 
accessibility, better communications including railway, better climate, 
and in October, 1948, the Corporation decided to "establish the 
headquarters of the Corporation in due course at Ranchi." According
ly, steps were iaken to look for suitable sites at Ranchi. In the end 
the Hotwar Estate was selected. 

37. In August 1949 when Dr. A. E. Morgan visited the DVC, the 
headquarters question came up for discussion along with other 
matters. He laid great stress on two things: consolidation of head
quarters in the interest of better co-ordination of work: and its 
location at a central place in the valley so as to avoid the loss of 
time and the extra cost involved in the more freouen: movements of. 
the top personnel. 

Evidently Dr. Morgan attached a good deal of importance to this 
,subject. In this report dated August 29. 1g49. he made the following 
:.remarks: 

"Consolidation· of Headquarters: It seems to me that· your 
headquarters are too scattered. The actual loss due to 
communicating back and forth between Calcutta, 
Ranchi. Hazaribagh and Asansol may amount to a good 
many lakhs of rupees in the course of the work. I 
believe that careful consideration should be given to 
consolidating most of your work at a central location. 
Asansol would seem to be such a location. To distribute 
headquarters for political considerations '' ould seem to 
be unwise. ·The whole public, including B:har and West 
Bengal, will be best served if decision in such matters fs 
based on a determination to achieve the highest degree of 
economy in the work. With my limited acquaintance, I 
am riot a judge of the importance of the befter climate 
of Ranchi. but I think that serious consideration should be· 
given, first to a consolidation of headquarters, and second 
to the choice of a central location where contact with 
the work will be most convenient and economical. This 
might not apply to the same extent to the resettlement 
headquarters. There ·would be some convenience and 
economy in their being near the land being vacated and 
near that being prepared for resettlement." 
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_ 38. There can b!! no doubt that tne public interest will be best 
.se!ved by locating . the headquarters at some suitable place within 
t_he valley itself. Calcutta of course is not without its advantages 
_particularly in the early stages: accessibility; ease of communication 
by road; rail and steam-this is importanj; when lakhs of rupees' 
worth _of material was being imported; advantages connected with tlie 
.headquarters of a Participating Government; existence of facilities of 
various kinds . for the staff and their families, educational, medical, 
·etc. But now as nearly five years have elapsed since the establish
.J;nent of the Corporation, other considerations also come into play. 
On the whole, therefore, we agree with the Estimates Committee that 
ihe headquarters should shift to a central place in the valley. as early . 
.as circumstances permit. We consider Maithon the most suitable. 
Not the least of the advantages of locating the headquarters at 
.Maithon is its situation on the border of Bengal and Bihar. 

39. The headquarters of the Chief Engineer and the Design Office 
:have since moved to Maithon. · 

40. Even if the headquarters are shifted to Maithon an office will 
:have to be maintained in Calcutta. Members as well as officers of 
-the Corporation will certainly need to visit Calcutta frequently for 
-contacts with the State Government, commercial firms and others . 
.Besides, activities like purchase and information could be best carried 
-out from Calcutta. For this purpose, however, a relatively small 
-office should prove sufficient. 

For the operation of the irrigation system, including the naviga
-tion canal, a branch office at B:urdwan will most probably prove 
necessary. Malaria control activities in the lower valley could also 
be best carried out from a centre like Burdwan. 

For erosion control and forestry a branch office at Hazaribagh · 
will be useful. There are enough DVC buildings there which could 
be utilised for the purpose. 

Work at all these branch offices as well as the operation of the 
·dams and powe~ stations could be most conveniently co-ordinated 
irom the headquarters at Maithon which lies midway between 
:Burdwan and Hazaribagh. 

General 

41. An abstract of the present strength of the various departments 
<Qf the Corporation and an abstract of the classification of staff may 
be seen at Appendix X. It has not been possible for the Committee 
within the short time at their disposal to make a thorough study of 
ihe organisational problem and the nature and volume of work 

:24M of I&P 
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assigned to each office and section ahacned :to the Corporation as· well! 
as to each individual employee and, therefore, we do not propose .to
offer any opinion on the adequacy or otherwise of the staff maintain-
ed by the Corporation. All proposals for extra staff are scrutinised· 
first by the head of the department concerned and then by tlie
Director of Personnel and the Financial Adviser before they are sanc
tioned by the Corporation. The justification to continue the staff' 
appointed is exa1uined periodically and surplus staff, if any is 
retrenched. However, we recommend that the Corporation should 
engage the services of a reputed firm of efficiency experts to go int()o 
the question of the staff and their efficiency. This should ensure
economy. 



CHAPTER X 

CONCLUSION AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

We have concluded our labours, and Government may expect us 
to give an overall appraisal of the work of the Corporation. But 
as our terms of reference do not cover the entire field of the 
Corporation's activities, we are unable to give such an appreciation. 

2. The Damodar Project was conceived in the shadow of World 
War II at a time when famine and flood devastated Bengal and tlie 
country as a whole suffered from shortages of all kinds. The nation 
was impressed by the urgent necessity of reproducing the TVA in 
India with the resultant benefits of irrigation, flood control and 
electricity. Many hig!l-ranking engineers laboured hard on the eve 
of Independence on the Damodar Scheme. The country gave it top 
priority after Independence and it was taken up with enthusiasm 
and earnestness. 

3. But there were many difficulties in the way which we were 
inclined to ignore. We did not have adequate 'experience in this 
particular line, we had not enough engineers and technicians of flie 
highest calibre, prices were rising, machinery and equipment were 
scarce and difficult to obtain. The Corporation started almost from 
scratch and during the five years of its existence had to face many 
problems. They had to organise operations and gather staff from 
wherever they could get. In these circumstances there was risk of 
mistakes resulting in financial losses. It is true that many mistakes 
have be(m made and losses, heavy losses, have been incurred. But 
looking at it from the broaoer viewpoint, the country has gained 
valuable experience and has learnt many valuable lessons. Many 
engineers and technicians have been trained. A new form of ad
ministration for national undertakings is being hammered into shape. 
The Tilaiya Dam is complete and Konar is nearing completion. The 
Bokaro Thermal Power Station, said to be the largest in Asia with 
an ultimate capacity of 2,00,000 KW and an immediate capacity of 
1,50,000 KW has gone into operation. The Maithon and Panchet 
Hill Dams are making satisfactory progress. The Durgapur Barrage 
and the canals are in hand. Undoubtedly something mighty and 
significant is being accomplished and future gP.nerations will be 
grateful that such a scheme has been taken up. There is no cause 
for pessimism. 

;1.09 
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CHAPTER XI 

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Chapter m.-Land Reclamation and RehabUitation. works under
taken by the DVC 

1. The. Corporation was bound to follow and has been following 
the considered policy of Government referred to in the repeatec' 
assurances given by Government in the Legislature. (Para. 7). 

2. The work of rehabilitation should remain with the Corporation. 
(Para. 10). 

3. Payment of compensation in cash in. all cases is neither fair 
in itself nor in consonance with the declared policy of Government 
and must be rejected. (Para. 11). 

4. The proposal that land for land may o., g1v.,n ou to 100 miles 
away where it can be reclaimed at lower cost is bound to lead to 
justified agitation by displaced persons and cause difficulties and will 
involve change in policy which will lead to charges of breach of 
faith. (Para. 12). 

5. Land of equal productivity must be given to tb.e displaced 
persons; any other course would be unfair. (Para. 13). 

6. The amenities provided in the resettlement colonies appear to 
be the very minimtim that ought to be provided. (Para. 12). 

7. The proposal that the Corporation should acquire culturable 
waste and hand over to displaced persons an equivalent· number of 
acres and give suitable plots for houses in a new abadi, though 
cheaper, would not provide real rehabilitation. (Para. 14). 

8. The method may be tried of entrusting the construction of 
houses to an approved villaga co-operative society under the guidance 
of the Corporation's engineers. (Para. 14). 

9. The work done on the houses in the resettlement colonies is 
not fully commensurate with the money spent. (Para. 15). 

10. The nature of land makes reclamation not only difficult but• 
expensive. (Para. 16). 

11. The cost of reclaimed dhan land inclulling post-reclamation 
treatment will be about Rs. 875 per acre. · (Para. 19). 

;J.ll 
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12. The cost of reclamation can be reduced: 

(a) by ensuring economical use of machinery by 

(i) cutting down the idle time of the machinery to the irredu
cible minimum, and 

(iiJ handing over to the Chief Engineer all unsuitable and 
superfluous machines together with the staff operating 
them to be utilised elsewhere, and 

(b) by curtailing overhead charges and making them commen
surate with the volume of work. (Para. 23). 

13. The pres.ent Director of Rehabilitation had to be paid a salary 
of Rs. 3,000 p.m. and it would be false economy at this stage to em
ploy a cheaper agency though, later on, when the work tapers off, 
the Corporation may make ·such other arrangements as may be 
justified by the circumstances. (Para. 24). 

14. Barring such minor economies as the Director may effect 
from time to time, there is no room for any large scale saving in the 
Land Acquisition branch. (Para. 25). 

15. There is some room for economy in the Rehabilitation and 
Development branch. The post of an Administrative Officer for this 
branch is unnecessary and should be abolished. (Para. 26). 

16. The Headwaters Engineering Circle should be transferred to 
the Chief En~neer. As a result of this transfer, it should be possible 
to reduce the post of Superintending Engineer, in charge of this work 
to that of Executive Engineer. (Para. 27). 

17. The Accounts Office staff could be reduced somewhat. The 
proportion of officers here is high. (Para. 27). 

18. It is difficult to say that salaries of the staff of the Rehabilita
tion and Development Department are not commensurate with the 
work performed. (Para. 28). 

19. The practice of sanctioning posts which are not immediately 
required should cease. (Para. 29). 

20. Posts not filled on 1st November, 1952, should require fresh 
financial sanction. (Para. 29). 

Chapter IV.-The changes in the design and construction features 
of Tilaiya Dam 

21. Though the advice of the Board of Consultants for a change 
cf design from masonry to concrete was not unanimous, no formal 
decision was taken by the Corporation, but Shri Venkatachari's 
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advice was tacitly accepted. It is ,surprising that no record exists 
<Of so important a decision with such technical and financial implica
ctions. (Para. 14). 

22. The numerous changes in design were due to the absence of a 
·chief engineer, who could have given the Corporation authoritative 
.advice. (Para. 15). 

23. The possibility of linking Tilaiya power station with Bokaro 
:may be investigated. As soon as that is done, the thermal power 
:plant at Tilaiya may either be disposed of or used elsewhere. 
:(Para. 16). 

24.· It may be considered whether the waters of both Tilaiya and 
Xonar cannot be put to immediate use. (Para. 17). 

[Paras. 25--41 omitted.] 

<:hapter VL-The Planning and Purchase ot :stores and Equipment 

42. In the absence of competent technical advice and a proper 
.appreciation of the magnitude of the problem, it does not appear that 
the Corporation paid sufficient attention to planning of equipment 
in the early stages; however, overall planning was made impossible 
-owing to the numerous changes in design and programme. (Para. 4). 

43. Though the Corporation took the Bermo seam of the Kargali 
-colliery on sub=Iease in October, 1950, mining operations have not 
yet started. It cannot be said that this part of the programme was 
well-planned. (Para. 5). 

44. The equipment for Maithon and Panchet Hill has been well
:planned. (Para. 6). 

45. The purchase procedure of the Corporation, more or less 
-similar to that in vogue in the ·o.G., S. & P., has been evolved slow-
1y during the course of the last four years. (Para. 10). 

46. The Corporation have, on the whole, tried to follow the agree
ment made with P.G., S. & P. in May, 1950, regarding the utilisation 
-of that organisation. (Para. 12). 

47. The Corporation purchased only about 9 per cent. of its re
-quirements through the P.G., S. & P. (Para. 13). 

48. The Corporation had to make purchases by negotiation till the 
Tegister of approved firms was prepared and it cannot therefore be 
-said that, during this period, purchases were made after much com
:petition. (Para. 14). 

49. It would not be proper to compel the Corporation to make all 
its purchases through the D.G., S. & D. At the same time, it should 
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be advantageous to the Corporation to enforce more strictly the pro
cedure laid down to ensure that requirements are foreseen by in
denting officers as far as possible. If this is done, it should be possible
for the Corporation to utilise the agency of the D.G., S. & D., to a 
greater extent. (Para. 18). 

50. The possibility of entering into rate contracts with regard to
spare parts of the machinery in common use may be explored by 
Government. (Para; 19). 

51. The possibility of standardising equip""""' to be used in the
river valley projects needs consideration by Government. (Para. 20). 

52. Apart from the special contact with Kuljians, there is no
other firm of consultants of the Corporation the services of which 
have been utilised as contractors for the e"xecution of work or for 
the supply of stores or used as an agency for inspection of stores. 
(Para. 23). 

53. In the case of Kuljians it is true that their services have been: 
so utilised but having regard to all the circumstances we are not 
inclined to take too serious a view of this departure from principle. 
(Para. 30). 

54. The payment of 21 per cent. commission to Kuljians for 
purchases made in America does not seem to have involved any 
extra expenditure. (Para. 30). 

Chapter VIL-The appointment of a Chief Engineer 

55. It is not a fact that till recently the Corporation did not think 
it necessary that there should be a chief engineer in overall control 
of the project as a whole. The search for a chief engineer was com
menced even before the ·corporation came into existence and was 
continued by it after it came into existence. (Para. 48). 

56. (Expunged.) 

57. In the first period efforts to secure an American Chief Engineer 
failed because of the vacillation and indecision and bargaining spirit 
displayed by the Corporation. (Para. 14). 

A first rate chief engineer could have been appointed around 
April, 1949, had the Corporation been prepared to pay the same 
terms on which Mr. Komara was ultimately appOinted. (·Para. 14). 

58. Though from the beginning it appears to have been taken for 
granted ~hat an American Chief Engineer would. have. to be appoint
ed, the Ministry of W.M.P., without consulting th.. Corporation, 
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advised the Finance Ministry that ali Airierican ~,;met l!<ngmeer was 
not indispensable. ·(Para·. 22). 

· 59. The Chairman of the. ·corporauon .a1a not, aunng ms tnree 
months' stay in America, secure a chief engineer, though public 
opinion was hardening against the Corporation on account of the 
absence of a chief engineer, (Paras. 30 and 31 ). 

60. The efforts made ·by the corporation to secure the services of 
an Indian Chief Engineer were genuine and serious. (Para. 48). 

' ' . ~ 

61. The W.M.P. Ministry were kept informed from time to time 
·Of developments in the Corporation's search for. a chief engineer, 
culminating in the appointment of Mr. Komora. (Para. 48). 

62. [Omitted.] 

63. The results of the absence of a Chief Engineer for two and · 

a half years are writ large on the work of the Corporation~inexpert 
advice and frequent changes .of :design; increase in costs, waste of 
public funds. (Para. 50). 

64. For the vacillation and indecision in appointing the Chief 
Engineer the Corporation is as a whole. technically responsible but 
the personal responsibility of the Chairman in the matter is by no 
means negligible. (Para. 50). 

Chapter VDI.-The Adequacy of the Damodar Valley Corporation 
Act, 1948 

65. The semi-autonomous corporation is the best method yet 
devised of executing multi-purpose projects efficiently and econo
mically. (Para. 14). 

66. It would not be prudent ·to constitute semi-autonomous cor
porations in the case of non-commercial activities without proper 
safeguards as indicated in para. 23. (Para. 19). 

67. (11 A Corporalion should be created only when a project has 
been investigated in sufficient detail. and a fairly firm estimates· has 
been. sanctigned by .~avernment. 

(2) Within the sanctioned project estimate, the Corporation should 
have full power to execute the project, without any outside inter
ference. The Corporation should not have any power to modify the 
scope of the project. That power should vestonly in Government. 

(3) If the project estimate is likely to be substantially exceeded, 
the Corporation must obtain Government's sanction. 

( 4) After completion of the project, the Corporation should have 
full power to run its ·commercial or quasi-commercial activities, 
like irrigation, navigation, power and flood control. 
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(5) In regard to non-commercial activities like soil conservation, 

afforestation, etc., schemes should be subm.itted by the Corporation 
-to Government for approval, before they are taken up. Such 
-schemes should be implemented only to the extent approved by 
Government. 

(6) The budget estimates of the Corporation should be subject 
to the approval of Government. 

(7) Power should 'be taken by Government to give directions "as 
to the exercise by the Corporation of its functions" somewhat on 
:the lines of the Air Corporations Act, 1953. 

(8)· The powers reserved for Government under these proposals 
·should vest in the Central Government, as it would obviously be 
impossible for a Corporation to consult different Governments, which 
·might give differing decisions. In other respects the scheme of the 
DVC Act may be followed. (Para. 23). 

3 
68. Full Parliamentary control0 over statutory corporations in 

charge of river valley schemes would have the effect of placing them 
in a position worse than that of'Government departments. (Para. 
24). 

69. It seems to us inappropriate to lay down by statute that one 
member shall be an administrator, another an engineer and a third 
a financial l'xnert. (Para. 35). 

70. Although no qualifications for membership of the Corporation 
are to be prescribed in the statute, yet in the selection of the personnel 
Jf the corporation "the functional element" may appropriately be 
given more attention in view of the nature of the tasks a corporation 
is likely to be called upon to perform. (Para. 37). 

71. A "policy-making corporation"• is .in every way· bettEjr than a 
·"functional" one. (Para. 40) 

72. The convention, that whenever there is difference of opinion 
between the Financial Adviser and the Corporation, he should 
report the matter for decision to ·the Government ctf India in the 
'Ministry of Finance, should be abrogated. (Para. 41). 

73. The present procedure about the appointment of the Secretary 
is suitable. (Para. 41). 

74. The Act gives ho specific power to Government to call for 
·information. We suggest that a formal provision to this effect should 
!be made. (Para 44) 
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75. The provisions of sections 30 and 31 are being worked in the 
Tight spirit, but their full implications may be clarified when the . 
.amendment of tlie Act is undertaken. (Paras. 47 and 48). 

76. The Central Government should authorise the Corporation 
under section 29(2) of the Act to open accounts with any of the more 
important Indian Banks wherever necessary. (Para. 49). 

77. The existing provisions relating to audit and accounts are 
.adequate. _(Para. 50). 

78. Though the Advisory Committee and the Technical Sub-Com
mittee may have served sonie useful purpose, they are extra legal 
:and probably also illegal and hence their continued existence cannot· 
be defended and they should be abolished. The Advisory Committee 
Rules may also be rescinded. (Para. 55). 

79. Functions listed in sub-section 12(f) of the Acf should be 
undertaken only after the scheme has. been specifically sanctioned by 
the Central Government unless the State Government concerned 
desire to entrust any similar work to f·the Corporation,. after making 
provision in the State budget. (Para~ 56). 

80. Afforestation and soil conservation as provided under . section 
12(e) of the Act should be subject to the prior approval of the 
.Central Government. (Para. 57). 

81. Government should lay down 'priorities, between the various 
functions with regard to each proiect. if n<'>C<'>ssarv · bv dir<><'tinm: 
under section 48. (Para. 59). 

82. The Planning Commission insist and we agree that there 
should be thorough investigation and a complete picture of the 
-economic and financial implications of a project before it is sanction-
-ed. (Para. 60). 

83. The procedure for initiating and making plans laid down by 
the Planning Commission in the Five Year Plan (Chapter XXVI) is 
Tecommended. (Para. 61). 

84. The freedom of the Corporations to choose their own con
sultants should remain unhampered. (Para. 63). 

85. Under the Estimates Committee's scheme, the Central Water 
.and Power Commission would be an immense organisation and it is 
-doubtful whether the economy in designing and planning visualised 
by the· Estimates Committee would be achieved in actual practice .. 
{Para. 61). 

86. When large projects are sanctioned self-sufficient organisations 
ior designing are necessary. (Para. 62). 
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87. We suggest that only substantial deviations from sanctioned 

projects should be reported to Government. (Para~ 64). 

Major·changes in the design and in the scope of the work should 
be avoided as far as possible, but if absolutely unavoida'ble, Govern
ment's prior sanction must be obtained. This can be achieved by the 
issue of direction under section 48 of the Act. (Para. 64) . 

. 88. The provision that the Corporation shall 'be treated as a com
pany for purposes of the Land Acquisition Act is. unSatisfactory. The 
better course would be to treat the Corporation as a 'Local Authority'. 
(Para. 68). 

89. The Corporation should have the right to question in suitable 
cases the correctness of the Collector's award by a reference to the 
court under section 18 of the. Land Acquisition Act. (Para. 69). 

90. The Corporation may employ, for the purpose of acquiring 
waste land, the law prevailing, in the two States of Bihar and West 
Bengal regarding acquisition of waste lands. (Para. 70). 

;n. 
91. The DVC Act and the Land Acquisition Act should be amend

ed in its application to the Corporation. (Para. 71). 

Chapter IX-Tlfe Organisational Set-up of the DVC 

92. There is too much centralisation in the Corporation's methods 
of administration. While the Corporation should concern itself with 
policy matters and broad features of general administration, super
vision and control, there should be generous delegation of power at 
all levels indicating both well-defined responsibility and adequate 
powers. (Para. 11). 

93. The present arrangement for co-ordination 'between the various 
departments of engineerln:g is working satisfactorily. (Para. 13). 

94. The Corporation might consider whether the post of the 
Engineer-in-charge, Barrage ·and Irrigation, carrying a salary .of 
Rs. 2,500 p.m. is absolutely essential. (Para. 15). 

95. It should be considered whether in projects of this magnitude 
well qualified quantity survevors should not be employed. (Para. 
16). 

·96. It should appear that the staff posted on Konar is excessive. 
(Para. 17). 

97. We are in complete agreement with the recommendations of 
the Estimates Committee made in paragraphs 115, 118 and 122 of 
their Fifth Report. (Para. 22). 
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98. The Corporation has been encouraging local talent; they 
should appoint non-Indians wherever such appointment is considered 
necessary but the appointment should be for a minimum period. 
(Para. 23). The Central Government should be kept informed of the 
proposals for appointment of foreigners but their previous approval 

'is not necessary. (24). 

99. The Soil Conservation Department should 'be placed under a 
first rate specialist. (Para. 25). 

100. A high-ranking social worker with some knowledge of 
-economics should assist the Corporation in the development of the 
valley. In this matter,' the advice of Advisory Committees composed· 
of local leaders and co-operation of the State Governments, Exten
sion Service and local authorities should be sought. (P.ara. 26). 

101. The Chief Electrical Engineer's headquarters could be more 
-conveniently located in the Vallev. fPar.a.._.27). 

102. There does not seem to be suruc1~nli -lust!ucn.Liuu _1_ur a .ut!ulltv 

Chief Electrical Engineer. (Para. 27). 

103. The absence of a law division inc the CorporatibTh--'office is a . - ·: ..., . r- • 

serious omission and should be suppli¢d wJthout delay. '(Para. 28). 

104. The procedure prescribed fori rec~itment a~~ promotions of 
the Corporation's employees is generally satisfactory. (Para. 29). 

105. All the three members or tne L;Orporauon snould sit on the 
Selection Board when appointments carrying pay of Rs. 1,000 p.m. 
and above are under consideration. (Para. 30). 

106. A system of 'merit awards' 'based on objective tests should 
be introduced as an incentive to !!"ood work. (Para. 33), 

107. The headquarters of the Corporation should be located at 
Maithon as early as circumstances permit. (Para. 38). 

108. The Corporation should engage the services of a reputed firm 
.A efficiency experts to go into the question of the staff and· their 
efficiency. ·(Para. 41). 



APPENDIX I 

COPY OF GOVERNMENT OF INDIA, Mm!STRY OF !ruuGATION AND 

PoWER, REsoLUTION No. DW. 10, DATED THE 20TH SEPTEMBER, 1952 
<(as amended up-to-date). 

RESOLUTION 

No. D.W. 10. Pursuant to the recommendations made in the Fifth 
Report (1951-52) of the Estimates Committee of Parliament, the 
Government of!ndia have decided to set up a Committee to examine 
and report on the various points at issue relating to the execution 
of the Damodar Valley Project, and to make suitable recommenda
tions with a view to achiev~g· the most economical and expeditious 
develonment of tfie~amodat '\fallev. 

2. The Committeer Will"co:nsist of the followmg:-

(i) \Shri P. S. Rau, LC.S..i ·Regional Commissioner and Adviser 
'to the Go:vernment of Madhya Bharat-Chairman. 

(ii) Shri V. D .. D{lntyagi,i Additional Deputy Comptroller and 
Auditor- General-+Member. 

'"(iii) Shri B. N. Lokur,· Deputy Secretary, Ministry of Law
Member. 

(iv) Shri G. R. Garg, Director (Irrigation) Central Water & 
Power Commission-Member. 

(v) Shri B. D. Nanda, Officer on Special Duty, Planning Com
mission-Member-Secretary. 

3. The Committee will examine and make their recommendations 
to the Government of India in the Ministry of Irrigation and Power 
on the following:-

(1) Land reclamation and rehabilitation works undertaken by 
the Damodar Valley Corporation. 

(2) The changes in the design and construction features of the 
Konar and Tilaiya Dams; the award of contracts and the 
rates for various items of works. 

*Subsituted for 'Shri S. B. Capoor, ICS, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Law' by 
Irrigation and Power Ministry Notification No. 3o(I)/52-Adm., dated the 17th 
November, 1952. 
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(3) The planning and purchase of stores and equipment for 
works on Damodar Valley Corporation and the procedure
therefor. 

*(4) The appointment of a Chief Engineer for the Damodar
Valley Corporation. 

(5) The adequacy of the Damodar Valley Corporation Act .. 
1948, and the organisational set-up of the Corporation. 

t 4. The Chairman of the Committee will work part-time on the· 
Committee. The other members will work whole-time on the Com-
mittee. The Committee will commence work immediately · and 
submit it~:? report within two months. 

*Inserted by Irrigation and Power Ministry Resolution No. 30(!)-Adm/52, dated' 
the 2oth January, 1953· 

tSubstituted for •The Chairman and the other members of the Committee will 
work whole time on the Committee' by Irrigation and Power Ministry Corrigendum. 
No. 30(1)j52-Adm., dated the 14thj25th November, 1952. 



APPENDIXB 

EXTRACTS FROM THE TWO SIX-MONTHLY . REPORTS OF THE FINANCIAL 

ADVISER OF THE DAMODAR VALLEY CORPORATION FOR THE PERIODS 

ENDED (I) 31ST JULY, 1951, AND (II) 31ST JANUARY; 1952. 

"It was originally estimated on the basis of preliminary investi
gations that the cost of reclamation .of waste land will. amount to 
Rs. 380 per acre approximately and the cost of houses will be about 
Rs. 3 per sq. ft. of covered area.and provision was accordingly made 
1n the estimates. Recent cost · accounting shows that waste land 
reclaimed is costing about Rs. 600 per acre against the original esti
mate of Rs. 380. There is also likely to be about 50 per cent. increase 
<>n the cost of buildings." 

* * .. • * * * 
"While all possible attempts are being made to reduce expendi

ture, it is for consideration whether for reasons of economy, the 
declared policy in this respect should be modified to the following 
extent: 

(a) displaced villagers who are willing to take cash compen
sation instead of land for land and house for house may 
be given the cash value of their present houses and 
holdings; 

(b) in respect of others who insist on having land for land 
and house for house; they may be given land and houses, 
not necessarily at the vicinity of their present villages 
but at other convenient places in the valley where lands 
could be reclaimed at a considerable cheaper cost. (It 

. is understood that at a distance ranging from 60 to 100 

miles from the present villages, lands are available 
which can be reclaimed at a much-cheaper cost); 

(c) construction of houses and the provision of amenities 
should be on a more moderate scale not ·exceeding those 
which are at present enjoyed by the villagers. 

The matter should be placed before the Participating Governments 
at an early date for a fresh directive." 

* * • • * * * 
(ii) "On the basis of actual maintenance, working hours and life 

of machines (as per schedule of the U.S.A. Bureau of Internal 
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Revenue adopted 'by the Corporation) the cost of reclamation has 
been worked out to be:' 

Reclamation of Dhan land 

Add-

Green manuring 

·Cost of acquiring waste land and incidental 
cost in connection with land acquistion 

Rs. 482. per acre 

Rs. 68 , , 

Rs. 55 , , 

Rs. 6os per acre 
approximately. 

The cost of" reclamation of 'ranr land is about l/3 of the cost of 
. reclamation of Dhan land. 

The cost of houses now comes to about Rs. 4 per sg. ft. of covered 
area." 



APPENDIX ill 

CoPY OF D.O. No .. DVCC-1. DATED THE 15TH OCTOBER. 1952, FROM SHRI 
P. S. RAu, I.C.S., CHAIRMAN, DVC CoMMITTEE -ro SHRr A. N. 
KHosLA, !.S.E., ADDITIONAL SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNMENT OF 
INDIA. Mrm:STRY OF IRRIGATION AND PoWER, NEW DELHI. 

We have been studying the terms of the Resolution appointing the 
Committee and have certain doubts in regard to them which we have 
discussed with you in detail. We should be grateful if you would 
kindly clarify the points raised which I nroceed tn !':ummaris<> h<>lnw' 

The preamble recites that my Committee has been appointed in 
pursuance of the recommendation made ·by the Estimates Committee 
and ·we have been invited "to make suitable recommendations with a: 
view to achieveing the most economical and expeditious development 
of the Damodar Valley". Paragraph-3 of the Resolution sets out the 
terms of reference of the Committee. The question arises as to the 
relation between the Estimates Committee's report and the matters 
mentioned in the terms of reference. We feel that we are called 
upon to report on the Estimates Committee's recommendations only 
in so far as they fall wi~hin the purview of the terms of reference. 
Those not so covered should be left out. To make my meaning clear 
see paragraph 55 of the Estimates· Committee's Report where certain 
financial forecasts have been given arid the Estimates Committee 
proceeds to recommend that "a thorough investigation to be made to
.arrive at as near a correct figure as possible". Secondly in paragraph 
36 the Committee recommends an examination of the figures of the 
cost of "production of-power. We take it. that as neither of these 
points is covered by the terms of reference they are 'beyond the 
scope of our enquiry. We should be grateful for confirmation. 

2. Th" u<-,;, _pa<·agrapn oi •ne nesolU"!;lOn a1so expects tne com
mittee· to make suitable recommendations with a view to achieving 
the most economical and expeditious development of the Damodar 
Valley. Here again, the Committee presumes that they need not g(} 
beyond their specific terms of reference. For example, the terms of 
reference confine the inve:;tigations in regard to the changes in the· 
design and construction features. to the Konar and Tilaiya Dams. 
It is, therefore, presumed that the Committee need not investigate 

. any changes made in the Maithon and Panchet Hill Dams, or any 
other work. 
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3. The terms· of reference required- the Committee to examine and 
make recommendations on the land reclamation and rehabilitation 
works undertaken .by the D.V.C. It is presumed that for finding out 
the real intention, the Committee may refer to the Estimates Com
mittee's Report, paras. 28 and 42 of which are relevant, and direct 
its investigations only on the points raised in those paragraphs. 

4. The terms of reference require the Committee to examine the 
changes in the 'design and construction features of the Konar and 
Tilaiya Dams, the award of contracts and the rates of various items 
of work'. It is not quite clear to the Committee what "construction 
features" mean. It is presumed that it would be sufficient if they 
undertake an examination of the changes in the design and con
struction of the Konar and Tilaiya Dams. 

It is understood that the work on the Tilaiya Dam is being done 
departmentally. If so, the question of award of contracts and the 
rates do not arise in respect of the Dam. We assume that only the 
Konar Dam is intended. 

5. Pending a clarification by Government, we are proceeding with 
the work according to our reading of the terms of reference as given 
above. ' Early orders clarifying the terms of reference may please 
issue. 



APPENDIX IV 

Witnesses examined by the Damodar Valley Corporation Enquiry Committee. 

S.No. 

I 

2 

3 

4 
5 

Date 

24-Io-I952 
24-Io-I952 

5-I2-I952 
25-IO-I952 

25-1o-1952 
27-1o-I952 
28-1o-I952 

29-1o-1952 

Name of witness 

Shri H. N. Ray, I.C.S., Deputy Secretary, D.V.C. 
Shri N. R. Chakravarty, Officer on Special Duty and ex-Financial 
Adviser, D.V.C. . 

Shri S. N. Srivastava l 
}-Purchase Oflicm, D.V.C. 

Shri B. C. Mallick J 
Chairman, Members, Finmcial Adviser and Secretary, D.V.C. 

6 3I-1o-1952 Mr. A.M. Komara, Chief Engineer, D.V.C. 

7 

8 

9 
IO 

II 

I2 

I3 

1-II-1952 
27-I2-I952 
28-I2-I952 

I7-I-I95l 
I,cii-I952 
6CII-I952 
3-II-I952 

4-II-I952 
4-II-I952 

4-II-I952 
7-II-1952 

23-I2-I952 
24-I2-I952 
6-II-1952 

Shri M. N. Das, Construction Superintendent (Maithon) and Super
intending Engineer (Tilaiya), D.V.C. 

Shri C. S. Tirumal Rao Saheb, Superinten:fin:;: Engineer (Kona 
D.V.C. 

Mr. H. H. Levonian of Ku!jian Corporation. 
Mr. K. Mueller, Resident Engineer at Konar of Messrs. Gruner 

Brothers. 
Shri H. B. Patel, Director, Patel Engineering Company. 
Shri K. S. V. Raman, I.C.S., Director Rehabilitation and 

Development, D.V.C. 

Shri A. D. Mukherji, Superintending Engineer (Hydro-Electric), 
D.V.C. 

I4 I3-II-I952 Sardar Man Singh, I.S.E., Member, Central Water & Power 
Commission . 

. I7-II-1952 
2I-II-I952 

IS I4-II-1952 
I6CII-1952 

I6 I5-II-I952 
I7 26CII-I952 
IS 4-12-I952 
I9 5-I2-I952 
20 I2-12-1952 

Shri S. Ratnam, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Finance. 

Dr. M. N. Saha, M.P. 
Shri K. R. Patel of Messrs. Associated Exports Imports Corporation. 
Rp;esentatives of the Engineering Association of India. 
Shri S. N. Mozumdar, I.C.S., Chairman, D.V.C. 
Shri R. D. Dhir, I.S.E., Director, Central Water & Power 

Commission. 
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S.No. Date 

21 15-12-1952 

22 27-12-1952 
23 6-1-1953 
24 9-1-1953 

25 9-1-1953 

26 12-1-1953 
18-1-1953 

27 14-1-1953 

28 14-1-1953 
29 14-1-1953 

30 15-1-1953 

31 15-1-1953 

32 21·1·1953 
33 21-1-1953 
34 29-1-1953 

3o-1-1953· 
35 31-1-1953 

1•2-1953 
36 :--2-1953 

37 16-2-1953 
38 27-2-1953 
39 2-3-1952 
40 8-4-1953 

9"4-1953 
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Name of witness 

Shri K. L. Rao, Director (Designs), Central Water & Power Com-
mission. 

Dr. B. C. Guha, Member, D.V.C. 
Mr. F. F. Feorgusson, ex-Engineer-in-Charge, D.V.C. 
Sbri Kanwar Sain, I.S.E., Member (Designs), Central Water & 

Power Commission, and Cbief Engineer, Hirakud Dam Project 
and Member, D.V.C. Board of Consultants. 

Sbri Jagan Nath Misra, Deputy Commissioner, Hirakud Lm:l 
Organisation. 

Mr. Edward Gruner of Mossrs. Gruoer Brothers. 

Shri M. P. Mathrani, I.S.E., ChiefEogineer, Gandak Valley, Govern-
. ment of Bihar. . 

Sbri J. Kuriyan, Chief Electrical Engineer, Government of Bihar. 
Shri H. N. Chatterji, Superintending Engineer, Electricity Depart

ment, South Bihar and Chota Nagpur Circle, Government of 
Bihar. 

The Hon'ble Sbri Ram Charitar Singh, Minister for Irrigation 
Bihar. 

Shri S. V. Sohoni, I. C. S., Secretary to the Government of Bihar 
. in the Irrigation Department. 
Sbri P. K. Bhattacharya, Cbief Electrical Engineer, D.V.C. 
The Hon'ble Dr. B. C. Roy, Chief Minister, West Bengal. 
Shri D. L. Mazumdar, I. C. S., Officer on Special Duty, Minister 

of Finance. 
Sbri A. D. Gorwala, I. C. S. (Retd.) 

Sbri A. R. Venkatacbari, I.S.E. (Retd.) Member, D.V.C. Boar.i of 
Consultants and Technical Adviser to the Planning Commi3sion. 

Sbri N. V. Gadgil, M.P., ex-Minister for Works, Mines & Power. 
Mr. D. C. Baxter, Design Engineer, D.V.C. 
Shri V. Narhari Rao, Comptroller and Auditor General for India. 
Dr. S. Sen, Secretalj, D.V.C. 

N.B.-(•) Sbri B. K. Gokhle, I.C.S. (Retd.), ex-Secretary, Ministry of Works, Mines 
& Power, Sbri C. C. Desai, I.C.S., ex-Secretary, Ministry of Works, Housing and Supply, 
Sbri N. M. Buch, I.C.S., Dirctor General, Supplies and Disposals and Sbri A. N. Khosla, 
I.S.E., Additional Secretary, Ministry of Irrigation & Power, gave their views in writing 
on questions referred to them. 

(ii) The Committee held discussions with Commander and Mrs. Jackson, Shri 
P. P. Varma, Member, D.V.C., Sbri S. M. Banerjee, Financial Adviser, D.V.C., Sarva
Sbri Varadarajan and La! Chand of Hindustan ConstrUction Company, Shri A. Srinivasa'! 
Executive Engineer, Lower Bhavani Project, Shri Dani, Engineer, Bombay Corporation, 
and also Mr. A. de Vajpa, ex-Chief ConstrUction Engineer and ex-Chairman of the Board 
of Engineers, D.V.C. 



APPENDIX V 

ESTIMATED USEFUL LIVES AND DEPRECIATION RATES 

Average useful life (years) 

(:Basis: 2,00.0 hours per year) 

Automobiles : 
Light: • 
Medium 
Heavy . 

Backfillers, Power 
Light: • 
Medium 
Heavy • 
Tractor 

Barges: 
Steel· 
Wood 

Batcher Plants : 
All steel, demountable 
Steel frame, wood bin 
Stationary . • . 
Wood frame & wood bin 
Batch, measuring devices 

Benders, bar . 
Bending blocks . . 
Bending machines : 

Angle 
Pipe 
Rail 

Bins: 
Steel, concrete 
Steel 
Wood . 

Bin frames, steel . . . 
Blacksmith shop out-fits, portable 
Block, pulley diffetial 
Blowers, mechanical 
Boats: 

House 
Motor 

Boilers : 
Upright . · 
Locomotives . 
Stationary . 

Borers (wood) portable 
Boring apparatus, test 
Boxes, mortar and batch 
Brakes, Bending : 

Cornice (sheet metal). 

' 

Breakers ; pavement, pneumatic 

----
Buckets: 

z! Cableway 

~ I Clans hell 
Con1:rete 
Elevator 

I Orange peel • • 
3 Bail, pivot turnover 
s Scraper or drag line 
6 
s Buggies: 

Concrete 
Timber 

30 
zs Building job, office of storage 

Bulldozers : 
Grade builders 

IO Tractor. 
IO Bunkers stone portable witb 
I4 screens . . 

7 Burner equipment, gas & 
4 Cables, wire • • 

s Cableways, cables only 
Cableways carriage 

IO I Camping equipment 

IS 
Capetans electric . 

IO Cars: IO 
Ballast spreader 
Batch box steel 

6 Boarding and tool 
I2 Concrete 
8 Derrick, bridge 
6 Dump, steel 
4i Dump, wood 
6 Flat, steel 

IO Flat, wood 
Hand: . • Hopper • 2.0 

6 Scale 
Skip hoist 
Tank 

7 Carts, concrete 
IS ' Carts, tool (steel) . 
2.0 Cement gun machines 

3 Chains: 
IO 
3 Hawsers and lines 

Power, transmission 

2.2 
Channelers, rock . . 
Chipping and claking tools, 

3 pneumatic 
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oil 

6 
5 

l 
s 
6 

3 
3 

8 
4 

6 
I2 
4 
3 
5 
3 

IO 

IO 
5 

2.0 
8 

IO 
8 
6 

12. 

IO 
IO 
IO 
IO 
IO 
2.0 

3 
4 
4 

6 

l 
3 
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Chutes, concrete, gravity. 21 Craneways: 
Clamps, column fonn SJ ·Cleaning machine for exterior~ Steeel IS 

ofbuilding, steam or sand IS I Wood IO 

lCompressors -: Crushers, rock : 

Belt driven IO Portable 8 
Electric, portable: • 8 Stationary IO 
Gasoline, portable • 6 
Motor:~ .truck unit . s Cutters : 
Steam portable o . 0 6 Bar, Power s Concrete machine, pneumatic • s Corrugated iron, hand IO 

Concrete Mixers : Cutting and welding outfits : 

Electric 
Portable 4 

0 0 0 5 Davits IS 
Gasoline, 3 I/2S, ss, ?s.: o 3 
Gasaline, 10s, I4S. ; 4 Derricks : 
Gasoline, 2IS, 28so . 5 Boat IO Paving gas 8 Circle swing, hand 8 Paving steam 8 
Steam • 81 Crab: 
Truck mounted. 5 Hand: IO 

' Power 
Controllers, motai' • ' IO 

I 
Guy-

Co!!veyors : Steel I2 
Wood 8 

Belt, elevating portable 3 Stitlleg :-
Stationary: • 0 6 
Bucket 6 Steel I2 

Wood 8 
Cable- Digers, clay, pneumatic 3 

Drag . 6 
Draglines : 

Monorail IS Electric-
Cha4l, portable 6 I/2, 3/4 cubic yard • • 6 
Portable s I, I I/4, and I/2 cu. yards. 8 
Scraper 6 2 cubic yards and over IO 

Gasoline-
Cranes.: 

I/2, 3/4 cubic yard • 5 
1lridge and cantilever 20 I, I I/4 & I I/2 cubic yards 9 
Crawler Electric 2. cubic yards & over: I2 
2 I/2 5 tons 5 
IO, 15 tons 7 Steam-
2.0 tons and over 9 

I/2, 3/4 cubic yard 6 
·Gas- I, I I/4•and I I/2 cubic yards IO 

2 cubic yards and over I2 
2 I/2, S"tons 5 
IO, 15 tons 9 Dredges: 
20 tons and over I2 Clamshell I6 
Locomotive gas 7 Dipper 8 

Steam-
Hydraulic 20 
Pipe: IO 

2 I/2 5 tons 6 Dtill Boats I2 
IO, IS tons IO Dtill points, well 5 
20 tons and over I2 Dtills : Locomotive 0 0 0 IO 
Dock or wharf, travelling. 20 Airdrifter 3 
Dragline • • • IOO Electric or pneumatic, 
Universal (gas 2 I/2 to 5 tons) hand for wood or metal 5 

mounted on to-ton truck. 6 Hand, electric 3 
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Drills-contd. 

Rock, electric 
Jackhammer . 
Steam ·. . 
Traction, well 
Tripod . 
Tunnel carriage 
Well • . 

Drums for oil (steel) 

Elevators: 

Bucket, stationary 
Cage (steel tower) 

Engines: 

Blowing 
Fire 
Gas 
Marine 
Oil • 
Plumbing 
Steam . 

Excavators : 

Cableway, complete 

Trench, gasoline-

7-foot deptb • 
I2-foot deptb 
I8-footb deptb 

Trench, steam-
7-foot deptb 
I2-foot deptb 
IS foot deptb . 
Trench, vertical boom 

Wheel or ladder type. 
Extinguishers, fire . • 
Fans, exhaust . 
Finishing, machines 
Floats, bridge (steel) 
~rges,gasoroilbunrlng 

Forms: 

.-

Concrete (metal pane) . 
Concrete, supports, ad

justable , . 

Steel for-
Paveqlents 
Pipes . 
Roads . . . 
Timnels & conduits 
Walls . 

Furnaces, metal melting : 

Coal fired 
Electric 
Gas or oil 

Generator sets : 

3 Steam.engine . . 
3 Turbine, headlight or flood 
5 light . 
7 Gin poles (steel) • . 
7 . Grsdebuilders (bulldozers) 

5 l Graders: IO 
10 Blade, road-

7-8 foot blade 
9-10 foot blade 
Over Io-foot blade 
Elevating . 

6 Fom, subgrsde planners 
5 Rooters, wheel 

I2 
7 

IO 
20 
20 
14 
II 

4 

6 
6 
8 

8 
8 

IO 
5 
5 
3 

IS 
4 
5 

IO 

5 

4 

4 
3 
4 
4 
5 

Grinders: 
Metal surface 
Saw filers and setters 
Surface, concrete 

Hammers: 
Electric 
Pneumatic riveting 

Harness • . • 
Heaters, asphalt, tar and pitch 

kettles . . • 
Helmets, gas and diving suits 

& Equipment • 
Hoists: 

Air, electric, or steam 
Chain . . . 
Electric monorail or post 
Gas 
Handp0wer. 

Slew-
Electric 
Steam . 

Holders on pneumatic 
Horses 

Hose:-
Fire, linen or rubber lined 

cotton 
Metal, flexible 
Oil 
Reel or cart • • • 
Rubber, air, steam or water 

Inundator,!, batch . 
Inland craft : 

Graders, hydraulic 
Quarter boats 

Jacks : 
Hydraulic 
Rail . 
Ratchet 
Screw . . . • 
Steamboat, push and pull 

Tibs, steam . . 
.cz jllinters, bench electric, steCliiJ. 

'}!'gas 

IZ 

4 
IO 
8 

4 
s 
& 
& 
6 
s 

IS 
E 

4 

3 
3 
4 

4 

IO 

8 
6 

~ 
& 

8 
I2 
4 
5 

s 
l()o 

5· 
IO 
I<> 

4-

7 
IO 
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Ladders: 

Rope, wood rungs • 
Steel • • • 

Ladles, metal 

Lathes: 

Metalworking 
Woodworking 

Launches, gasoline 
Levee construction equipment 

Draglines 
Shovels 
Towel exavators 

Life-saving equipment 
Light plant . • 
Lighters • 
Loaders, bucket 

Crawler 
Portable . 
Stationary . 

Locomotives battery 
Locomotives, industrial 

Diesel • 
Electric 

Up to Iotons 
10 to 20 tons 
Over 20tons 

Steam
Up to IO tons 
Io to 20 tons 
Over2otons 

Locomotive, standard gauge 
Magnets, lifting • 
Milling machines . 
Mixers ; portable mortar 

Less than I[3 cubic yd. over I/3 cubic yard· 
Caterpillar 

Motors: 

ACandDC 
Large • 
Medium 
Small 
Hydraulic 
Pneumatic 

Mowers, right of waY 
Mules , 

Pile drivers : 

Barge . • 
Railroad outfits 
Steam, on skids 
Track • . • 

'D·Je haquners, steam or air : 
Heavy . • • 

. Light . 
Medium, 

Pipe: 

2 
Black or galvanized 

3 
Wood . . . 
Wood and steel combination 

7 Pipe Jines and fittiogs, for float~ 
ing dredges • • • 

Pit and quarry plant 

IS Planners: 
I7 Metalworking 
IO Woodworking 

Plows :. 8 
8 

12 Furrow 
IO Rooter. 
4 Pontoons 

22 Presses, drill • 

s 
s 
6 
4 

Pumping units : 
Electric

Centrifugal 
Diaphragm 
Piston . 

IO 
I6 Gas-

Centrifugal • • • 

8 
IS 
20 

8 
I8 
20 
30 
IS 
IS 
3 
6 
8 
8 

I2 
IO 
8 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 

8 

~:;hragm . . . 
· way contractor's Pump 

Piston . . . • 
Steam, centrifugal • 

Pumps: 
Air lift . 
centrifugal 
Humdinger 
Impulse 
Hydraulic 
Oil . . • 
Steam pitson unit . 
Testing for _Pipe Jines 

Punches, hydraulic 
Punches for steel power 

Racks, storage for pipe and 
Steel : 

Steel 
Wood 

Rail, steel . . 
Razing, equipment, 

ings 
Reamers: 

Electric 
Pneumatic 

Riveters, pneumatic 
Rollers : 

. . 
for build-

IO Concrete finishing (steel) 
IO Road, gas 
12 Road, steam 

Rolls, ridge 
IO Rowboats 

4 Sand-blast outfits 
$ Sawmills, portable . 

--~-----------------------

4 
5 
6 

Ic> 
6-

IS 
2<> 

6: 
6· 
4 
s 

IO• 

IO· 
6· 
6· 
6-

IS 
IC> 
6 

IS 
20. 
IS" 

20" 
IS 
IO· 

8 

3 
3 
S" 

IO 
IO" 
IO 

~ 
IO" 
Ic> 
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.saw: 
Band; cut off and rip power. 
Hand, electric and pneum.aoc 

.Saws and woodworkers 
Steel frames . 
Wood fraines • 

.Scales, large, track and wagon · 

.Scrifiers : 
Attachements 
Blocks, steel 
Drag, all Steel 
Grader type 

.Scows . 

.Scows, dump 

.Scrapers : 
Blade, carryaJl 
Fesne or Morman . 
Rotary . 
Slip . 
Wheel . • . . 

:Screens and bunkers, for gravel 
pits only . 

.Screws, revolving 

.Sharpeners, drill 

.Sheers, for hand . 

.Shores, adjustable . • . 

.Shovel attachements, for cranes 

.Shovels : 
Electric or gasoline, crawler 

orwhool-
I/2, 3/4 cubic yard • 
I, I I/4, I I/2 cubic yards 
2cubic yards and over 

:Steam crawler or wheel-
. I/2, 3/4 cubic yard • 

I, I I/4, I I/2 yards and over 
z cubic yards, and over . 
Railroad, steam . • 
Tunnel . • . 

:Sputing plants, complete, con-
crete . . . 

:Spraying equipment paint 
:Spreaders, stone : 

Hopper wagon 
Steel box . 

:Steamers, paddle wheel 
:Switchers : 

Portable 
Stationary . . 

Tampers, bac!dill pneumatic 
Tamping machines 
Tanks : 

Gasoline, storage 
Reby . . . . 
Water or air, storage (steel) 
Water storage (wood) • 

Tarpaulins and tents • . 
Threading and cutting machines 

Pipe 
. Ties: 

Steel 
Wood 

l Tongs, ch:rln 

Appendix VI omitted 

Towers: 
IO Cableway-
3 Steel 

Wood . . . . 
IO Steel boom with counter weights 
s 

1 
Tracks, industrial, portable 

20 
Tractors: 

4 Electric-
s 3-ton 
4 s-ton 
4 Io-ton . 

?.S 20-ton ' 
zs 

Gas or steam-
6 3-ton . 
2 s-tan 
4 Io-ton 
2 20-ton 
s 

Trailers : 
S Dump--
6 Steel 
8 Wood . • • 

IO Platform, wood • • 
4 Drop platform, heavy duty 
6 Transformers, car • 

Trenching machines, (See Ex-
cavators). 

S I Trucks, auto : 
61 General purpose or dump-
S I/3-2/3 cubic yard • 

I-I 2/3 cubic yards . 
7 i 2 cubic yards and over • 
8 Tugs, screw-propelled, steam 

Io or gas . . .· • 
IO Turntables, industrial railway • 
4 Vises 

4 Wagons: 
I2 Dump-

s Steel . 
S Wood;. 

30 

6 
6 

Farm-
Heavy 
Light 

Road oilers, tranks, steel Tank 
or sprinkler-
Steel • 

Io Wood • 
I4 Washers, gravel • • • 
3 Welding outfits, acetylene or 

electric . • • • 
10 Wbeelbanows • • • 

I2 
6 
4 

Winches, electric and pneumatic 
Wire and cables : 

Electric • • • 
Flexible, steel armoured • 

6 
3 
s 
6 

3 

~ 
8 

~ 
8 

IO 

10 
10 
4 
s 

10 

2S 
4 
s 

6 
6 

10 
IO 

10 
8 
3 

10 
2 

10 

6 
8 



Name of Project 

I 

Hirakud 
Original estimated cost as per preliminary project 

Report. 

Original sanctioned estimate 

Revised estimate 

Revised estim~te 

Tungabhadra Project (Madras side) 

(a) Irrigation Project 
Original estimated cost 

Original sanctioned estiinate 

I Revised estimate . 

APPENDix VI-(Omltte.l) 
APPENDIX VD 

BENEFITS 

Year 

2 

1947 (June) 

1948 

1950 (October) 

1952 .(January) 

1952 (March) 

1941-42 

1944 (Decem-
hPr'l 

1949 (Febru-
ary). 

Estimated 
cost 

3 

47,81,00,000 

47,81,00,000 

62,59,oo,ooo 

89,09,00,000 

92,09,00,000 

s,68,x9,ooo 

9,92>55,000 

I7,~,oo,ooo 

Irrigation 
Acres 

4 

10,94,953 

10,94,953 

10,94,953 

17,35,000 
(new area) 

. 17,35,000 
(new area) 

z,so,ooo 

2,so,ooo 

2,so,ooo 

Installed 
capacity 

Kilowatts 
J.{emarks 

5 6 

3,so,ooo Preliminary estimate. 

3,so,ooo 

3,so,ooo Not basea on detailed esti-
mates. 

• 
2,56,500 Prepared by c. W. & P. C. 

based on detailed estimates. 

C. W. & P. C's. 1952 estimate 
as revised by Advisory Com
mitte'e. 

Based on qetailed estimates. 

Arrived at by applying suitable 
proportion factors over 1942 
estimates without working out 
details of alterations in design 
quantities etc. 

.,_. 
ffi 



APPENDIX VII-contd, 

I 2 3 4 s 6 

II Revised estimate 1952 I9,70,oo,ooo z,so,ooo Based on revised quantities and 
rates. 

(b) Hydzo-electirc Project 

Sanctioned Project 1950 . I9,7o,oo,ooo 36,od() 

Hyderabad side 

(a) Irrigation Project: 1951 23,04,00,000 4,so,ooo 

· Bhakra Nanga/ Project 

Original estimate as per preliminary pr:oject 1919 14>44.75·000 15,27,992 Nil 

1939-42 Bhakra Dam Project 1942 • 14,15,992 • *Information not available. • ~ 
Bhakra Nanga! Project '1949-50 I,32,9o,oo,ooo 

.... 
35,85,675 3,12,000 

Bhakra Nangel Project I Revision 1951-52 t,s6,oo,oo,ooo 36,04,275 1,44,000 

Bhakra Nanga! Project I Revision modified 1953 r,,o,oo,oo,ooo » 2>44,000 
approximate 

Lower Bhavani Project 

' Original estimate 1936 3,1z,oo,ooo 

Sanctioned estimate 1947 . ,,oo,oo,ooo 

I Revised estimate , 8,3o,oo,ooo z,o,,ooo 
NU" .. -r-• "" ~- "' \ main canal and for power 

II Revised estimate 1951 9,02~0,000 » , penstocks to be used later to 

j\nticipated actuals , 
develop seasonal power Qf 

l?~~ NO•?O•OOO 2107,000 " zo,ooolt;W, 



Macnkund 1/ydto-Proiett (Mdlltal 
side) 

Original estimate as per 
!OJ?OriB 

Original sanctioned estimate 

l Revised estimate , 

II Revised estimate 

II Revised estimate 

preliminary project 1944 • 

1946 

1948 

1949 

• • 1953 

Damodar Valley Project 
Rough preliminary estimate for complete proJect 

by Voorduin in preliminary Memorandum 1945 

I Revised Estimates for first Phase 

II Revised Estimates for first Phase 

1951 

1952 

··-·······---

z,xo,so,ooo 

s,zs,24,ooo 

8,t3,s6,ooo 

Under pre
paranon. 

ss,oo,oo,ooo 

74,98,oo,ooo 

87,74,00,000 

7,6o,ooo 

10,_25,762 

., 
2o74o000} 

2,84,000 

Cost of civil works artd powet 
station only included oost 
of sub-station and transmis
sion lines extra. 

Based on detailed estimates. 



APPENDIX VID 

Draft amendment of section 50 of the Damodar Valley Corporatioll' 
Act, 1948 

"50. Compulsory Acquisition of land for the Corporation.-..A.ny 
land required by the Corporation for carrying out its functions under 
this Act shall be deemed to be needed for a public purpose and the
State Government shall, at the request of the Corporation, proceed to 
acquire such land under the provisions of the Land Acquisition Act, 
1894 (I of 1894), as modified by the Second Schedule or, in the case
of Waste lands, under the provisions of the law in force for acquisition 
of waste lands". 

SECOND ScHEDULE 

(See section 50) 

Modifications in the Land Acquisition Act, 1894 (I of 1894) 

Amendment of Section 3. 

(i) After clause (c) of section 3, the following shall be deemed to 
be inserted, namely:-

"(cc) the expression 'Corporation' means the Damodar Valley 
Corporation constituted llUlder the Damodar Valley 
Corporation Act, 1948 (XIV of 1948)". 

(ii) After clause (d) of section 3, the following shall .be deemed 
to be insertj!d, namely:-

"(dd) the expression 'local authority' includes the Corpora
tion". 

Insertion of new section lOA. 

After section 10. the following shall be deemed to be inserted. 
namely:-

"10A. Enquiry regarding option for compensation in kind.-(1} 
Wherever any land or house shall have been declared 
under section 6 to have been needed for the purposes of 
the Corporation, the Collector or an officer authorised 
by him in this behalf shall require the persons interested 
in the land or the house to state whether, instead of a 
money compensation in respect of such hind or house, 
they may be granted in exchange other equivalent land 
or house, as the case may be, in any specified local area. 

{2) The statement recorded under sub-section (1) shall be con
clusive evidence of the option for compensation iil kind"_ 

136 
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Insertion of section 17 A. 

After section 17, the following shall be deemed to be inserted~ 
namely:-

"17A. In every case referred to under section 16 or section 17~ 
the Collector shall, upon payment of the cost ·of acquisi
tion, make over charge of the land to the Corporation 
and the land· shall thereupon vest in · the Corporation,. 
subject to the liability of the Corporation to pay any 
further costs which may be incurred on account of its.. 
acquisition". 

Insertion of new sect~on 28A. 

After section 28, the following shall be deemed to be inserted,.. 
namely:-

"28A. Reference at the instance of the Corporation.-!£ the· 
award in regard to the amount of the compensation is 
not acceptable to the Corporation, it may, within eight. 
weeks from the' date of the award, require by written 
application to the Collector that the matter be referred' 
by him for the determination of the Court and thereupon 
the provisions of sections 19 to 28 shall apply m'!Ltatis· 
m'!Ltandis to such reference". 

Amendment o~ section 31. 

After sub-section (2) of section 31, the following shall be deemed'. 
to be inserted, namely:-

"(2A) If an option in favour of compensation in kind has been 
exercised under section lOA, the Collector shall, instead' 
of paying a money compensation, grant to the persons. 
interested an equivalent house or land in exchange for
the house or land acquli'ed''• 

Amendment of section 50. 

The proviso to sub-section (2) shall be deemed to omitted. 



DAMODAR VALLEY CORPORATION 

ORGANISATION CHART 

October, 1952 

Coiration 

FHwncihlAd~~------------------~-------------------------------S~ruy 

I 
'I 

Controller of purchase 
and stores 

Chief Aa:oubts Officer Chief Ilrmation Officer l 
--------------------~----------------------------

Chief Ingineer Chief BlecLcsl Engineer Chief eoJservation Director 0; ld Acquisition, 
Engineer Rehabilitation and Development. 
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E 

.I . ngmeenng 

I 
Konar 
Project 

APPENDIX IX-contd. 

Chieflgin.eer--------~Office 

I 
Bokaro 
Project 

Maithon 
Project 

+ 
l 

Panchet 
Project 
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APPENDIX IX-contd. 

ENGINEERING 

ENGINEERING----------ollice 

I 
r 

Field E.Jneering · Planning anJ Design 
11 

Service DiVIsion 

I 
r 
____ __;_ __ 1 

1
1 

I 
Sub-Suifac~ Maps and Survey Hydrological 

Division · Section Investigation 

I 
Section. 

r 
CenJ.t Testing 

Division 

I 
I . 

Dl.runs 

Hyd}aulic Data Project 'Studies·· E 
.1 . 

Stimating 
I 

Civil Section 
I 

Structural Section 

**Under the Director of River Research Institute, West Bengal. 

1 

EleJ.tcal 
Section 



APPENDIX IX-contd. 

CONSTRUGriON PLANT 

Accounts and Costing Ofli.oc--------Consttuctior Plant Engineer----------Office. 

Insltion and 
Plant Record 

Prevenlve Main
. · tenance and Field 

l 
Heavy 
Repairs 

rr 
Central 

Workshop 
Timlr 
Workshop 



APPENDIX IX--contd. 

PROJECTS 

I 
r----------------------~--------------------~----~ 

Accoun~~~-Office Account-{r':,J~-Office Account BL_aro-Office Account-~~=-Office 
l ,r 1 

r f I • 
f l l I I 

National Dam Cons- Camp Dam Thermal Roads and Barrage B~eer- Construe-
H:vhway auction Services Construe- Station Colony and Cause- mg tion 
an Bridge and Camp tion way 

Services 

I I 
*Accountant--~anchet ;Pro)ect-~-~ Office 

I I 
Account--Barrage and Irrigation--Office 

*Accounts controlled by Accounts Office, Maithon. 



A•stt. 
W!lfare 
Officer 

APPENDIX IX-contd. 

ORGANISATION SET-UP OF MAITHON PROJEcr 

~~ 
Accounts 

I 
Office 

Engineer 

Medicsl Stores Maintenance 
Officer Officer (Preventive 

Maintenance & 
Field Repairs) 

Chief Engineer 
• 

Project Manager J 
1----;-

i 
I 

Conslction 
· Superintendent 

I 
Cost-

Engineer 

Hngtneenng Office• (vide 
separate chart attsched) 

Administrative 
Officer 

i -~,---;--1 ---,---'---------, 
Asstt. Supdt. Asstt. Asstt. . Asstt. Supdt. Asstt. Asstt. Assu;.· 

Supdt. Supdt. 
(Electrical) (Concret

ing) 

(Diversion Supdt. Supdt. -.; (Excavation & Supdt. 
Tunnel & (Mechanicsl) (Earth Dam) · Quarry) (Colony) 

Power House) 

•This office is responsible for Design of both Maithon and Panchet Projects. 



I 
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APPENDIX IX-contd. 

ORGANISATION SET-UP OF MAITHON PROJECT 

Chief :Engineer 

( 

I Canst. Superintendent I Engineering Office* (oide 
separate chart attached) 

Accounts Officer 1-,-1 Administrative Officer I 

\ 
( I I 

Asstt. Supdt.l Asstt. Supdt. Asstt. Welfare I (Colony) (Excavation & Officer 
Quarry) 

r- ... 0 Asstt. Supdt. I Stores Officer I I Medical Officer 
(Earth Dam) 

"This office is responsible for design of both Maithon and Panchet Projects. 

I 



. Chief 
Engineer-

144 
APPENDIX IX--contd. 

Adminis
-trative 
Officer 

Executive Engineers 
(Design Divn.) . 

Executive Engineer 
-Construction Divn. I 

(Left Bank) 

Supdtg. Executive Engineer 
Engineer -Construction Divn. II 
(Designs & (Right Bank) 
Canals) 

Executive Engineer 
-Construction Divn. III 

(Left Bank) 

Engineer-in• 
Charge, Barrage - -Cost 'Engi-

& Trricnrti.on ncer 

-Medical 
Officer 

Supdtg. 
Engineer 

-Hesdworks 
&Barrage 

Accounts Officer 
Burdwan · 

Executive Engineer Asstt 
Construction Divn. IV -Welfare 
(Roads & Colony) Officer 

Executive Engineer- Stores 
(Headworks Divn.) Officer 

-Executive Engineers 
(Mechanical Divn.) 

Accounts Officer, 
Durgapur. 



APPENDIX IX-contd. 

Chief Blectrical Bi>Rineerr-------Offia: 

ACQ~unts 

Mining 

Thermal Office 

I 
Bokaro '·rherm•l 

Power ~tatlon 
1 ___ _ 

. I 
•Construction 

(Hydro-Blectric) 

• Accounts •nd Office ioinlly with Tilai)a Project. 

I 
Accounts Trans!russion omlc Commercial Office 

I' 
Construction 
-Power 

I 
""" I . . ' I~~- } . 
· • ranslriisston Central Grid Blectrical 
- Circle Operation (StOres) 

I Division 1 
r---------~----------~ 

r ml • I o·---. rant SSlt'll IVI~CIIl 
II (13Z KVr ':-

Transmission Di9iil~n Sub-Stat!J. Division IV 
Ill (66 and 33·K:1/) 



APPENDIX IX-Contd. 

*Accounts-----------Land Acquisition, RebQbilitation and Development---------• I 
I 

Land Acquisition 

Amalgamated with Account Office of the Soil Conservation Department. 

Rehabilitation and Development 

.... 
I~ 
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APPENDIX X 

ABSTRACT OF D.V.C. ORGANISATION (as on 3oth September 1952 

Name of Officer 

I, 

Financi~ Adviser 

Secretary 

Director of Per•onnel. 

Collector of Purchase and Stores 

Central Accounts Office .• 

Chief Information Officer 

Medical Establishment 

Anti-Malaria Unit • 

Chief Eogineer Designs, Office 
etc. • 

Geology Division 

Mteorological sc;,otion 

Construction Plant Eogineer and 
his offices 

Chief Electrical Eogineer and 
his office 

Land Acquisition and Rehabi-
litation Deptt. • • 

Soil Conservation Deptt. 

Tilaiya Project 

Konar. Project 

Bokaro Project 

.. 

Bokaro Thermal Station 

Maitbon. 
t 

Panchet Hill 

Barrage and Irrigation 

Electrical Transmission 

No. of No. of 
Officers staff 

2 

3 
8 

4 

I2 

6 

4 

9 

2 

2 

I3 

21 

20 

45 

8 

48 

34 

3 

2I 

89 

39 
106 

so 
IO 

37 

7 

IO 

I5 

IOI 

278 

444 

Io6 

20 

2,8o8 

Officers 
drawing 

Rs. 3,000 
and above 

4 

2 

I 

I 

4 

Officers drawing between Rs. Boo to Rs. 1,300 p.m. -5I Nos, 
Officers drawing below Rs. Boo p. m. • =404 " 
. 140 

Officers Officers 
drawing drawing 
Rs. 2,000 Rs. 1,300 

to Rs. to Rs. 
3,ooo p.m. 2,000 p.m. 

5 

I 

I 

I 

2 

I 

1 

7 

6 

I 

I 

I 

2 

2 

I 

I 

2 

I 

I 

I 

I 

20 
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APPENDIX A-conta. 

ABSTRACT CLASSIFICATION OF OFFICERS 

Supdtg. . Ex. Asstt . Other Other Other 
Engi- Eii.gi- Engi- Officers Officers Officers Total 
neers neers neers pay pay pay 
and and and above between between 
other other other Rs. I,OOO Rs. sco- Rs. zco-

Officers Officers Officers I,ooo soo 
of equic of equi- of equi-
valent valent valent 
rank rank rank 

I z 3 4 s 6 7 

Headquarters I II zo 3Z 

Chief Engineer 

Engineering z IO 62 I 75 

Construction 8 24 I38 ... 8 .22 200 

Chief Electical 
Engineer 

Headquarters 2 4 I7 23 

Bokaro Thermal Station I I4 IS 4 34 

Tilaiya Hy~lectric I 2 3 

Transmission 3 6 38 I z so 
Soil Conservation Deptt. 2 26 3 37 

Rehabilitation and Deve-
lopment Deptt. I 3 13 iT 

TOTAL I9 6S 298 I 23 6S 471 

- -
Heada of Depattmenm and Senior Officers in headouarters. 



IS.I· 

APPENDIX .X-contd. 

ABSTRACT CLASSIFICATION OF STAFF 

Technical 

Construction fore-

Head-· 
quarters 

man and head draftS-
man .. 

Overseers erector, 
shift-in-charge and 
purchase Inspector 2 

Reseatch ASstt,, 
Soil conservation 
Staff etc. 

SliMy or 

I11spector of Survey 
andKanugo • 

Estimator draftsman 
tracers, ferro-
printer etc . 

Gauge reader 

Diamond drilling staff 
and other artificer 

Technician and oper-
. ators of each 
movin2 machineries I 

Lr.uv~L;:, 8 

Class IV staff 
(Khalasis, cleaner 
greaser, amin, etc). 2 

TOTAL 13 

Chief 
Engineer 

IO 

I96 

54 

47 

I07 

34 

I7 

63 

59 

121 

708 

Chief 
Electrical 
Engineer 

I2. 

43 

7 

I8 

39 

2I 

14 

154 

Soil 
Con-· 

servation 

I 

7 

42 

25 

I 

IO 

127 

20 

109 

342 

Rehabili-
tation and Total 

Develop-
ment Deptt. 

23 

4 252 

I 97 

79 

IS I6 

12 147 

34 

I7 

6 236 

9 II7 

68 314 

IIS 1,232 
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/APPENDIX x,-contd. 

NON-TECHNICAL STAFF 

Head~ Chief Chief Soil Rehab iii-
quarters Engineer Electrical Con- tation and 

Engineer serv'ation Develop- · Total 
ment Deptt. "" 

Non-Technical 

Junior Superintendent 2 2 4 

Accountant u 37 9 10 2 70 

Personal Assistant, 
Stenographer, 

Grade I Assistant 80 72 3S 9 II 207 

Grade II Assistant 89 178 44 40 29. 380 

Grade III Assistant 
Steno-Typists, 

Typist 59 ISI 34 20 24 288 

Telephone Operators 
etc. 2 6 4 u 

Medical Assistant, 
Malaria Inspector, 
Nurse I II I • 12 

Compounder and 
Dresser 2 17 19 

Class IV (daftry 
peon, chowk.idar 
etc). 92 248 43 13 49 445 

ToTAL 339 720 171 92. us 1,437 

GIPD-NS-24 M. of. I & P.-I3-9-S4-IOOO 
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